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ABSTRACT
The structure o f the lattice LB  o f varieties o f idempotent semigroups or bands 
(as universal algebras) was determined by B iijukov, Fennemore and Gerhard. W is- 
math determined the structure o f a related lattice: the lattice LB M  o f varieties o f band 
monoids. In  the firs t two parts we study several questions about these varieties.
In  Part I we compute the cardinalities o f the Green classes o f the free objects in  
each variety o f LB  [LB M ]. These cardinalities constitute a useful piece o f inform ation 
in  the study o f several questions about these varieties and some o f the conclusions 
obtained here are used in  parts H and III.
Part II concerns expansions o f bands [band monoids]. More precisely, we com­
pute here the cut-down to generators o f the Rhodes expansions o f the free objects in 
the varieties o f LB . We define Rhodes expansion o f a monoid, its  cut-down to genera­
tors and we compute the cut-down to generators o f the Rhodes expansions o f the free 
objects in  the varieties o f LB M .
In  Part I I I  we deal w ith Eilenberg varieties o f band monoids. The last chapter is 
particularly concerned w ith the description o f the varieties o f languages corresponding 
to these varieties.
I
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INTRODUCTION
We recall that an idempotent semigroup (band) is a semigroup in  which 
every element is idempotent. The bands have been studied from  different aspects, 
concerning fo r example, construction, classification, characterization o f different sub­
classes, the lattice o f subsemigroups o f a band, congruences, varieties o f bands, etc. 
This thesis is concerned w ith the lattice LB  o f a ll varieties o f bands (as universal al­
gebras), the lattice LB M  o f a ll varieties o f band monoids and the lattice LFBM  o f a ll 
Eilenberg varieties o f fin ite  band monoids (sometimes called pseudovarieties o f band 
monoids). Three main questions are studied.
The firs t question concerns the computation o f the cardinalities o f the Green 
classes o f the free objects in  each variety o f bands and in  each variety o f band monoids. 
This study (carried out in  chapter 3) belongs to the classical theory o f semigroups and 
some o f the inform ation obtained is used later in  the study o f the two other questions.
We analyse firs t the varieties o f rectangular bands. In  the remaining varieties o f 
bands the (7 -classes o f the free objects are defined by an invariant, called the content 
(the content o f a word being the set o f variables occurring in  it). This allows us to use a 
common technique fo r the study o f LB©, that is, the lattice obtained from  LB  by taking 
away the rectangular bands. We introduce a distinction between the “ le ft" and “ right" 
parts o f LBo : the left varieties o/LB© are the varieties Y (xy  ~ yx), Y {ax  = axa), 
Y {R 2 = Q2 )» V {R „  = Tn), V (E m  = Tm)y T  £ {Q ,S }, n ,m >  3, nodd, m  even, 
and the variety B o f a ll bands. The righ t varieties are defined dually. Let F a {V )  be 
the free object in  the variety V, generated by A. We show that fo r every proper variety 
V  the number o f L-classes in  each -class 7  o f a free object Fa{ V ) in V  £ LB© is 
equal to the number o f jC-classes in  the corresponding J -class in  Fa{ Vr) , where is
a
IX
The classical theory o f semigroups (or local theory o f semigroups) *aims at clas­
sify ing  semigroups up to isomorphism*. (We quote Rhodes.) Recently, a new theory 
was developed, the global theory o f semigroups, which incorporates the classical re­
sults. It ‘ tries to classify semigroups up to some reasonable equivalence relation (like , 
e.g., homotopy-type in  topology) to get a good feel fo r what an arbitrary semigroup
the maximum o f the set o f righ t varieties contained in  V . Since the cardinality o f an 
'R.-class o f a 7^ -class is just the number o f € -classes in  that C7 -class, we obtain in  this 
way the cardinality o f an arbitrary 7^-class o f 7. We have dual results fo r jC-classes. It 
fo llow s from  this that the cardinality o f 7  is the product o f the number o f £-classes o f 
the corresponding J ’-class o f Fa { Vr) by the number ofR-classes o f the corresponding 
C7-class o f Fa ( Vi) , where Vi is the maximum o f the set o f le ft varieties contained in  
V.
We also analyse the fo llow ing question: given two varieties o f bands V  and W  
such that V Ç W , fo r which cardinalities o f the fin ite  alphabet A  do the free objects 
in  V  and W  generated by A  coincide?
We deduce that two free objects (generated by A) in V {R i = Ti) and V iR v  =
Ti>) ,T  £ {Q , S }, I, L' >  3 ,1 ^  I ', coincide i f  and only i f l y l ' > \ A \ .  More generally, i f  
V  and W  are varieties o f bands such that V  C W ,  then Fa (V )  and Fa (W )  coincide 
i f  and only i f  the number o f 7^-classes o f the J'-classes Ja and 7j^  o f Fa ( Vi) and 
Fa ( W i) , respectively, coincide and the number o f jC-classes o f the J-classes 7^  and 
J'Jl o f Fa ( Vr) and Fa { W r), respectively, also coincide, where 7^, 7 jj, 7^ and J'j[ are 
the J'-classes formed by the words o f content A.
Finally, in  this firs t part we prove that the cardinalities o f the Green classes o f the 41
free objects in  a variety V  o f bands and in  the corresponding variety V  f l Mon o f band 4
monoids (where Mon is the set o f a ll monoids) coincide. 4
I
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looks like, not more classifications up to isomorphism in  special cases*. (We quote 
Rhodes again.) In  this newer theory the notion o f expansion, introduced by Rhodes in  
1969, plays a fundamental role. The second question studied in  this thesis concerns 
Rhodes expansions o f bands and band monoids. We study the cut-down to generators 
A , ( .)^, o f the Rhodes expansion (1)^ o f the free objects in  the varieties o f bands.
We follow  the strategy used in  the firs t part: We show firs t that the cut-down to 
generators o f the Rhodes expansion (w ith respect to C) o f the free object in  a rectan­
gular band is isomorphic to that free object. Next, we work on LB© and show that the 
cut-down to generators A  o f the Rhodes expansion o f a free object F a (  V ) in  a variety 
V  o f LB© is isomorphic to FAiV '^), where is the minimum o f the set o f strictly 
right varieties o f LB© containing V. By a strictly right variety o f LB© we mean a 
proper right variety o f LB© different from  \  (xy  = yx) ,Y  {R 2 = Q2 ) •
Also, we define the Rhodes expansion o f a monoid, ("!)f, and its cut-down to 
generators A, ( 1 )^^, in  such a way that the functors (.)* o ( 1)^ and ( 1)^^ o (.)^ are 
naturally equivalent. This leads to the fact that the cut-down to generators A  o f the 
Rhodes expansion o f the free object Fa { V ) in a. non triv ia l variety V  o f band monoids 
is also isomorphic to Fa { V^) . ( V*” is defined fo r band monoids in  a way sim ilar to 
the one done fo r bands.)
Finally, the analysis made leads us to the conclusion that the only varieties o f 
band monoids closed fo r Rhodes expansions are the triv ia l variety and the variety o f 
a ll band monoids. This is not true fo r varieties o f bands but also holds fo r Eilenberg 
varieties o f band monoids. (Notice that the Rhodes expansion o f a fin ite  semigroup is 
fin ite .)
The theory o f languages, which in  the, beginning was developed independently, 
became strictly connected w ith the theory o f semigroups, when Eilenberg, in  1976,
1
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introduced the notions o f Eilenberg variety o f semigroups [fnonoids], a certain class o f 
fin ite  semigroups [monoids], and variety o f languages, a certain class o f recognizable 
languages. In his Variety Theorem he established abijection between these two classes.
This gave rise to an enormous amount o f questions. Between them one arises naturally: 
given a certain variety o f semigroups [monoids] what is the corresponding variety o f |
languages, by Eilenberg’s theorem? (and vice-versa).
The third question broached in this thesis concerns the description o f the varieties 
o f languages corresponding to the Eilenberg varieties o f fin ite  band monoids.
A  variety o f languages is a function defined by the image o f each alphabet. This 
image is a certain boolean algebra. We denote by A*{ Rn = Sn) , n >  2 , the image 
o f the alphabet A  by the variety o f languages corresponding to the variety o f band 
monoids VM  ( i î „  = Sn) . We show that fo rn  >  1, A *(i2 „f i = ) is the boolean '%
algebra generated by the languages L o f type Lp , l  < p  <  n, where
L =  A p _ i O p —1 . . .  Ai o i A q 0 2  A j  . . .  O pA p *■
i f  p is even,
L =  ApOp. . .  A jO i Aq02 A | • • • Op-1 Ap_i
i f  p is odd, and in  both cases Ao C A i C .. .  C Ap C A , o,- € A* \  A ,_ i , i  = 1 , . . .  p.
We also show that i f  |A | = N  <  nthen the boolean algebras A*(Rn+i = Sn+i) 
and A * ( / 2jv-+i = Sn +i ) coincide.
More precisely, our work in  this thesis is organized in  the fo llow ing  way:
The firs t part consists o f three chapters. The firs t two are introductory chapters.
Chapter 1 contains the classical definitions and results on the theory o f categories and 
on the theory o f semigroups, which w ill be used throughout this thesis. In  this chapter 
we also present the category o f A-generated semigroups, which w ill be consistently
- I.;.
X ll
used in  the second part. Chapter 2 contains classical material on B irkho ff varieties, 
specified fo r semigroups. We also present here the notion o f Eilenberg variety o f semi­
groups. Section two o f this chapter is more specific. We present here the fam ily o f 
invariants used by Gerhard and Petrich fo r solving the word problem fo r varieties o f 
bands and develope some o f the ir results on these invariants. This chapter prepares the 
next one, which, as we have mentioned, is dedicated to the study o f the Green classes 
o f the free objects in  the varieties o f bands [band monoids].
The second part consists o f chapters 4 and 5. In chapter 4 we present the defini­
tions o f Rhodes expansion o f a semigroup and o f its cut-down to generators. A fter pre­
senting some properties o f these expansions, we define Rhodes expansion o f a monoid 
and its cut-down to generators, establishing a relantionship between these notions and 
the corresponding ones fo r semigroups. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the computation 
o f the cut-downs to generators o f the Rhodes expansions o f the free objects in  each 
variety o f bands [band monoids].
The last part is exclusively dedicated to fin ite  band monoids. In  chapter 6 we 
present the notion o f variety o f languages and some general results concerning the va­
rieties o f languages corresponding to the Eilenberg varieties o f fin ite  band monoids, 
depending on the cardinality o f the alphabet. This chapter prepares the last one, where 
after presenting the fam ily o f generators, constructed by Gerhard, fo r the Eilenberg va­
rieties o f band monoids and doing some computations on these generators, we describe 
the varieties o f languages corresponding to the varieties o f fin ite  band monoids.
i
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PART I -  VARIETIES OF BANDS
Here we give a concise lis t o f the definitions which w ill be used (w ithout refer­
ence).
I
CHAPTER 1. SEMIGROUPS
We summarize here a great number o f definitions and simple results concerning 
the general theory o f semigroups.
In the firs t section we give some notions on the theory o f categories, since we w ill 
have several occasions to use the language o f Category Theory.
Sections 2 and 4 consist m ainly o f the classic definitions and results on the cate- i
gory o f semigroups.
In  section 3 another category is introduced, namely the category o f A-generated 
semigroups, which w ill be consistently used in  chapters 4 and 5.
Finally, section 5 contains the main results on idempotent semigroups or bands 
that we w ill need throughout the thesis.
A  fu ll discussion concerning the material presented in  sections 2 ,4  and 5 can be 
found in  the books by C liffo rd  and Preston [6 ], Howie [16] and Petrich [18].
1. Categories
“îi
1
-ID efin ition  1.1.1. A  category C is given by the data (i)-(iv ), having the properties (v),
(V i) .
(i) A  class called the class o f objects ofC .
( ii)  A  rule that associates to each pair o f objects X , F  o f C a set M ore (X ,  Y ) 
called the set o f morphisnis from X  to Y . Its elements are called the morphisms from  
X  to Y .
;
1( iii)  A  rule that associates to each trip le  X j V , Z  o f objects o f C a mapping
M o r c ( X , r )  x M o r c ( K , ^ )  - > M o r c ( X , ^ ) ,
described by (p , / )  f o g .
(iv ) A  rule that associates to each object X  o f C a morphism
id x  E M o r c ( X ,X ) .
(v) Given objects X , F  o f C and /  G M ore ( X , y )
/ o i d x  = id y  o / = / .
(v i) Given objects X ,Y , Z ,W  o f C, f  £ M o rc (X , W)y g G M ore (y , X ), h G 
M o r c ( X , y )
( f o g )  o h  =  f o ( g o h ) .
1
Examples o f categories are the category o f a ll semigroups and the category o f a ll 
monoids, which we present next section. In  section 3 we shall present another category 
—  the category o f A-generated semigroups.
We now set down some fam ilia r definitions in  an arbitrary category.
D e fin ition  1.1.2. A  morphism /  in  the category C is an epimorphism i f  fo r every pair 
p, /i o f morphisms in  C w ith p o / = h o / w e  must have g -  h.
The dual o f definition 1.1.2 is
D efin ition  1.1.3. A  morphism /  in  the category C is a monomorphism i f  fo r every pair 
p, h o f morphisms in  C w ith /  op  = / o / i w e  must have g ~ h.
I
F A  ------—-----► F B
•HA Vb
GA  ------—-----» GB
D efin ition 1.1.4. A  morphism /  : A  B  in  the category C is an isomorphism i f  there ^
is a morphism p : B  —» A  such that p o /  = id ^  and /o p  = idg . We call such g an 
inverse o f / .  We say that A  and B  are isomorphic^ just in  case M o rc iA ^  B )
contains an isomorphism.
Fact 1.1.5. An isomorphism in  a category C is both a monomorphism and a epimor­
phism. The converse is not true.
D efin ition  1.1.6. A  functor F  from  a category C to a category D is a rule which assigns 
to every object A  o f C an object F A  o f D, and to every moiphism /  : A  —> B  o f C a 
morphism F f  : F A  —> F B  o f D such that
(1) B id ^  = i d f o r  every object A  o f C;
(2) I f / o p  is defined in  C then F f  o Fg  is defined in  D and F f  o Bp = F ( /  o p ).
The most triv ia l example o f a functor is, fo r each category C, the identity functor 
Id  c : C —> C which sends A  to A  and /  to / .
D efin ition  1.1.7. I f  B, G : C —> D are functors then a natural transformation from  «î 
B  to G is a rule that assigns to each object A  o f C a morphism t)a • B A  —» G A  o f 
D in  such a way that associated w ith every morphism /  : A  —^ B  in  C there is a 
commutative diagram
'Vz:"
We denote such a natural transformation by r} : F  G. When this situation ob­
tains, the associated morphisms 17^  are said to be natural. I f  each t}a is an isomorphism 
then we say that 97 is a natural isomorphism.
D efin ition  1.1.8. We say that two functors B, G : C —» D are naturally equivalent 
and w rite B  py G, i f  there is a natural isomorphism 77 : B  —» G.
Rem ark 1.1,9. To compose two natural transformations 97 : B  —> G and p : G H  
we sim ply paste together commutative diagrams:
F A Ff F B
VA VB
GA Gf GB
Pa Mb
H A Hf
The commutative outer rectangle then yields a natural transform ation/i 097 : B  —> 
H  w ith  {p  o 7])a = PAO r]A-
For an extensive discussion o f categories we refer to the text o f G oldblatt [15]. 
(See also [4]).
2. The category o f semigroups [m onoids]
A  semigroup is a couple formed from  a set S and an internal associative law o f
I
I
is
a
composition defined on S. This law shall be denoted in  a m ultip licative way. Given 
two semigroups S and T  a semigroup morphism ^  : S' —> T* is a function from  S into 
T  such that, fo r a ll a;, y G S', xy) -  x )p { y) .
A  monoid is a trip le t formed from  a set M , an internal associative law o f com­
position defined over M  and a distinct element o f M , denoted by id  a/, such that, fo r 
every m G M , id  Af m = m id m  = ‘rn. Given two monoids M  and N , a monoid mor­
phism (p : M  N  h2L function from  M  into N  such that p{xy)  = p{x) ip{y)  for 
every x^y £ M  and such that <p(idAf) = idjsr-
The semigroups [monoids], together w ith the morphisms, form  a category, de­
noted by S [ M ] .
In  S, a morphism is an isomorphism i f  and only if  it  is bijective. As usual, we 
shall identify two isomorphic semigroups.
In 5 , a morphism is a monomorphism i f  and only i f  it  is injective.
In 5 , a surjective morphism is an epimorphism. The converse is not true. (See 
[17].)
We say that S' is a subsemigroup o f T  i f  there exists an injective morphism p  : 
S ~ * T  and we identify S w ith y>( S ) .
A  submonoid o f a monoid M  is a subsemigroup o f M  containing id m -
We say that T  is a quotient o f S i f  there exists a surjective morphism p : S - ^ T .
We say that a semigroup S divides a semigroup T  if  S' is a quotient o f a subsemi­
group o f T. We denote it  by S' <  T .
Given a subset A  o f a semigroup S, there is a smallest subsemigroup o f S con­
taining A : it  is the intersection o f a ll subsemigroups o f S containing A  and is denoted 
by <  A  >  ( or <  A  >g ). It consists o f a ll fin ite  products o f elements o f A . Any 
subset A  o f S such that S = <  A  >  is called a set of generators o f S and S is said to 
be generated by A .
■tO
ing A , also denoted by <  A  >  (or <  A  >at). It is the intersection o f a ll submonoids 
o f M  containing A . I f  <  A  >=  M , M  is said to be generated by A .
(1.2.1.) Given a semigroup S, we denote by the monoid obtained from  S by the 
addition o f an identity: the support o f is the disjoint union o f S and the singleton 
{ 1^ } and the law (denoted by *) is defined by
x ^ y  -  xy i f x ^y  £ S  
*  T = æ *  Ig  = z, fo r every x £ ,
Notice that i f  S has an identity idg, then idg  ^  Ig , that is, has a new identity
(1.2.2.) Given a semigroup S, we denote by the follow ing monoid: i f  S is a monoid, 
= S; i f  S is not a monoid, = S *.
Fact 1.2.3. There is a functor (.) * from  S to M :
(i) I f  S is a semigroup, we define
( . ) ^ S = S \
( ii)  I f  S, T  are semigroups and ^  : S —> T* is a morphism, we define
(.)V =
the morphism from  into T* defined by
•45
■5.1
S
An element e o f a semigroup S is idempotent i f  = e. This thesis is exclusively 4 
concerned w ith semigroups whose elements are idempotents.
I
The morphisms from  ( / )  in to ( !T, p) are those semigroup morphisms p  : S
T  such that the fo llow ing diagram commutes
We call a zeroy a right zero or a left zero o f a semigroup an element, denoted 
by 0 , such that 0 3 = a0 = 0 , 3 0 = 0 o r 0 3  = 0 fo r every s £  respectively. We call 
a zero semigroup y a right zero semigroup or a left zero semigroup, a semigroup such 
that a ll its elements are zeros, righ t zeros or le ft zeros, respectively.
We call an ideal, a right ideal or a left ideal o f a semigroup S, a subset I  o f S
such that S^IS^ Ç I , IS^ Ç I  or I  C I ,  respectively. I f
The next concept is o f universal algebraic nature.
D efin ition  1.2.4. I f  j  is a fam ily o f semigroups, their direct product is the semi­
group defined on the cartesian product Si w ith componentwise m ultiplication.
For a fixed j  £ I ,  the mapping tt/ from  Y li^ j onto Sj defined by TryCo,) = oy is a 
projection homomorphism.
3. The category o f A-generated semigroups [m onoids] I
D efin ition  1.3.1. Given a set A , le t Sa be the follow ing category: ■ I 1:The objects o f ^  are the pairs ( S, f )  where B is a semigroup and /  : A  -> S' is !
a map such that S' = <  / (  A ) > . s
s10 I
/
We ca ll this category the category o f A-generated semigroups.
As we shall see in  chapter 5, the follow ing facts are important.
Fact 13.2. I f  { S , f ) , i T ,  g) are objects o f 5^, there is one and only one morphism (p 
from  (S ', / )  in to ( r ,p ) .
The morphism ^  can be described as follow s: ifg  = / ( a i )  .../(o% ) G S', where 
o i > • • M On € A , then
p($)  = p (a i)  ...p (on).
Fact 1.33. In  Sa a ll morphisms are surjective.
Fact 13.4. I f  ^  is a morphism from (S ', /)  into (T ,p ) and ^  is a morphism from  
(T ,p )  into ( S', / ) ,  then ( S', / )  and (T , p) are isomorphic. Indeed, by 1.3.2 we deduce 
that y) o ^  = id (T,g) and ^  o ^  = id(g^y).
Parallel w ith the category Sa , we define the category o f A-generated monoids:
Definition 13.5. Given a set A , let M a be the fo llow ing category:
The objects o f M a are the pairs ( A f, / )  where M  is a monoid and /  : A  M  
is a map such that M  = <  f (  A ) > ,
The morphisms from  ( M , / )  into ( AT, p) are those monoid morphisms p : M  
N  such that the follow ing diagram is commutative.
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We finish this section by establishing a relationship between the two categories 
presented, by means o f a functor. Indeed, we have
Fact 1.3.6. There is a functor ( .)* from  Sa into M a '
(i) I f  ( S', / )  is an object in  Sa *
( . ) ' ( S , / ) = ( S ' , / ' )
where : -A —> SMs defined by
/ ( o )  = / ( o )  (a e A ).
( ii)  I f  ^  is a morphism from  (S , / )  into {T , g) (in  Sa X define tp^  from  ( S \ / ^ )  to 
by
' ' w - f C '  « l i t
1
$
%
I
4. Congruences. Green relations
A  congruence on a semigroup S is an equivalence relation p on S compatible on 
the le ft and on the righ t w ith m ultiplication, that is, such that, fo r every a, 6 , c € S'
apb acpbCf capcb.
The quotient set S /p , becomes a semigroup in  a natural way i f  we define
[a]p *  [ 6]p = [a 6]p ([a]p , [b]p E S /p ) .
12
The map \\s : S S/p  defined by ll( a) = [ a]p (a G S') is an epimorphism, called 
the canonical epimorphism.
We now present five equivalence relations o f particular importance in  the classical 
theory o f semigroups: the Green's relations, defined and studied by Green in  1951.
Definition 1.4.1. Let S be a semigroup and let o, 6 € S. The equivalence relations 
£ , J  and H  are defined on S by the fo llow ing rules:
oR,b Q>S^ — bS^
aCb 4=4»" S^o = S^6
a J b ^ S ^ a S ^  = S ^ 6S^
aHb <=> aTlb, aCb (i.e. H  = 7^ (T £ ).
Fact 1.4.2. The relations 71 and C commute.
Definition 1.4.3. The equivalence relation X> is defined on S by
t> = T^oC = C oTZ.
Notice that K , 7^, £ , X>, Ç 7 .
(1.4.4.) We define also four quasi-order relations (i.e . reflexive and transitive 
relations) by
o 6 4=7»" aS^ Ç bS^
a <jC b 4=r*- S^ Q> Ç S^b
o b S^aS^ C S^bS^
a b -<==>" a < 72, b, a <£ b.
i:■41
I
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N otation 1.4.5. I f  K. denotes one o f the Green’s relations we use the notation a <fzh  
fo r a <}cb and (o , b) ^  K..
Proposition 1.4.6. The relations <% and H. are left compatible with multiplication. 
The relations <c and C are right compatible with multiplication.
I f  B  is an %-cIass and £  is an £-class, then R n L  ^  0 i f  and only i f  R  and L  are 
w ith in  the same P-class. It is usual to represent a D-class by the classical “ egg-box" 
picture below, where each ce ll represents an %-class, each row an 'R-class and each 
column an £-class.
5. Bands.
This is a brie f survey o f concepts and properties related to the title  o f this section.
A  band (or idempotent semigroup) is a semigroup S in  which every element is 
idempotent.
P roposition 1.5.1. Let S be a band and let s ,t £ S. We have
(i) s < c t  4=» st = 5 .
( ii)  5 <72 t 4=^ st = t.
Proposition 1.5.2. In a band, T> = J .
-i
i
I
' i
Î
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A  particular case o f a band is the one we describe next.
D efin ition  1.5.3. A  rectangular band is a pair ( J x A , o) where I  and A are arbitrary 
non-empty sets and o is defined on the cartesian product J x A by
(i,A )  oO ’jM) = ( l / ^ )  (»,; € J, \ , f i  g A )
The follow ing statement illustrates the importance o f the rectangular bands.
Proposition 1,5.4. (C liffo rd  1941; McLean 1952) A band is a semilattice o f rectangu­
la r bands, namely its 7 -classes. I
Notice that 1.5.2 and 1.5.4 yield that in  a band each D-class is a rectangular band.
We shall consistently use this fact.
We now present the results on rectangular bands we shall use. First we give a 
characterization o f this type o f semigroups.
P roposition 1,5.5. I f  S is  a semigroup then the following statements are equivalent |
(i) S is a rectangular band.
( ii)  For a ll a,b GS, aba = a.
( iii)  For a ll a G S,a^ = o and fo r a ll a, b,c G S, abc = ac.
Proposition 1.5.6. Let S be a rectangular band and let s ,t G S be such that s < c t .
Then s C t.
The follow ing statement is a consequence o f this result.
A
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P roposition 1.5.7. Let S be a band and let s ,t G S be such that s < c  t. Then
sût 4=4> s7 t.
Another useful result on rectangular bands is the follow ing:
Proposition 1.5.8. In a rectangular band there is only one U-class and each TC-class 
has cardinality one.
Rem ark 1.5.9. It follow s from  1.5.8 that in  a given D-class o f a band the cardinality 
o f an jC [R-]-class is the number o f 7^ [ £ ] -classes inside the 2>-class.
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This definition is a particular case o f the general defin ition o f a variety o f algebras. 
Examples o f varieties o f semigroups [monoids] are the class o f a ll semigroups 
[m onoids], denoted by S [M ] and the class o f a ll idempotent semigroups [monoids].
J
ÎCHAPTER 2. VARIETIES OF BANDS 1
This chapter is devoted to varieties and is m ainly an introductory chapter.
In  the firs t section we recall some concepts and constructions concerning B irkho ff 
varieties o f semigroups (as varieties o f universal algebras).
The second section respects a particular type o f varieties o f semigroups —  the 
varieties o f bands. These are the ones we shall be dealing w ith in  this thesis. This 
section contains some notation and a large number o f results, some o f them known, 
that w ill be used constantly in  the remainder.
Section 3 is a small section where we present the varieties o f band monoids.
Finally, the last section is devoted to present a different notion o f variety o f semi­
groups [monoids]. It is due to Eilenberg and it  concerns fin ite  semigroups [monoids].
We shall work w ith these varieties, more precisely w ith Eilenberg varieties o f band 
monoids, in  the th ird  part o f the thesis.
1. Birkhoff varieties
Even though we w ill m ainly speak about semigroups, the concepts involved in  
this section are o f a universal algebraic nature and we refer to [5 ] and [7].
Definition 2,1.1. A  variety o f semigroups [monoids], in  the sense o f B irkhoff, is a class 
o f semigroups [monoids] closed under taking subsemigroups [submonoids], quotients ÿ
and direct products.
P roof. Since Ï Z C < K  > m  , it  is clear that « K  > m  > s 3 <  ^  > s .
Conversely, le t V  be a variety o f semigroups such that V D K. We w ill show 
that V  D <  K. > M .
1
J
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denoted by B [B M ], which we treat in  the next section.
The intersection o f varieties is again a variety. Hence, since a ll semigroups I
[monoids] form  a variety, given a class JC o f semigroups [monoids] there is a smallest |
variety containing K,  It is called the variety o f semigroups [monoids] generated by K.
N otation 2.1.2. Let A3 be a class o f monoids. We denote by <  ^  >s and <  JC >u 
the variety o f semigroups and the variety o f monoids generated by K, respectively.
There are several possible descriptions o f the variety o f semigroups [monoids] 
generated by a certain class o f semigroups [monoids]. One o f them is the follow ing 
statement, which is a specification, fo r semigroups [monoids] o f a general theorem on 
Universal Algebra, due to Tarski:
P roposition 2.1.3. Let K  = {S i } i^ i  be a class o f semigroups. Then
< K > s = { T € S  : r < f J S '; - ,7 C  I } . .
The fo llow ing result w ill be useful.
P roposition 2.1.4. Let JC be a class o f monoids. Then
«  JC > M > S = <  JC >s
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I f  T  6 <  K  >M» then T  <  n»e i M ), where the Si ( i £ I )  are monoids 
o f AC. Since the Si ( i € I )  are in  V  and T  also divides Y l i^ i  Si in  S , we deduce that
T e y .  Hence <  AC > M Ç y .
We now present the notion o f free object in  a class o f semigroups.
D e fin ition  2.1.5, Let AC be a class o f semigroups and A  a set. Let (S', / )  be an A-  
generated semigroup such that S' E AC.
I f  fo r every T  £JC and fo r every map a  : A - ^ T  there is a morphism à : S T  
such that the follow ing diagram commutes
S
a
T
a
We give next a construction o f the free object generated by a set A  in  the variety 
o f a ll semigroups.
I
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we say that S has the universal mapping property fo r AC over A, The set / (  A) is called 
a set o f free generators o f S' in  AC and S is said to be the free object in AC generated by 
A .
I f  it  exists, we w ill denote by Fa HC) the free object in  AC generated by A.
Rem ark 2.1.6. We notice that the morphism à  o f 2.1.5 is unique. Moreover, à  is 
suijective i f  and only i f  a ( A ) generates T . |
(2.1.7.) Let A  be a non-empty set, called an alphabet, whose elements are called i
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letters. A word in  A  is a non-empty fin ite  sequence, w ritten x\.. .Xn>  o f elements o f 
A . On the set o f a ll words define a binary operation, called concatenation by
( J/l • • • Vn) ~  • • • Vn-
This is an associative operation and A  is a set o f generators o f .
Proposition 2.1.8. The semigroup A^ has the universal mapping property fo r  S over 
A .
We call A"*" the^ee semigroup on A.
The free monoid on A , denoted by A *, can be described in  sim ilar manner. The 
only m odification required is the inclusion o f the empty word, denoted by 1. Thus 
A * = A + U {1 }.
Proposition 2.1.8 remains true w ith ‘‘semigroup” replaced by “ monoid" and w ith 
A^ replaced by A *.
In  the next propositions we present various useful properties o f A^ and A *. (See 
[18].)
!
Proposition 2.1.9. Every word u E A^ has a unique factorization as a product o f 
elements o f A. !I
D efin ition  2.1.10. A  monoid M  is called equidivisible i f  fo r every a,b,c,d £  M ,  
ab = cd implies either o = cu, u6 = d fo r some u E A f, or ov = c, 6 = vd fo r some 
V E M .
Proposition 2.1.11. The free monoid A* is equidivisible.
One o f the most important theorems o f B irkho ff says that the varieties are pre-
I
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his result.
D efin ition  2.1.12. Let A  be a non-empty set and let 5  be a semigroup. Let it>, w' £ .
We say that the identity (or relation) w = is satisfied in S i f  p{w)  = (p{w^) fo r 
every moiphism p :  A^ S,
Notice that we can regard an identity w = (w , E A ^) on a semigroup S as
a subset o f A^ x A^.
I f  AC is a class o f semigroups, we say that AC satisfies an identity w -  w ' i î  each 
member o f AC satisfies tu = tu '. Moreover, i f  Z is a set o f identities, we say that AC 
satisfies Z i f  every member o f AC satisfies every identity o f Z .
B irkho ff showed that given a variety V  o f semigroups, there is a set Z o f identities 
such that V  is precisely the class o f semigroups satisfying Z , that is, y  is an equational 
class. We put y  = [Z  ].
N otation 2.1.13. I f  y  is a variety, we denote by V  the dual variety o f V, that is, the 
variety satisfying the dual identities.
Given a class AC = {y },ç /o fv a rie tie s  o f semigroups such that V< = [ f t ]  ( i  E I ) ,  
then QAC = [IJ ie i f t ] '  However, the union o f varieties need not be a variety. One 
does have a w ell defined jo in  o f a class AC = {Vf}<6i o f varieties: the intersection o f 
a ll varieties containing every Vi, denoted by V»€j A can be d ifficu lt to determine a 
“ good” set o f relations fo r the jo in  o f a class o f varieties. We can however obtain a set 
o f defining identities in  the fo llow ing way. (See [16].)
D e fin ition  2.1.14. A  congruence 0 on a semigroup S is fu lly  invariant i f  fo r every
I
-I
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morphism tp: S - *  S
The set o f fu lly  invariant congruences on a semigroup S is closed under taking 
arbitrary intersections. Given a set o f relations R Ç x we denote by z/(R) 
the smallest fu lly  invariant congruence on containing R. It is the fu lly  invariant 
congruence generated by R.
I f  7  = [ i2 ], sometimes we put V)  fo r R) .
Proposition 2.1.15. Let K  = {V i},g i be a class o f varieties such that Vi -  [Ri ]  ( i  £ 
I ) .  Then
v ^ =iei iei
The next statement yields that in  any variety o f semigroups there are free objects.
Proposition 2.1.16. Let R Ç A"*^  x A^ be a set o f relations and let V be a variety o f 
semigroups such that V  = [B ]. Then A^ j v { R )  € V a n d A f j v i K )  is the free object 
in V generated by A,
Remark 2.1.17. Let 7  be a variety o f semigroups and le t [}v be the standard map 
embedding A  in  7 ) . Then, according w ith 2.1.5, fo r each semigroup S E V  and 
each map a :  A —* S v/e have the follow ing commutative diagram
a
Fa (V)
(2 .1 .1 7 .1 )
2 2
that is, there is a unique morphism 0 : 7 ) —> 5* such that = a;. Moreover, ^
is suijective i f  and only i f  a (A ) generates S,
The rest o f this section amounts to some sim plifying notation.
N otation 2.1.18. I f  S and T  are semigroups, p is an equivalence relation on T  and 
/  : S' T  is a map, le t p / be the equivalence relation on S defined by
X p f v  i f  f i x )  p f ( y ) .
Sometimes we s till denote by p the relation pf.
N otation 2.1.19. I f  7  is a variety o f semigroups, we denote by Cy ["R-y, C7y] the 
Green relation £  [H , J ]  on Fa ( 7 ) . According to 2,1.18, we can extend this notation 
w ithout confusion in  order to interpret £ y  as a relation on : i f  u, v E A*'^ then by 
u jCy t; we shall mean l}y (« ) Cy t)y (u ).
Rem ark 2.1.20. Let 7  and W  be varieties o f semigroups such that 7  Ç P7. Then by 
2.1.17 there is a unique (suijective) morphism dw,y • Fa (W )  —> Fa {V )  such that the 
fo llow ing diagram commutes.
A*   ÜÏ ► Fa (W )
Fa (V )
Moreover, the follow ing statements are equivalent
(i) iC y ) y  = iCw)y>
( ii)  iC y ) y y  = Cw-
I
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2. Varieties of bands
S
a
Fennemore has shown in  [9] that the varieties o f bands are each determined by one 
identity in  addition to%^ = x. Because we w ill be considering only varieties o f bands 
we om it = x and denote by V (P  = Q) the variety o f bands [x^ = x, P  = Q ], 
where P  and Q are words on the alphabet X  = {a , d, x, j/, x i, X2 , . , Also, we put 
Fa { P  = Q) fo rP ^ (V ) andz/(P = Q) fo r i/(P  = Q ,x^ = x).
Follow ing Fennemore, we define the words Rn, Sn and fo rn  >  2 , as follow s  ^f
R2 = R2(X i ,X2tX3) = X3X2Xiy §
R3 = P3(aci,X2,a;3) = xiX2ac3,
Q2 = Q2 iX i ,X 2 yX3 ) = X2 aJ3Xl,
Qs = Q3(xi,X2iX3)  = XiX2%3a;iX3,
52 = S2 ( x i ,X 2 fX3 ) = X3a;iX2T l,
5 3 = S3(x i,X 2 ,X3) = X1X2 X3X1X3X2 X3 ,
Rn = R n (x i , . . . ,  x „)  = Pn-1  x „, fo m  = 4 , 6 ...
Rn —' Rni J • * • J ~ XnRn—1 » fbl n ~  5 , 7 . . .
Qn = Q n(a;i,...,a:n) = Q n-lXnPn»fom = 4 ,6 . . .
Qn ^ n ix \  ,. ., Xn) — Rn^nQn—1 > t l — 5 , 7 . , .
Sn = S „(a ;i,...,X n ) = Sn- lXnR n^ fom -  4 ,6 . . .
Sfi = S n (x i, . . . ,  X%) = Pn^n'^ n—1 » fo r 71 — 5 , 7 . . .
The structure o f the lattice LB  o f a ll varieties o f bands has been determined by 
B irjukov [3 ], Fennemore [9] and Gerhard [10]. It is as shown in  Figure 1. Gerhard and 
Petrich [14] determined a simpler system o f identities fo r the varieties o f bands. They 
also defined inductively an in fin ite  sequence o f invariants, used fo r solving the word 
problem fo r those varieties. We w ill make use o f their system o f invariants in  the next
3
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chapter.
We start w ith a lis t o f standard definitions on words.
Rem ark 2.2.2. Notice that i f  w £ A^^e iw)  = cf( vJ) and e(w) = $(w).
We present now the lis t o f invariants to which we have referred.
D e fin ition  2.2.3.[14] For n >  2 and t £  {h , i, h, i} ,  le t t „  be the maps from  A* into 
its e lf defined by
tn i  1) = 1, fo rn  >  2 and, fo r w £ A'*', 
h i i w )  = the firs t letter in  w,
i i i w )  = Î2 (a (w )) a (iu ), the variables o f w w ritten in  order o f firs t 
occurrence.
tni'w) = tn (w ) , fo rn  >  2 and t  £  {h , i } ,
tni 'w) = tn(s(w))  <j(w) for n >  3 and t £ {h , i } .
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D efin ition  2.2.1. Let A  be an alphabet.
(i) The content o f w £ A*" is the set o f letters occurring in  w and is denoted by 
c(w).  By definition, c ( l)  = 0 .
( ii)  The dual o f w £ A ^  is the word obtained from  w by reversing the order o f 
the letters. It is denoted by w. |
( iii)  I f  w £ A ^ , a(w)  [e (w )] is the last letter to occur in  w, in  order from  the 
le ft [rig h t].
(iv ) I f  w £ A ^, s(w)  is the longest le ft cut o f w containing a ll but one o f the 
letters o f w. By definition, 5( 0 "*) = 1 i f  a € A .
(v) I f  w £  A"*", e(w) is the longest righ t cut o f w containing a ll but one o f the 
letters o f w. By definition, e(u^) = 1 i f  o € A.
1
■I
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(2.2.4.) Note that if  o G A , then tn(a”*) = a”~^  fo r a ll m >  1, n >  2 and t e 
{ h , i , h j } .
The follow ing statements concern some properties o f the mappings defined above, 
which w ill be useful.
Proposition 2.2.5. [14]L e tt £  {/i„ : n >  3} U {in  : ^ >  2}. Then
(i) d  = c
(ii)  s t -  ts
( iii)  ot = a.
Proposition 2.2.6. [14] The fo llowing statements hold, fo r  any w £ A^.
( i ) i2 (w ) = e(w) i z ie iw ) ) ,
( i i ) tn{w)  = tn - i(w )  e(w) tn(e(w))y f o r  n > 3  andt £ {h , i } .
( in) tn (w)  = tn is (w ) )  a(w)  e(w) tn~ i(e (w )), f o r  n >  3 i f t =  i  and fo r  
n > 4 i f t ^ h .
( iv )In (ty ) = tn~ i(s(w))  ( j (w) s(w) tn {e {w )) , fo r  71 >  3 i / t  = i  and fo r  
n >  4 i f t  = h.
Proposition 2.2.7. [14] L e t n > 2  and u,v  £ A^.
( i ) I f h n ^ . i ( u )  = h n \ - i ( v ) , t h e n  h n i u )  = h n (v )  an d i „ (u )  = in(u). 
i H ) I f i n i u )  =  in (v ) ,  then / i„ (u )  =  / i„ (v ) .
( iii)  ( fin + i(u ) = inf 1 ( u ), then î„(u) = 7„( v ) .
From Proposition 2.2.7 we deduce the follow ing statement.
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Proposition 2.2.8. Let n >  2 and u ,v  G . If t  £  { h , i } ,  then
tn+ l (u) = tn f l ( l ')  = >  tn(u) = t n i v ) .
Proposition 2.2.9. Let n > 3 , u , v £ A ' ^  and t  £ { h , i } .  I
(i ) t n i u )  =  t n ( v )  i f  and  on ly  i f  t n i s { u ) )  ~  t n i s i v ) ) ,  a i u )  =  a ( y )  and
t n - l i u )  =  t n - l i v ) .
i i i )  t n i u )  =  t n i v )  i f a n d o n l y i f t n i e i u ) )  =  t n i e i v ) ) ,  e i u )  =  e (v )  and %
l ( u )  tn_i ( y ) .
( i i i ) t „ ( u )  = t n i v )  i f a n d o n l y i f t n i e i u ) )  = t„(5 ( v )) , cj(u) = a i v ) ,  e i u )  = 
e i v )  a n d t n - i i e i u ) )  =  t n - i i e i v ) )  , f o r n >  3 i f t  =  i  a n d f o r n >  4 i f t  =  h. 4
i i Y ) t n i u )  =  t n i v )  i f  a n d  O nly  i f  t n - l i s i u ) )  =  t n - \ i s i v ) ) , d u )  =  d v ) ,
e i u )  = e(v) a n d t n i e i u ) )  =  t n i e i v ) ) , f o r  n >  3 i f t  =  i  a n d f o r n >  4 = h.
Proof, (i) The direct part fo r t  -  hs is triv ia l. I f t ^ h z ,  then from  the definition and 
2.2.5 ( ii)  and ( iii) , we get that
t n i u )  =  t n i v )  t n i s i u ) )  =  t n i s i v ) )  and ( j (  u )  =  C j (  I » )  .
Also, from  2.2.7 (i) and ( iii)  it  follow s that
t n i u )  = t n i v )  t n - l i u )  ~ t n - l i v ) .
The converse follow s by definition.
(ii)  The proof is dual to the proof o f (i).
( iii)  and (iv ) fo llow  immediately from  (i), ( ii)  and 2.2.6(ii), (iv ).
The fo llow ing result is essentially Proposition 9.1 o f [14]. 4
I
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P roposition 2.2.10. Let u,v £ ,
(i) (u , v) £ v {xy  -  yx) <=> c{u) = c(v).
( ii)  (lijU ) £ v{ax  = a) 4=^ /i2 (u ) = h i i v ) .
( iii)  (u , v) £ p{ax  = axa) »2(«) = »2 (v ). |
( iv )F o r n >  3 
(u ,v ) £ p(Rn = Qn) hn iu) = /i«(v), fo r H odd.
(UjV) E i/(P n  = Qn) <=> h n (it) = /in(v), fo r  n even.
(u , v) 6 v{Rn  = & )  4=4  ^tn(w) = iniv) ,  fo m  odd.
(u ,v ) G v(,Rn = & )  4=4> in(«) = în(v), fo r  ti even.
Rem ark 2.2.11. Notice that by 2.1.15 the solution o f the word problem for the jo in  o f , ÿ
two varieties is just the conjunction o f the solutions o f the word problem fo r the two i
varieties. For instance, we have
s(u , v) G v {R i  = Q2 ) (u , v) G K o x  = a) n  v {xy  -  yx)
"4=^ h2 {u)  = /i2 ( v ) , c (u) = c{v). 4 .
Rem ark 2.2.12. Let Pf iniA)  be the set o f fin ite  subsets o f A.  The content can be |
regarded as a map c : A+ —^ 'Pfin ( A ) \  0. Therefore, by 2.2.10 CP&n ( A ) \  0, U) is the 
free sem ilattice generated by A .
For example i f  A  = {a , 6} then FA ixy  = yx) = { {a } ,  {6 }, {a, 6}}.
In  general we identify { 0 }  w ith a, {6 } w ith 6, {o , b} w ith  ab and w rite simply 
FA(xy  = yx) = {o , b, ab}.
Rem ark 2.2.13. Let X  = { (B ,b )  : b £ B  Ç A^B  fin ite } and define a m ultip lication 
o in  X  by
(B ,6 )o (C ,c )  = ( B U C , b ) .
. . .
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Then ( X , o )  is a semigroup. Define a mapping /  ; —> X  by f ( u )  =
( c (u ), /i2 ( u )). We have a w ell defined mapping f  : Fa{R 2 = Q i )  —» defined by
Clearly /  is an isomorphism and 2.2.10 yields that (X ,o )  is the free object in  
V  ( P 2 = Q2 ) generated by A.
Rem ark 2.2.14. [14] (i) The semigroup i 2 ( A * ' )  w ith m ultiplication
1 2 ( t i)  o Î2 (u )  =  Î 2 ( u v )
is the free object in  V  ( ox = axa) generated by A.
( ii)  For n >  3, nodd, the semigroup / i„ (A ^ )  w ith m ultiplication
h n ( u )  O h n ( v )  =  h n ( u v )
is the free object in  V  (P „ = Q „) generated by A.
( iii)  For n >  3, nodd, the semigroup i„ (  A"^) w ith m ultiplication
»n(ti) O i n i v )  =  i n ( u v )
is the free object k i Y  (Rn -  Sn) generated by A .
Rem ark 2.2.15. From 1.5.5 we have that the varieties V (x  = y ) ,V (o x  = 
o ) ,V (x o  = o) and V ( 0 X0  = o) are subvarieties o f the variety V ( 0x 0 = o) o f 
rectangular bands. We call LBo the lattice obtained from  LB by taking away these 
varieties. From 2.2.5, 2.2.10 and 2.2.11 we deduce that fo r every variety V €  LBq
(uyv) £ p {V )  c(u) = c(v) ( 0 ;U G A ^).
I
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F a ( V ) ( V  e LBo).
The previous remark w ill determine the strategy used in  the remainder o f the 
thesis: we treat firs t the case o f the varieties o f rectangular bands and then we work on 
LBo.
The follow ing result w ill be useful, too. (Recall 2.1.19 fo r the notation used.) 
P roposition 2.2.16. [16] Given V  G LBo u,v £ A*', we have
(u ,v )  £ J v  4=» c(u) = c(v).
This means that in  the free objects o f the varieties o f LBo the (7-classes are de­
fined by the content.
C oro lla ry  2.2.17. IfV ^W  £  LBo ; then Gv = G w  (See 2.1.19 fo r the notation.)
We w ill introduce the fo llow ing distinction between the varieties o f LBo •
D efin ition  2.2.18. The varieties o f LBo , V  ( ox = axa) , Y (Rn = Tn) , V ( Rm = 
T m ) , T  £  {Q , S '}, nodd, m even, n, m >  3, are called strictly left varieties. The 
duals o f these varieties are called strictly right varieties.
The varieties o f LBo , V (x y  = y x ) , Y (R 2 = Q2 ) and B, together w ith the 
s tric tly  le ft varieties, are called left varieties. The duals o f these varieties are called 
right varieties. (See Figure 3).
The fo llow ing notation w ill be useful.
iThus, it  is possible to talk in  an unambiguous way about the content o f an element o f |
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N otation 2.2.19. (1) I f  7  G LBo is a proper variety, we denote by Vi [ 7 r] the maxi­
mum o f the set o f le ft [righ t] varieties contained in  7 . Then
7 =  7 i V 7 r.
(2) I f  7  G LBo is a proper Variety, we denote by 7^ [ 7 ’']  the m inimum o f the 
set o f strictly le ft [s tric tly  righ t] varieties containing 7 .
We define B*^  = B^ = B . Then i f  7  G LBo we have
7  = 7 ^ n  7 \
For example, i f  7  = V i R i  = S2 ), then Vi = V (o x  = 0 x0 ), 7r = V (P 2 = 
Q z), 7 '  = V (P 3 = Q 3 ) and 7^ = V ( P 3 = S 3 ) .  I f  7  = V (x y  = yx ), then 
7 i = 7r = 7 ,7 ^  = V  ( ox = 0 x 0 ) and 7^ = V ( xo = axa) .
3. Varieties o f band monoids
Wismath [28] determined the structure o f the lattice LB M  o f varieties o f band 
monoids. This lattice is as shown in  Figure 2.
Let Mon : LB  —» LB M  be the map defined by
M on( 7 ) = 7  n  M
Proposition 2.3.1. [W ism ath, 28] Mon is a lattice morphism.
Let X * LBM  —> LB  be the map defined by
X (7 )  = <  7  >s
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where <  7  >s is the variety o f bands generated by 7 . (See 2.1.2.)
We have
Proposition 2.3.2. % is a lattice morphism.
Proof. Let 7 i, 72 € L B M . Then
X (7 i V 72) = <  7 i V 72 >s
= < <  7 i U 72 > M > S  
= <  7 i U V2 >s by 2.1.4 
==< 7 i >s V <  >s 
=  X ( 7 i )  V x ( 7 2 ) .
Now we notice that i f  7  G L B M , then
X ( 7 )  = n { W  G LB  : M on(P7) D 7 }
and then
X ( 7 in 7 2 )  = n {P 7  G LB  :Mon( W)  D i V i D V i ) }
= (n {W  e LB  : M on(W ) D V i})  n  (n {W  e l b  ; M o n (I^ ) D % }) 
= x (V i)  n x C V i) .
The follow ing result is essentially contained in  Wismath.
P roposition 2.3.3. Mon o x  = id  LBM.
J
3 2  -I
Conversely, le t T  G< V  >s P lM . By 2.1.3, T  divides a direct product H ig r Si,
IProof. Let 7  be a variety o f band monoids. Then j
Mon o% (7 ) = <  7  >s HM D 7 1
where the Si {% £ I )  are monoids o f 7 . S
1
Let M  = Si. There is a subsemigroup N  o f M  and there is a suijective 
morphism tp : N  —> P . I f  TV is a submonoid o f M  then N  £  7 , ^  is a monoid 
morphism and hence T  £ V .
I f  N  is not a submonoid o f M  then JV* = TV U {id  m }  is a submonoid o f M  and 
p* : JV* —> T  defined by
- ' < * > ■ ( £ ’ ■
is a suijective monoid morphism and we deduce again that T  £ V .  f
I
(2.3.4.) We denote by V M  ( P  = Q ) the variety o f band monoids satisfying the identity |
P  = Q. We note that M o n (V (P  = Q )) = V M (P  = Q ). A lso, Proposition 2.3.3 
yields in  particular that % (LBM  ) ùd L B M . For example, we have
M on(V (P 3 = S3 ))  = M on(V (P 4  = % ) )  = V M (P 3  = S3 ),
since
V M  (P 3 = B3 ) = V M (P 4 = Q4 ) . (See [28].)
Also,
X ( V M ( P 3 = % ) ) = V ( P 3 = % ) .
Let LBMo be the lattice obtained from  LBM  by taking away the triv ia l variety 
V M ( x =  1).
3’
©Ki: - 'iiJ If'
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I
-ÎAs we have done fo r LB q (see 2.2.18), we introduce the follow ing distinction 
between the le ft and righ t “ parts" o f LBM o.
D efin ition  2.3.5. The varieties o f LBM o, V M (a x  = axa) , V M (P „  = Sn) , n  
odd, n >  3, V M  ( Rm = Sm) » m even, m >  4 are called strictly left varieties. The 
duals o f these varieties are called strictly right varieties. The varieties VM  (xy  = yx ) , 
B M , together w ith  the stric tly  le ft varieties are called left varieties. The duals o f these 
varieties are called right varieties.
As fo r bands, i f  V  € LBMo is a proper variety, we denote by Vi [ V -l the maxi­
mum o f the set o f le ft [righ t] varieties o f band monoids contained in  V  and we denote 
by 7 * [ 7 ^ ] the m inimum o f the set o f strictly le ft [s tric tly  righ t] varieties o f band 
monoids containing 7 . We define BM * = BM ^ = B M .
4. E ilenberg varieties
Since the direct product o f a fam ily o f fin ite  semigroups need not be a fin ite  semi­
group, we cannot use the notion o f B irkho ff variety to study the class o f fin ite  semi­
groups. However, the fin ite  case is important, namely fo r its lin k  w ith the theory o f 
form al languages and the theory o f fin ite  automata. Eilenberg introduced a different 
notion o f variety o f semigroups, dealing this way w ith the fin ite  case.
D efin ition  2.4.1. A  variety o f finite semigroups [monoids] or Eilenberg variety of 
semigroups [monoids] is a class o f fin ite  semigroups [monoids] closed under taking 
subsemigroups [submonoids], quotients and fin ite  direct products.
Thus, Eilenberg’s definition differs from  the general defin ition o f variety o f uni-
... ..... . V.. . ' ''V
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versai algebras, due to B irkhoff, by authorising only fin ite  direct products.
The intersection o f any fam ily o f Eilenberg varieties o f semigroups [monoids] is 
again an Eilenberg variety o f semigroups [monoids]. Hence, i f  C is a class o f fin ite  
semigroups [monoids] we call the variety generated by C , denoted by (C ), the inter­
section o f a ll Eilenberg varieties o f semigroups [monoids] containing C. I f  C = {M } ,  
we shall use the notation ( M )  instead o f ( {A 7 }).
The Eilenberg varieties o f semigroups are not necessarily equational classes, as 
happens w ith  B irkho ff varieties. We have a weaker result. I
D efin ition  2.4.2. Let ( , Vn)n>o be a sequence o f pairs o f words o f and let 7  be
an Eilenberg variety o f semigroups [monoids]. We say that 7  is ultimately defined by 
the identities (n >  0 ) i f  fo r a ll semigroup [monoid] B, S' is in  7  i f  and only
i f  it  satisfies the identity fo r every n sufficiently large.
Eilenberg and Schutzenberger (1975) proved the fo llow ing result.
Theorem 2.4.3. Every Eilenberg variety o f semigroups [monoids] is ultimately defined 
by a sequence o f equations.
However, there are some Eilenberg varieties o f semigroups [monoids] which are 
defined by a sequence o f equations. This is the case o f varieties which are generated by 
a single semigroup [m onoid], as happens w ith the varieties o f the fin ite  band monoids 
(as we shall see).
Indeed, the fin ite  band monoids form  a variety in  the sense o f Eilenberg. It 
was Wismath [28] who determined the structure o f the lattice LFBM  o f fin ite  band 
monoids. She defined a map Fin from  the lattice LB M  o f band monoids (pictured in  t
Figure 2) to the lattice LFBM  by
Fin (7 )  = the set o f fin ite  monoids in  7
and showed that F in is a lattice isomorphism from  LB M  to LFBM . Therefore, the 
la ttice o f Eilenberg varieties o f band monoids is s till the one pictured in  Figure 2.
Rem ark 2.4.4. The free band on a fin ite  set o f generators is fin ite . Consequently, the 
fin ite ly  generated free objects o f the varieties o f bands (in  the sense o f B irkhoff) are 
also fin ite . The same holds fo r band monoids. Therefore, the fin ite ly  generated free 
objects in  the varieties o f band monoids are free objects in  the corresponding Eilenberg 
varieties o f band monoids, by the map Fin. We shall use this fact in  the th ird part o f 
this thesis.
For an extensive discussion o f Eilenberg varieties o f semigroups, we refer to 
Eilenberg [8 ], Lallement [18] or Pin [20].
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The cardinalities o f the Green classes o f the free objects in  each variety o f LB  
constitute a useful piece o f inform ation in  the study o f several questions about these 
varieties. We compute these cardinalities in  section 1. In  section 2 we analyse the 
fo llow ing question: given two varieties V  and W  such that V Ç.W,  fo r which cardi­
nalities o f A  do we have Fa { V)  = Fa {W )1
The last section consists o f a b rie f analysis which enables us to deduce, fo r va­
rieties o f band monoids, results corresponding to the ones obtained fo r varieties o f 
bands.
1. The card ina lities o f the Green classes o f the free 
objects in  varieties o f bands
We aim to be able to compute the cardinalities o f the Green classes o f the free 
objects Fa { V ) , fo r 7  E L B .
We study firs t the varieties o f rectangular bands. By 1,5.8 i f  7  is a variety o f 
rectangular bands then F a ( V )  has just one (/-class, w ith cardinality | F a ( V )  |. Let 
us see what we get in  each case.
Let 7  = V ( ox = o) and le t u, v E A ^. According w ith the notation introduced
gCHAPTER 3. THE C A R D IN A LITIE S  OF THE GREEN CLASSES OF 
THE FREE OBJECTS IN  VARIETIES OF BANDS
iIn  this chapter we work w ith B irkho ff varieties o f bands. #
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in  2.1,19, we have
uCyv 4=4> (%%,%),(%%,%) E v{ax  = a), by 1.5.1
.  .  r &%(%) = hz iu)
\ h 2 (v) == h2 (v)
Thus, a ll elements are jC-related; that is, there is only one £-class, which is also the 
only CT-class, w ith cardinality j ^  |.
We consider now the case o f V  = V  ( oxo = a ). Since
\ ( a x a  = a) = V (ax  = a) V V (x a  = o)
we get
that is, u and v are equivalent i f  and only i f  both their firs t letters and their last letters 
coincide. Therefore Fa (V )  is equipotent to A x  A  and since Fa ( V )  is isomorphic 
w ith  its dual, each jC-class and each 7^-class have the same cardinality, which is |i4 |. 
From now on we work on LB o.
For each non-empty fin ite  subset X  o f A  and fo r V  E LB@, we denote by U x  ( V )  
the set o f elements in  Fa ( V )  w ith content X .  By 2.2.16, each U x ( V )  is a J -  class 
o f Fa ( y  ). I f  |X  I = k, we denote by Ck( V )  the cardinality o f U x ( V ) .
Clearly, c i ( y )  = 1 and Ck( V )  =  Ck( V ) . (See 2.1.13 fo r the notation.)
I f  y  = V ( f  = Q ), sometimes we put Ck( P  = Q) fo r ck( V ) .
Rem ark 3.1.1. I f  A  is fin ite  —  say |A | = JV —  and V  E LBo » the free objects Fa ( V)  
are fin ite  and N
J
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Example 3.1.2. Let V  = V (x y  = yx).  By 2.2.10, it  is clear that Ckixy = yx) = 1, 
fo r a ll /: >  1. Then i f  A  = {a , 6, c}
I P a ( V )  1= Q ^ c i(y )  + + Q c a C V ) = 7
Indeed, F a ( V )  = {a , 6, c, a6,ac, 6c, abc}. (See 2.2.12.)
Rem ark 3.1.3. Let V ,W  E LBo and let X  Ç A . I f F  C I f ,  then U x (V )  is
^  epimorphic image of C7jt(VF), by the canonical epimorphism tjw,v : F a ( W )
F ^ ( y ) .  H ence ,if|X | = A;,
c t ( y )  < c t ( iy ) .
Rem ark 3.1.4. Let V  € LBo. As we have pointed out in  1.5.9, the cardinality o f 
a n X  [C]-class in  a certain J'-class o f F a ( V )  is just the number o f C  [72 ]-classes 
contained in  the CT-class. I f  X  Ç A , |X | = fc, we denote by Rk(V)  [L jb (y ) ] , the 
number o f C  [72]-classes in  the J'-class U x (V ) .  Clearly L i ( y )  = B i ( y )  = 1.
I f  y  = V ( P  = Q ), sometimes we put B & ( f  = Q) [ L k ( P  = Q)] for Rk(V)  
[ L k i V ) ] .
(3.1.5.) Green and Rees proved that each J  -class o f a free band F a ( B ) has cardinality 
c * (B ), where c t(B ) is defined inductively by
Cjk( B ) = c l_i  ( B ). (See [16, chapter 4 ].)
Since F ^ (B ) is isomorphic to its dual, i f  J  = |X | = A;, is a (7-class o f Fvi(B),
we deduce that the number o f 72-classes o f J  is equal to the number o f £-classes o f J . 
Therefore, the cardinality o f an £-class o f J  is equal to the cardinality o f an 72-class 
o f /  and is Vcjfc(B7 = A;cjfe_i( B ).
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We present now the main result o f this section and a corollary. (For the notations 
Vu Vr, see 2.2.19).
Theorem 3.1.6. Let V  € LB© be a proper variety. Then the number of Z  [72] - classes 
o f a U-class U x (V )  is equal to the number o fC  [72]- classes o fUx(Vr )  [ U x( Vi) ] ; 
that is,
R k ( V ) ^ R k i V r )  ; Lk ( V )  = Lk(Vi)
The next diagram illustrates this result.
C oro lla ry 3.1.7. Let V  G LB© be a proper variety and k > 2 .  Then
Ck(V) = Lk(Vi )Rk(Vr)^
Theorem 3.1.6 follow s immediately from the next two results, concerning the 
study o f the relations 72 and £  in  the free objects o f the varieties o f LBo • In  the firs t 
one, we analyse some particular cases.
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Lemma 3.1.8. (i) I f V  is one o f the varieties V  ( E 2 = Q2 ) » V  ( ox = 0x 0 ), then
TZv = id fx(y)
and
Z y  — (7y — Z \  (^ xy=yx) ‘
( ii)  I fV  = Y  (axya  = ayxa), then
'P-V = %V(&=02) = = % )
and
Z y  =  £v(i?2=Q2) = t f (R2 = Q 2 ) .
( in ) y  = V (B 2
72y  =  72v(ax=axo) ~  v { a X  -  OXo)
and
Z y  =  £v(% =Q 2) = v { R l  ~ Q l ) -
P roof, (i) Let u, u E A '*'.
I f y  = V (%  = % ) ,A e n
(u ,v ) E 72y <=> (uv, v ) ,(v u ,u )  E z/(j%2 = Q2 ) by 1.5.1 ( ii)
< = > - (txv, v ) ,(v « ,u )  E i/(ox  =  o) r \ v ( x y  =  yx)
/l2(uv) = /l2(v) 
c( uv) = c( v) 
h2 (vu)  = /l2 (ti) 
c(vu) = c(tt)
4==  ^ - by 2.2.11(1),( ii)
.  .  r h2 (u)  = h2 (v)
\  c (it) = c(v)
4 = ^  (t i ,  v) E H R i  =  Q 2 )
■41
it
■=?t
3
I
, y .
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Thus,
T lv =
and
C \r — Ov by 1.5.2
= £v(xy=yi) by 2.2.16 and 2.2.10(1). 
I f  y  = V  (o x  = axa)y then
(it, v) G TZv <==  ^ (u u ,v ) ,(v it ,u )  €  u(ax  = oxo) by 1.5.1(11)
r  h i u v )  = 12 (v )
\  i2(vu) -  i2(u)
^  h i u )  = i2 (v )
by 2.2.10(111)
Hence,
=> ( it,t ;)  E z/(ux = oxo). 
72y =
and
£ y  — (Tv" — £v(xy=yx)»
(11) For It, V E and y  = V ( oxyo = oyxo), we have
(u , v) E 72y 4= ^ (ttv, v ) ,(v u , it )  E K oxyo  = oyxo) by 1.5.1(11)
(uu, v ),(uu jtx ) E u(R 2 = Qz) nz/(B2 = Q2 )
/i2 ( ttu ) = /i2(v) 
c(uv) = c(v)
/t2(vu) = h2 (u)  
c(vu) = c (jt) 
h2 (uv)  = ^ 2 ( 1/) 
h2(vu) = /t2(u)
.  .  r  /l2 (lt) = h2 (v)
I  c(u) = c(l>)
4--"-'^  ( it, u) E u (R 2 ~ Q2 ') ‘
4=>
.fv
'  ia-
\  '..y."
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Sim ilarly, we deduce that
£ 7  = £ v ( jî2=Q2) = = Q i )  ■
( ill)  For UyV E A*' and V  = V (R 2 = S2 ), we have
(u ,v ) E TZv 4==J> ( liv , v ) ,( t ; t i, it )  E v (R i  ~ S2 ) by 1.5.1(11)
4==> (u v ,v ) ,(v u ,u )  E u(ax = axa) C\i f(R2 = Q i)  
f  12 (uv) = i 2 (v)
^ (v tx ) = (2 ( 0 ) 
haiuv)  = h2 (v)
L /l2 ( vu) = /l2 ( u)
Î2 (tt) = »2 (v)
(UfV) E v{ax  = axa)
4=^
4= ^ (u ,u ) E 72v(ox=oxo)-
Now,
(u , v) E £ y  4==  ^(u t;,u ) ,(v u , v) E v(ax  = axa) H v (R 2 = Q i )  by 1.5.1(1)
i i 2 (uv)  = %2(lt) 
h ( v u )  = 1(2 ( 1;) 
^2 ( uu) = h2 (u)  
h2 (vu)  = h2 (v)
fc(u ) =C(J))
\  h2 (u) -  h2 (v)
4=> (tt,v ) E v {R i  = Q2 ) 
4==^ - (u ,v ) E £v(A2=Qz)-
In general, we have
I
.1
g
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P roposition 3.1.9. Let V  = V i W r .  Then
72y = TZvi and Cy = £%..
Proof. I f  y  = V  ( xy = y x ) , then y  = y . = y  and the statement is triv ia lly  true. 
Otherwise, let u, v G . Then
(u .« ) e X % ) = % )
and
fo r some t , g G {h , i}  and some n, m >  2 , |n — m| <  1. We lis t the cases that remain 
to be considered.
(1) t = g = i, n = m = 2 .
(2) m = n, n >  3 and t, g G {h , i } ,
(3 )t = g ,t,g  G { h , i } ,m  = n —l , n > 3 .
(4) m = n — 1, n >  3, t = h, g = i.
We now prove (1) -  (4).
(1) This is the case o f VI = V (a x  = oxo ), y  = V ( x o  = oxo) and V  = 
V  (oxyo = oxoyo).
We get
(u , v) G 72y 4=4 ( liv , v ) ,( t; t i,u )  G z/(ox = oxo) f l  z/(xo = oxo)Îi i i u v )  = 1*2 (v) h i v u )  -  h i u )
1 2( 01;) = 1*2 ( 0 )
1 2( 0 0 ) = 1 2( 0 )
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4=4 12( 0 ) = 12( 0 )
4=4 (u ,o ) G u(ax  = 0 x 0 ) 
4=4 ( 0 , 0 ) G *Rv(ox=oxo) •
Dua lly, we get
( 0 , 0 ) G Cv  4=4" 1 2( 0 ) =  1 2 ( 0 )
4 = 4  ( 0 , 0 ) G p (x a  = axa)
4 = 4  ( 0 , 0 ) G £v(xa=axo) •
(2) For n odd, this is the case o f y  = V ( iîn  = T n ), y  = V (S n == T«) and fo r n 
even, this is the case o f y  = V (B «  = P J , y  = V (7 ^  = P „), whereT, P  G {Q ,P }. 
In  both cases, we get it n (o v )  =  tniv)g«(oo) = g„(o )
in(ttO ) = tn(v) 
qne(uv) =  g n e ( o )  
e(uv) = 6 ( 0 ) 
qn~i(uv)  =  g r » - i ( v )  
tnivu)  =  i „ ( u )  
g„e(uu) = qne(u) 
e(vu)  =  e ( u )  
g*_i(oo) = qn^i(u)
by 2.2.9(iv)
4 = 4  i
tn(uv) = t„(0 )
gn^i(oo) = gtir-i(v)
tn(vu)  =  t n ( o )
I g w - i ( o o )  =  g n - i ( o )
4 = 4 {t(tiv ) = tn(v)  (vu)  = tn(u) by 2.2.7 and 2.2.8
4 = 4  (o ,  v) G TZvr
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Dually, we get
(u , v) G Z y {?:(uv) = g „(o ) (vu) -  Qniv)
4=4 (o , o) G Zy^.
(3) For t  =  i  and n = 3, y  = V ( P 3 = 8 3 ) and y  = V ( ax = axa).
For n odd, n >  3, this is the case o f y  = V ( jR„ = Tn) and y  = V (P ^ -i 
Tn-i ) and for n even, this is the case o f y  = V (P „  = Tn) and y  = V (P n -i 
r „ _ i ) , where T  e { Q ,S } .
We notice first that in all cases y  V y  = y . Also, in  all cases, we get
!t„(o t;) = tn(u)tn - l (v u )  = t ^ l ( o )
f  t n S ( u v )  =  t n S ( u )  
a(uv) = a (o ) 
tn—l(o v )  = tn—1 ( o) 
tnS(vu) = tnS(v)
<j(vu) = a (v )
tn -l(o o ) = ? ,j_ i(v )
c(u) = c(v)
£ „_ i(iiv ) = t„_ i(o )
tn - l (v u )  = tn - l(v )
(u ,o ) G Zy..
4 = 4  - by 2.2.9(i)
(4) For n = 3 this is the case o f y  = V  ( P 3 = Q3) and y  = V  ( xa = axa ). For 
n >  3, n odd, this is the case o f y  = V (P% = Q „) and y  = V (R n-i = Sn-i ) . For 
neven, Vi = V (R n  = Q „) and y  = V ( Jîn^i = Sn^i ) . In  a ll cases, we have
(w , o ) G Z y  4 = 4
hniuv)  =  h„(o)
l„_ l(u o ) = in - l(o )
hn(vu)  =  h „ (v )  
in-1  (vu ) = » V l(v )
i
Ii
;
II
I
I
J
J  > 1  t
4=4
4=4
h n S ( u v )  =  h n S ( u )
a (tiv ) = ct( i^
hnr-i(uv)  =  J l n r - l ( u )  
i „ _ l ( u v )  =  i n _ l ( u )  
hnS(vu) = hnS(v) 
a (v u )  =  O "(i0  
h n - l (v u )  = J ln - l ( v )  
i „ _ l ( v u )  =  l n _ l ( v )
h n - l (u v )  = / in - l( t l)  
^ l ( u v )  = în - l(u )
h n - l(vu )  = h n - l(v )  
< in - l(v u )  = in _ l(v )
by2.2.9(i)
^  j  i„ - i( u v )  = i„_ i(u )  
=4 (u ,v ) 6  Cvr-
by 2.2.7(ii)
Finally, for n >  3,
(u ,v )  G TZv
hn(uv) = hn(v) 
i n ^ l ( u v )  =  i n - l ( v )  
hn(vu) = hn(u) 
in - l(v u )  = in - l(u )
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Now, i f  n = 3, we get
f hsiuv) =J l3(v)
iz(vu) = 12 (u)
. r  h3 (uv) = h3 (v) 
\  h3(vu) = /l3 (u ) 
4 = 4  (u ,  v ) G TZvr
1
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4=4 -
4=4
hn(uv) -  hn iy) 
in - ie (uv )  -  I„_ ie (v j 
e(uv) = £( v) 
in -2 (uu) = in -2 (v ) 
hn(vu) = hn(u) 
in - ie (vu )  =  in_ ie(« )
e(v ti) = e(u)
1 ^ 2  (vu ) = l‘n - 2 ( u )
hn(uv) = hn(v) 
in -2  (  U V )  =  i n - 2 ( v )  
/ in ( v u )  =  hn(u) 
in _ 2 ( v u )  =  in -2  ( u )
by 2.2.9(iv)
^  f hn(uv) = hn(v) 
\  hn(vu)  =  An(u) 
=4 (u , v) G 72y .
by 2.2.7(i), 2.2.8(ii)
Next we compute explicitly the cardinalities o f the (7-classes o f the free objects 
in  the proper le ft varieties o f LBo and also the cardinalities o f the jC-classes o f those 
semigroups. By Theorem 3.1.6 and its corollary this is enough to deduce the cardinal­
ities o f the (7 -classes o f the free objects in  the remainder varieties.
Proposition 3.1.10. Let k >  2. Then
(i) Ckixy = yx)
(ii) CkiRi = Q2 ) =
(iii)  Ckiax =  a x a )  = k C k - i ( a x  = a x a )  = k l,
(iv)ct(B3 = Q i )  = k ^ C k - i ( R i  = Q3 ) = ( k ! ) \
(v) C kiR i  = S i )  = k ^ C k - i i R i  = 5 '3 )c *-i(o i = axo).
(v i) For n ,m >  4, nodd, m even and fo r  T  E {Q ,S } ,
CkiRn  — Tn) ~  k^ Ck—l i R n  ~  Tn)Ck—l i R n —l ~  Tn—1 )
and
?
J
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r c(tt) = c(v)
(u ,v )  G p(ax -  axa) 4=4 i  a (« ) = a (v )
I  (s(u)ys(v)) G v {a x  = axa)
Indeed,
(u ,v ) G z/(ax = oxo) 4 = 4  12(u ) = 12(v ) by 2 .2 .10 ( iii)
r c(u) = c(v)
4=4 4 ct( u) = cr(v) by 2.2.4
1 12(5(0)) =  12(5(0))
Thus, the number o f elements in % (o x  = oxo) is the number o f pairs o f the kind
( cr( u ) , [ a( u) ]y(01=0x0) ) •
Since the words s( u) have content o f cardinality A; — 1, we arrive at the recursion 
formula
Ckiax = oxo) = kcjç-iiax = oxo).
I
Cki Rm — T  m) — k^ Cfç—l iR m  ~~ T  m) Ck—l i  Rm~\ ~ T  m—l)  •
Proof, (i) This is clear. (See 2.2.10.)
(ii) Since
V (R 2 = Q2 ) = V (o x  = o) V V (x y  = y x ) ,
we get
(u , v) G u(R 2 = Q2 ) 4 = 4  (u ,v ) G u(xy  = yx) n p ( a x  = o) |
^ { S l r = S v )  b y 2 .2 .10 ( i) ,a i)  Î
This means that two words are equivalent i f  and only i f  they have the same content 
and their first letters coincide. Consequently, Ck(R2 = Q 2 ) = k.
(iii) I f  u, V G , then
4=4
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(iv) We have
(u ,v ) G z/(p 3 = Qs) 4=4 hs iu)  = hsiv)  by2.2,10(iv)ic(o) = c(v)h i ( g( u) ) [ = \ i  ( s( u) ) h2(u) = /l2 (v )
c (ti) = c(v) 
a (u ) = a (v )
(s (u ),s (v )) G v {R3 = Qs)
L /l2 (u ) = /l2 (tJ)
Thus, the number o f elements in U xiR s = Qs) is the number o f triples o f the kind
(  C T (  U )  ,  / l 2  ( Ü )  ,  [  S (  U)  ] y ( i ? 3 - Q 3  )  )  •
Since /i2 ( tï) is the last letter o f u and since the words s{ u) have content o f cardinality 
A; — 1, we arrive at the recursion formula
Ck(R3 = Qs) = k^Ck-i(R3 = Qs)-
(v) We have
(u ,v ) G p(R 3 = S's) 4=4 1*3 ( 0 ) = 13( 0 ) by 2.2.10(iv)
c(o) = c(v) 
cr(o) = a (v )
13( 5( 0 ))  = 13( 5 ( 0 ))  by 2.2.9(iii) 
6 ( 0 ) = 6(o)_
L 12(5 (0 ))  = 12(5(0))
Therefore, the number o f elements in U xiR s  = S3 ) is the number o f quadruples o f 
the kind
(cr(o) , 6 ( 0 ) , [ 5 (o ) ]%/(%=%) , [ 5( 0 ) ]i/(xo=oxo)) •
-IVi
1
'
j
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Since the elements a( u) and e( u) have contents o f cardinality A: — 1, we arrive at the 
recursion formula
CkiRs =  S 3 ) = k^Ck-i(R3  = S'3 )cjfc-i(xa = a x a ) .
(vi) Let n >  4 , nodd and let T  € {Q , S}. By 2.2.10 we get
(o ,v ) G K P n  = Tn) 4=4 t« (o ) = *n(o)
where t =  h i f T  -  Q and t  = i  i f  T  = S'. By 2.2.9(iii) we deduce
ic(u) = c(v)0 ( 0 ) = 0 ( 0 ) e(u) = e(v)
in (5 (u )) = t n i j i v ) )
t„_ i(e (o ))  = fn - i (e (v ))
Therefore, the number o f elements in [/%(Pn = T „) is the number o f quadruples o f 
the kind
(o -(o ),e (o ), [ 5 (o)L(ii^=T;), [e (u )]i/( iï^ i= 3v .i)) 
and we arrive at the recursion formula
CkiRn — Tn) — k Ck-liRn  ~ Tn)Ck—\iR n—l ~ T n -l).
The proof o f the second statement is similar to this one, now using 2.2.9(iv).
Proposition 3.1.11. Let k > 2 .  Then
(i) L k i x y  = yx) = R k i x y  = yx) = 1 = c*(xy  = yx ).
( ii)P * (P 2 = % )  = 1
and
Lk(R 2 = Q2 ) = k = CkiRi = Q2 ) '
4
^    : = =  = ... ..........
(iv) Rk iR^ — Q3) — k
and
L k ( R 3 = Q3) = k c k - i ( R 3 =  Q 3).
(v) Rk(R 3 = S3 ) = A;! = Ckiax = axo)
and
Lk(R3 = S3) = kck- i iR3  = S3).
Pfc(P„ = T „ )  = A:ct_i(Sn_i = T „_ i)  , fo r  n even
and
LkiRn  — Tn) = kck—i iR n  ~ Tn) , fo r  nodd, 
LkiRn  = T n) = kck - i iRn  = Tn) , forneven.
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( iii)  R k ia x -  axa) = 1 ;■
and
Ljfc(ox = 0 x0 ) = k\ = Ckiax = 0 x 0 ) = kck - i ia x  = 0 x 0 ).
-J
(vi) For n >  4 o W T  G {Q , S } ^
RkiRn  — Tn) = kck—i iR n —i = Tn—1 ) , fo rn o d d , I
■■'•4
3Proof, (i), (ii) and ( iii)  fo llow  immediately from 3.1.8 and 3.1 .10(i)-(iii).
(iv) We have if
Lv(H 3=Q3) = L v ( ii2=Q2) by 3.1.6
= idf!A(E2=Q2) by 3.1.8(i).
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Therefore,
RkiRz  = Qs) =  CkiRi  = Q i )  -  k
and
ck{Ri  = Qd)Lk(Rs = Q3 ) =
^  by3.1.10(iv)
(v) We have
Hence,
and
Lk(R3 = S3 )
— kck—i(R3  — Q s)'
^V (iÎ3=S3) ~ ^V(xa=axa) by 3.1.6
= idf^(ro=oTo) by 3.1.8(i).
R k (R 3 = S3) = Ckixa =  acco)
- = S3)
Ckixa = axa)
k^Ck~iiR3 = S3)ck~i(xa = axo)
kck - i (xa  -  axa)
-  kck- i{R3  = % ).
(vi) Let n >  4. For n = 4 we get
\{R 4^Ta) ^V (ü3= r3) by 3.1.6.
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Hence,
and
R k (R 4 ^ T 4 )  .
&^ct_i(Â4 = T ^ C k - ^ R i  = f s )  
kck-\{R3  = Ts) by 3.1.10(vi)
Hence,
and
Lk(Rs = Ts) =
R k(R s= T 5) = Rk(R4=^T4)
— Lk i R4 ~ T 4 )
== kck—i iR 4  = ÎF4 )
— kCk—l(,R4 — T4 )
c k i R s  = Ts)
RkiRs — Ts)
%
R k iR 4 = T 4 )  = Rk(R3=^T3) I
- L k iR z ^ T ^ )  ^
'"I
= kck~i(R3 = T3) by (iv),(v) J
= kck-i(R3 -  T 3)
M R 4 = T , ) =
!
— — T 4 ) . 4Î / 
%
F o rn =  5 we get |
^\(Rs=Ts) -  ^y(iu=TA) by 3.1.6.
: ' "h. _^________________ _______ ____
= kck- l iRs  = Ts).
Let n > 4 and suppose the result is valid fo rn  — 1. For n odd, we get 
T>\(R^^Tn) = by 3.1.6
Hence,
RkiRn -  Tn) =  RkiRn~l  = T„_l ) 
“  Lk iR n - l  = T n - l)  
— kCk-l iRn- l  — T n - l )  
= kCk-l iRn-1 -  Tn - l ) ,
by the induction hypothesis. Then,
CkiRn ~ Tn)LkiRn  =  Tn) = RkiRn  — Tn)
k'  ^Ck-l iRn  =  Tn)Cfe-l(.fin-l = T n - l )  
kCk—liRn~l ~  T n -l ) by 3.1.10(vi)
— kCk—l iR n  — Tn) ‘
For n even, the proof is similar.
Example 3.1.12. Let V  = V ( i ?3 = /S'3 ) . By 3.1.10(v) we have that 
C2 ( i ?3 = S3) -  4 c i(jR 3 = % )c i(o x  = 0x 0 ) = 4
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— —  by3.1.10(vi)kCk—iiR 4  — T4 )
4
I
C s(iÎ3 = S3 ) = 9 c2 (R 3 ~ S3 )C2 (aX = 0 x 0 ) 
= 9 x 4 x 2  by3.1.6(iii)
= 72
I f  I A  1= 2 by 3.1.1 we get
\FA(v)\ = j2 (D < = i> (y '>k=i \  /
2 + 4
6 .
and i f  I A  1= 3 we get
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t = l  \  /
= Q c i ( V ) +  Q c 2 ( y ) +  Q c 3 ( y )  
= 3 + 3  X 4 + 7 2  
= 87.
We finish this section with two examples, where we compute explicitly the free 
semigroups generated by a certain A. We use an algorithm similar to the one used by 
Pin in  [20, chapter 1.3].
Example 3.1.13. Let y  = V (axa  = ox). By 2.2.14(i), Fa (.V) -  $2 (A+).
Let A  = { 0 , 6}. Since 12( 0 ) (o 6  A'*') is the word obtained by w riting the
I
5:1
A
■I
I
J ) c , ( y > * Q U n  I
1
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variables o f u in order o f first occurrence, we get
u 12 (u )
a a
6 6
ha ba
ah ab
aba ab
bab ba
Hence, %2 {A ^)  = {o , 6, a6, 6a }. 
Let A  = {a , 6 , c}. Since
3
è  = 3 + 3  X 2 + 3 !  = 15
we can reduce drastically the number o f cases that have to be considered and we get
u k ( n )
a a
b b
c c
ba ba
ca ca
ab ab
cb cb
ac ac
be be
aba ab
cba cba
aca ac
boa bca
bab ba
cab cab
acb acb
bcb be
bac bac
cac ca
abc abc
1
Thus
i 2 (A ^)  = {a , 6, c, 6a, ca, a6 , cb, ac, 6c, c6a, 6ca, ca6, ac6, 6ac, a6c}.
Example 3.1.14. Let y  = V (Es = % ). For A  = {a , 6}  we have
smce
and
Hence
tx 4 3 (a )
0 0^
6 62
ba 6  ^0^6
ab a^b^ a
aba 0  ^606
bab b^aba
43(a ) = 43 ( ^ ( a) )or( a) 12(a ) = a^,
1*3 ( 60) = 13 ( a( 6a) ) o( 6a) 12 ( 6a) 
= 13( 6 )006  
= b^a^b
1*3( 060 ) = 1*3 ( 5( 060))  0 ( 060)12 ( 06a) 
= 1*3 ( o) bab 
= a^bab,
13 (A ^ )  = { 0 ^ , 6^ , 6^ 0^ 6, 0^ 606, 6^ 060 }.
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2. Collapsing o f the fin ite ly generated free objects 
In  this section the alphabet A  is finite.
We analyse the following question: given two varieties o f bands V  and W  such 
that V  Ç W  y fo r which cardinalities o f A  do we have F a { V )  = F a {  W) ?
We give an example.
Example 3.2.1. Let | A  |= 3. By 3.1.10 we get
C2{Ra = Sa) = 4c i(i24  = Sa)c\{Rz -  % ) = 4, 
c^{Ra = Sa) = 9 c2(Ra  = <S'4)c2( i Î 3 =  S3)
= 9 x 4 x 4 ,  by 3.1.12.
C2 (Ra = Q4 ) = 4 c i( i Î4 = Q4 )C l ( i Î3 = Q 3 )
=  C2 ( i Î 4 =  & )
and
C3(Ra = Q i )  = 9 c2 ( R a = Q a )C2(R3  = Q3 )
= 9 x 4  X 4
= C3(i?4 = 5 4^ )
Hence, | F a ( R a  = ^ 4 ) |=| F a ( R a  = Q a )  |, by 3.1.1. Since V ( A 4 = Qa)  Ç 
y  ( R a  = Sa) ,  2 .1.20 yields that there is a suijective morphism /  : F a { R a  = Sa)
F a ( R a  = Q4 ) . Hence /  is abijection and F a ( R a  = Sa)  c=^ F a ( R a  = Qa)>
Suppose now that | A  |= 4. Again by 3.1.10 we get
C4(A4 = Sa)  = 16c3(A4 = Sa)C3(R3  = S3 )
= 16 X 144 X 72 by 3.1.12 
and I
,;:i
C4 ( i l 4 = Qa) = 16c3(Ra -  Qa)C3{R3 -  Q3 ) 
= 16 X 144 X 36 
<ca{R a  = Sa)
Hence, | F a ( R a  =  Qa)  |< |  F a {R a  =  Sa)  |.
Let us consider the following sublattice o f LB
V (axya = ayxa)
V (a  = 0 x 0 )
V (o x  = o )* Y (xy  = yx)
V (R 2 = Q2 )
V  ( xo = o)
V (x  =  J / )
Proposition 3.2.2. (i) For all y  E LB ,
\A\ = I  ^  F a ( V )  = F a ( x  = y).
( i i ) I f \A \  >  2, the semigroups FAiax  = a ),F ^ (x o  = o ) ,F^(oxo  
distinct. They are also distinct from any free object in a variety o/'LBq .
( iii)  I f \ A \ > 2 a n d V  £ h B o ,V  ^ \ ( x y  = yx), then
F A (V ) : fF A (x y = ^ y x ) .
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o) are
1
Proof, (i) This is clearly true.
(ii) In the previous paragraph we saw that
and
iF^Caxo = a)| = |i4| .
Hence, for |A| > 2
Fa { o.x  =  a)  ^  F A i a x a  -  a).
Clearly, for \A\ >  2
F A i a x  -  a)  ^  Fa (.xü = a),
since = o) is a left zero band and = a) is a right zero band.
Also, from 3.1.1 and 3.1.10 we deduce that
and
\F A ( a x y a  ~  a y x a ) \  =
L k i R i  =  Q 2 ) R k { R i  = Q t )  by 3.1.6
}<? by 3.1.11.
Therefore, fo r |A| >  2
\FA(ax = a)| <  \Fa {R2 -  Qz)|
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and
|F^(axa = a)| <  \FA(cixya = ayxa)|.
Hence, fo r all F  E LB@
F a ( ax = a ) ,F a ( axa ~ a) ^  F a ( V ) .
( iii)  is also clear, by 3.1.1 and 3.1.10.
We compare next the cardinalities o f the C [72.]-classes o f the CT’-classes U x (V ) ,  
where V  G LB©. In general, we have
Proposition 3.2.3. Let V Ç W  be varieties o/ L B q and let k >  1. Then 1
and
L k iV )  < L k { W ) ,
Proof. L e tu ,v  G be such that (tx, i>) ^  Cy- Then (tx, t;) 0 C w  Hence, 
the number o f £  [ “R]-classes in a J-class U x iW )  is bigger or equal to the num­
ber o f £  [72.]-classes in the corresponding CT-class U x iV ) ;  that is, the cardinality 
Rki M/) [ L k iW )  1 o f an 72. [ £ ] -class o f U x i W ) is bigger or equal to the cardinality 
R k iV )  [ L k iV ) ]  o f an 72. [£ ]-c la sso f (7 x (7 ). (See 3.1.4.)
In  the next lemma we compare the cardinalities o f the J ’-classes o f the free objects 
in  the proper left varieties.
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Lem m a3.2.4. Let k >  2.
(i) C2 (R 2 = Q i)  -  C2 (ax  = axa) <  C2 ( i ?3 = Qs) 
and fo r  k > 3 ,
Ck iRi = Q i)  <  Ck(ax = axa) <  CkiRz = Qs).
(ii) Let n >  3 and let n >  k. Then %
^kiRn ~  Qn)  ~  Ck(Rn — Rn) ~  Ck(Rk+l ~  Qk+l)
and
CkiRn — Sn) — CkiRn^l = Qm-l) == CkiRk+1 ~ Sk+l) ‘ 
m ) I f 3  < n < k
^k(,Rn “  Qn) Ck(^Rn “  Rn) CkiRn^-l ~  Q nfl)*
P roof.(i) The statement is clear since 
CkiRi = Q 2 ) = k,
Ck(ax = axa) = kî
and
CkŒi = Q i)  = i k l ) K
(ii) By 3.1.3, it  is enough to show that i f  n >  k, then
4
Ck(Rn = Qn) ~ Ck(Rk+l = Qk+l)- 14
^ V ' ; j V V , ' 1. , /  * ' ■ ' ■  ■ :
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The proof is by induction o n k > 2  and w ill make use o f the formulas established 
in  3.1.10. For A: = 2 the statement is obvious fo rn  = 3. I f  n >  4 , we have
CliRn  =  Qn) =  4c i(J?n  =  Q n )c i iR n - l  = Q n - l )
= 4
=  4 c i ( i^ 3  =  Q s)
= C2(i?3 =  Q s ) .
Let k >  2 and n >  k + 1. By the induction hypothesis
Ck+l(Rn = Qn) = (k +  l)^Ck(Rn  = Qn)Ck(Rn-l = Q n - l )
= ( k +  l)^Ck(Rk+i = Qk+i)ck(Rk+i = Q t+ i)
= (k +  l)^Ck(Rk+2 = Qk+2)(^k(Rk+l — Qk+l)
=  Ck+l(Rk+2 =  Qjb+2 >.
The proof o f the second statement is analogous w ith this one.
( iii)  The proof is by induction on A; >  3 and we refer again to 3.1.10. For k -  3 
we get
C3(R3 = Q s )  =  (3 !)^  = 9 x 4
C3(Ü 3 = S3 ) = 9 c2 ( i ?3 = S3 )c2 {ax  = axa)
= 9 x 4 x 2
> 9 x 4
and
0 3 (^ 4  = Q4 ) = 9c2{Ra ~ Qa)c2{R3 = Q3) 
= 9 x 4 x 4  
> 9 x 4 x 2 .
- J - ' l  " iv ’, - y  • v'-?’  .
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Cjfc+l(i?nfl = Q n fl)  = ( k +  l)^Cjt(B«4-l = Q » fl)C jk (iî„ = Q „) .
Since
^kiRn — Qn)  ^  CkiRn — 5^n) ^  ^kiRnhl — Q»h-i) 
and since, by the induction hypothesis,
^k(.Rn-l ~  Q n—l )  ^  C^(i?n-1  ~  ^ » - l )  ^  Cjfc(jRn =  Q n ))  
we deduce that
Cfc+l(i?n “  Qn) Cfc+l(i?n ~  ^n) ^  Cjt+l(i2nfl “  Qn+1 ) )
as required.
Let k >  3 and 3 <  n  <  k +  1, For n  =  3 w e get 
Ck+i(R3 =  Q ] )  =  ( k +  l)^Cjfc(i?3 = Q s ) ,
CA:+l(i?3 =  S3 ) =  ( k +  l)^Cjfc(i23 =  S'3 )cjb(ax =  a x o )
>  Ck+l(R3 ~  Q 3 ) ,  
since c * (o x  =  a x a )  >  1 a n d c t ( B 3 = S3 ) >  Ck(Rs =  Q 3 ) .  Finally,
Ck+l(R4 =  Q 4 ) =  ( k +  l)^Cjfc(i?4 =  Q4)Ck(R3 = Q s )  I
>  Ck+i(Rs =  S 3 ) ,  I
3since c*(iÎ4  =  Q 4 ) >  CkCRs = S 3 ) and c t (B 3  = Q 3 ) >  c t ( a x  =  a x a )  (by (i)).
I f n > 4  I
Cfc+l(i2n ~  Qn) == ( k +  ^)^ Ck(,Rn “  Qn)^k(.Rn-l  — Qn—l ) )
Ck+l(Rn =  5'„) =  ( k +  l )^ C * ( f ^  =  Sn)Ck(Rn-l  =  5"*_i)
and
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Proposition 3.2.5. (i) For l^V > 3 ^ 1 ^  we have
Fa(R i = S i )  = Fa(Ri' =  S v )  4=> I, I' >  |A |.
(ii) For 1,1^  >2 ^ 1  l \  we have
Fa(R i = Q i )  = Fa{Rv ~  Q v )  I ,  I ’ >  |A|,
( iii)  For I > 3  > 2 , 1 ^  l \w e  have
Fa(R i = S i )  = F A i R e  = Q v )  l , L ' >  |A|.
Proof, (i) By the considerations made in the previous sections (see 2,1.20 and 3.1.1), 
it  is enough to show that
|F ^(B f = ^f) | = |F k (B r = Sy)| ^  l , l ' > \ A l  
By 3.1.1 we have
t-^ l / M | \
\Fa (R i = Si)\ = J 2  L jc K B f = Si)
and
1^ 1 
Zk=l\Fa(.Ri, = Si-)| = T  ( ' f  )c*(.R i' = % )'  \ K /
I fZ . i ' >  |A |, then, by 3.2.4(ii),
Ckilk  = Si) = CkiRv = Sf),
I
:: .. .
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fo r all A: € { 1 , ,  |A |}. Therefore,
\F a ( R i  =  S i ) \ - ^ \ F a ( R v =  S v ) 1  
Conversely, suppose that Z, I' >  |A|. Now
F a ( R i = S i )  Ç  F a ( R v = S v )
or
F a ( R v = Sv)  Ç  F a ( R i = S i ) .
Suppose the first inclusion occurs. By 3.1.3
C k i R i  = S i )  ^  CfciRv — S v ) , 4
fo r all 1 <  k <  |A |. Hence
C k ( R i  = S i )  = Ck(Rv  ~  S v ) ,
fo r all 1 <  k <  \A\, in  particular for A: = |A|. Again by 3.2.4, we deduce that #
l > \ A \ , l ^ > \ A \ .
I f  the second inclusion occurs the reasoning is similar. J
( i i ) I f i  = 2 , / ' =  3,3.2.4 yields
| ^ ( B 2 = Q 2 )| = |fA (B 3  = Q3) | <=> |A| = 1, (3.2.5.1)
since CkiRi = Q2 ) <  Ck{R3 = Qs)» for all 2  < k <  \A\. Hence
\FA(R2 = Q2 ) \ - ^ \ FA i R3=Q3) \  | A | < 2 , 3 .
For >  3, the proof is analogous w ith the proof o f (i).
c\a \(Rv = Qv) = <^ \A\(Ri = Si)
A
À
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(iii)  For I = 3 and Z' = 2, by (3.2.5.1), we get
\Fa (R3 = S3)\-^ \Fa {R 2-^Q 2)\  | A | < 2 , 3 .  I
■'I
Suppose that 1,1' > 3  and that Z, I' >  \A\. For Z' <  Z, 3.2.4 yields J
Cjgi^Rv = Q/0 = Ck(,Rv — 5'f') = Cki^Ri = S'i) 
fo r all 1 <  k <  |A|. Thus
|jP!4(Br = Qy)| = | f : 4 ( & = % ) | .
For Z <  Z% again by 3.2.4, we have
CkiRi = 5 i) = cjfc(jRi+i = Qf+i) = CkiRv = Qv).
Conversely, suppose that
FA iRv = Qv) = = Si).
We have
F A i R v  =  Q v ) C F A i R i  =  S i )  ( if Z' <  Z)
or
Fl4(Bz = S i )  Ç Fa(Rv = Qy) ( i f  I ' >  I).
Suppose the first inclusion occurs. Then
^kiRv ~ Qv) ^  ^kiR i — Si),
fo r all 1 <  fc <  |A |, in  particular for k = |A |. The equality o f the cardinalities o f the 
free objects gives that
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Fa ^R i — Fi) — FA iR i—i — Ti—i ) .
Hence Fa (R i = T i) G V (iE i_ i = T i_ i) and therefore U  G V ( =  T i- i )
Again by 3.2.4, we deduce that I, I' <  \A\. |
C oro llary 3.2.6. Let T  £ {Q ,S } ,  I > 3  and let U  G ^  (R i  = T{). I f U i s  generated 
by I —2 elements, then U  G V (B f_ i  = T i_ i).
Proof. I f  U  is generated by Z — 2 elements, then for any A  such that | A  |= Z — 2  there |
is a map a  : A  U  such that the morphism from Fa ( Ri = Ti) into U  that makes 
diagram (2.1.17.1) commutative is an epimorphism.
Qn the other hand, 3.2.5(i),(ii) yields that
I
IÊ
The next statement is the equivalent, for £-classes, to Lemma 3.2.4. |
f
I
Lemma 3.2.7. Let n , k >  2. Then
(i) L z iR i  = Qz) = L i i a x  = axa) = L i iR ^  = Qs) 
and fo r  k > 3 ,
L k iR i  = Q i)  <  Lk ia x  = axa) <  Lk(R3 = Qa).
( i i ) / / n > k , n > 3  
LkiRn  = Qn) = Lk iR n  = & )  = Lk(Rn¥i = Q«+i), f o r  nodd
and
L k iR n  =  Q n )  =  L k iR n  =  ^ n ) =  L k iR n ^ l  =  Q th - i) ,  fOT UBVen. f
1
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I
( iii) / /3  < n <  k,
Lk iRn  = Qn) <  LkiRn ~ Sn) <  LkiRnt-l = Q»4- i ) j  foT U odd
and
L k iR n  = Qn) <  L k i R n  =  Sn) <  LkiRni-1 = Q n f l ) .  fo m e v e n .  I
P roof.(i) The statement is clearly true by 3.1.11, since
L k iR i  ”  Qz) — k,
Lk ia x  = axa) = k!
and
Lk(R3 = Q3) = k ( ( k - l ) \ f .
(ii) Let n >  k, nodd. By 3.1.11,
LkiRn  = Qn) = kCk-liRn  = Qn),
LkiRn  = Sn) = kCk-liRn  = & )
and
LkiRn+1 = Q n f l )  ~  kCt_l(jRnf 1 “  Qnfl)*  
and the statement follows from  the fact that
Ck-liRn = Qn) = Ck-liRn  = Sn) = C/b-l(i?nfl = Qnfl) -  (See 3.2.4(11).)
( iii)  The reasoning is analogous with that used in  the proof o f (ii), but now using 
3.2.4(iii).
We finish this study with a final result, which gives a tool to check whenever two 
free objects in two related varieties o f LB@ coincide.
The proof o f this theorem depends on two lemmas which we now state.
Lemma 3.2.9. Let V ,W  £  LB# be proper varieties such that V  C W .  Then, fo r  a l l
Proof. By 3.1.7 we have
c t(V )  = L d V i ) R k ( V r )
and
Ck(W) = Lk(Wi)Rk(Wr).
Consequently, i f  Lk(.Vi) = Lk(Wi) and R tiV r)  = Rk(.Wr) we deduce that 
Ck(V) = Ck(W).
The converse follows from de fact that
Lk(.Vi) ^  L k m )
and
R k iV r )  <  R k ( W r ) ,
:
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Theorem 3.2.8. Let V ,W  ^  LB» be proper varieties such that V  C W .  Then
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since V C W .  (See 3.2.3.)
I
Lemma 3.2.10. Let V ,W  C LB# be proper varieties. Let k > 2  and k! < k .  |
(i) I f V  and W  are left varieties, then
Lk( V)  = L k i W)  ==> Lk<V )  = Lk '(W ).
(ii) I f V  and W  are right varieties, then
R k(V )  = Rk i W)  R jv(V) = Rk<W ).
This lemma results immediately from Lemma 3.2.7.
We now prove the theorem.
P roof o f Theorem 3.2.8. As we noticed before
Fa (V )  = Fa (W )  ^  \Fa {V) \  = \Fa (W)\.
II f i | . 4 |(Vi) = L ia\(W i ) and = iî|^ |( lV r). Lemma 3.2.10 yields that, for a ll |
1 <  fc <  lA l
Lk(Vi) = L d W i)  and % (% .) = R k W r) .
Hence, Lemma 3.2.9 yields that
c d V )  =  C k ( W )  ( l < t < | A | ) .
Hence, F ^ (V ) = F a ( W ) .
Conversely, suppose that F a ( V )  = F a { W ) .  Since y  Ç IF , by 3.1.3 we know
that
C k ( V ) < c i , i W)  (1 < k <  |A|).
:'.j; r,.. ,, v - - A > V’- f r V - ' A ' . -1:,:. L.'A t ..... ...... , "j" 0
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Thus, according w ith 3.1.1, we deduce
Ck(V) = Ck(W) i l < k < \ A \ ) .
In  particular, we get that c\a \( V) -  Cj^|( W )  and Lemma 3.2.9 yields again
and R\A\iVr)=^RlA\iWr),
as required.
3. Varieties o f band monoids
The results for varieties o f LB M  are easily deducible from the results for varieties 
o f LB . Indeed, i f  V  G LB M  and <  V  >g is the B irkhoff variety o f bands generated 
by V  (see 2.1.2 ) we have
Theorem 3.3.1. I f V e  LBMo, then
F A iV ) = ( .F A i< V > s ) Ÿ
Proof. Let V  G LBM® and let M  G V. Since M  G< V  > s , there is a unique 
morphism ^  : F a ( <  V  > s ) M  such that the following diagram commutes.
A  — F ^ « y > s )
(3.3.1.1)
M
I
Î
I
a
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Define^* : (F a ( <  V  >s))^ M  by
= i f x G F ^ « y > s ) ;
^ [id M , i f x = l .
Let i : F a (<  V  > s )  -> ( ^ ( <  V > s )Ÿ  be the inclusion map. Then is 
the unique homomorphism from (F a (<  V  >s))*  into M  such that the following 
diagram commutes.
A  -  > (Fa { < V > s ) Ÿ
V>
M
I t  only remains to prove that ( Fa ( <  V  >s ) ) ^  is in  V . This is a consequence o f 
the follow ing lemma:
Lemma 3.3.2. Let W  be a variety of bands such that W  G x(LBM @ ). Then fo r  any 
semigroup S
s &  w ^ e w .
Proof. We notice that i f  5  is a band, S’’ is also a band.
It is enough to prove the result for the varieties W  = x ( V )  such that F is a  strictly 
le ft or a strictly right variety o f LBM #.
Indeed, given a proper variety o f band monoids V,  by 2.3.2, %(F) = %(y^) n  
X ( y i .  Therefore i f  S' G x (V ) . ih & iS ^  G x ( M  and G xC^O - Thus G
x ( n .
1
I
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I
I
Let S G V  (a x = axa) and le t 5 , t G S'^  I f  a = 1 the substitution a = 1, x = t
results in t  = i  and the substitution a = t , x  = 1 results in f -  = t. Hence G V ( ax =
axa).
Let S' G V  ( i ?3 = S's). Then S satisfies the identity R3 = S's, that is, S' satisfies 
the identity
X1X2X3 =  X1X2X3 X1 X3 X2 X3 .  I
Let a, L u  G S^. |
Suppose a = 1. It is mere routine to check that a ll the substitutions J
a
Xi = 1^X2 -  tfX3 -  U '
XI = t,X 2 -  l,X3 = U !
X l  =  i , X 2  =  U , X 3 =  1
produce tu = tu . Hence G V ( i?3 = S'3) .
We w ill now prove by induction that the statement is true f o r \  (R i = S i ) , l >  3.
This w ill fin ish the proof o f the lemma.
Let i >  4 and le t S' G V  ( = Si) . Then S satisfies the identity Ri = Si. I f  I is
even this means that S satisfies the identity
jR i-iX i = S i_ ix ii? i_ ix i.
Notice firs t that this identity im plies the identity
R i- i  = S i - iR i - i  (put Xl — R i- i ) .  (3 .3 .2 .1 )
Now le t a i, . . . ,  aj G iS* and consider the substitution
Xl = a i , . . .  ,x i = a|. (3 .3.2 .2)
%
"31
i.{
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I f  Si , Si G S, there is nothing to check. Suppose this does not hold.
I f  Si = 1 fo r some i  G { 1 , . . . ,  Z — 1} , le t r  be the subsemigroup o f S' generated i
by X  = { s i , . . . , 5i_ i }  \  {1 } . Since | X  |<  Z — 2 , Corollary 3.2.6 yields that T  G 
V ( i î i_ i  = S i_ i) and the induction hypothesis gives that T** G V (B i_ i = S i- i ) .
Hence
B i_ i( s i , . . .  ;S i_i) = S i_ i(s i, . . . ,s i_ i) .
and we get
j R i _ i ( s i s i _ i ) s i  = B i_ i( s i , . . . ,  S i _ i ) s i B i _ i ( s i s i- i )s i
that is,
jR i_ i(s i, . . .  ,s i_ i)s i = B i_ i( s i , . . . ,s i_ i)s i.
I f  Si ^  1 for all i  e  { 1 , . . . ,  Z -  1}, then s i , . . . ,  Si_i G S'. Thus Sf = 1 and 
substitution (3.3.2.2) produces
i2 i- i ( a i , . . . , 5 i_ i)  = S 'i_ i( s i, . . . ,s i_ i) i? i_ i( s i, . . . ,s i_ i)
which by (3.3.2.1) is a true identity.
For Z odd the identity Ri = Si is equivalent to
x iR i- i  = x iR i- ix iS i- i
and the proof is sim ilar.
Rem ark 3.33. Theorem 3.3.1 does not hold fo r V  = V M (x  = 1) since F ^ (x  = 1) = 
1 (the triv ia l monoid), % (y) = V ( x  = y), Fa ( x = y) = 1 (the triv ia l semigroup) 
and I (Fa { x = j/))^ |= 2 .
i
Let V  G LBM o, X  C A  non-empty and inc : F a ( <  V  > s ) —> F a ( V )  be the |  
inclusion map. Since inc|ujp(<y>s) : U x (<  V  > s) ->  U x (V )  is an isomorphism,
J
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we identify in  a natural way U x (V )  w ith U x ( < V  >s)-  Hence, the cardinalities we 
have computed, o f the Green classes o f the free objects in  the varieties o f LB  are s till 
the cardinalities o f the Green classes o f the corresponding varieties o f LBM .
E xam ple3.3.4. L e ty  = V M ( B 3 = S 3 ) .  Then <  y  > s=  VCB3 = S 3 ) and 
I Fa (V )  1=1 (Fa «  V  > s ) ) ‘ 1= 1+ I Fa (R3 = S3 ) I . I
...,,.r-s ;T^ ", '
PART II -  RHODES EXPANSIONS OF BANDS
«
a
D efin ition  4.1.1. An expansion in  a category C is a pair ( F , i?), where
(1) F  is a functor from  C to C.
(2) 77 is a natural transformation from  F  to the functor Id c , such that fo r every 
object A  o f C, T]A : F A  —> Id  c A  is an epimorphism o f C.
D efin ition  4.1.2. Let S be a semigroup and le t
= {(icn < £ • • • < £  X l) : n >  l , x i , . . . ,Xn € S }
(i.e. the set o f a ll <£-chains over S).
1
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CHAPTER 4. RHODES EXPANSIONS
i
In this chapter we use the language o f the theory o f categories. We deal here w ith 4
semigroup expansions, a notion used in  global theory o f semigroups. |
Section 1 is an introductory section. We present here the notion o f expansion 
and two known examples o f expansions o f semigroups, namely the Rhodes expansion |
(the oldest expansion o f semigroups known) and the Rhodes expansion cut-down to 
generators, a restriction o f the firs t one, which has better properties. These expansions 
are defined fo r semigroups. It is the second one that we shall work w ith, in  chapter 5.
In  section 2 we introduce the notion o f Rhodes expansion o f a monoid and its 
cut-down to generators and we relate this notion w ith the corresponding one for semi­
groups. This w ill enable us to deduce (in  chapter 5), fo r band monoids, results corre­
sponding to the ones obtained for bands.
1. Rhodes expansions. Rhodes expansions 
cut-down to generators
$
'.r.T,-! V  "
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Define in  a composition o by
(Xn  < £ • • • < £  Xl )  o ( y ^  < £ . • • < £  y i )
H X n V m  < £ * • • < £  X i y ^  < C  Vm <C "  ’ <C V l )  ‘
C learly ( , o) is a semigroup. |
Let
= { ( x „  < £ ■ • • < £  X l) : n >  l , x i , . . . ,X n  G 5 }
(i.e ., the set o f a ll <£-chains over S). We define a mapping Red (“ reduction") from  
to recursively, by
(1) I f  an <£-chain (or subchain) contains <£ :
R ed(x„ < £ • • • < £  Xjfe+i <c Xk < c  < c  x i)
= (R e d (x n  < £ • • • < £  Xk+ i )  < £  Red(xib < £ • ■ • < £  x i ) ) .
(2) I f  an <£-chain (or subchain) contains only =£ :
R ed(x„ =£ • • • =£  X l) = Xn-
Example 4.1.3. I f  a, 6, c, d, e, /  G S' then
Red (a  =£ 6 =£ c <£ d <£ e = c  f )  = (o  <£ d <£ e).
The mapping Red has the follow ing crucial property:
Fact 4.1.4. Red(got) = Red( Red(g) oRed( t ) ), where g, t G S^ ando denotes the 
m ultip lication in  S^.
We now define the Rhodes expansion o f a semigroup, a notion introduced in 1969 
by J. Rhodes.
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D éfin ition  4.1.5. Let S be a semigroup. The Rhodes expansion o f S is w ith 
composition
st -  Red ( s o t )  
where s, t G and o  denotes the m ultip lication in  S^.
(4.1.6.) Fact 4.1.4 shows that the composition defined in  4.1.5 is associative and the 
mapping Red is a morphism o f semigroups.
We see that ( (")^, î |) , where 77 is defined below, is an expansion in  S :
I f  y) : S' —> T  is a morphism, define —> by
'3II,
I
f>^(Xn < £ • * • < £  X l) = Red(^(Xn) < £ ' • • < £  ^ ( x i ) ) .
I t  is easy to check that ip^ is indeed a morphism and that (1)^ is a functor. 
I f  S' is a semigroup, define 775 : S^ S' by
n s ( X n  < £ * ■ • < £  X l )  =  X„ . i
I t  is easy to see that 775 is a suijective morphism o f S, called the natural morphism 
(according w ith 1.1.7).
Finally, the fo llow ing diagram commutes.
ris
AC f c
Thus ( (1) , 77) is an expansion.
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We now state some properties o f the Rhodes expansion, which w ill be used later.
P roposition 4,1.7. [1] Let S be a semigroup. Then the natural morphism r)s : —> S
preserves idempotents; that is, fo r  all a £ S
= 5 and s = T7 ^ (0  ==> = t.
The proposition above means that the Rhodes expansion o f a band is s till a band. 
Another property o f the natural morphism r)s ' S is the fo llow ing
Lemma 4.1.8. Let S be a semigroup and let x^y £ S^. Then
xy = y 4=> 7?g(xy) = % (y ).
P roof. L e tx  = (Xn <£ •■• <c  x i ) , y  = (s/m < £ • • • < £  y i ) , x i , . . . ,X n , y i , ...î/m  G 
S', be such that rjs ixy)  = r/^Cy). This means that
T7 5 (Red(x„y„i <£■•■<£ Xiy^ <£ !/m <£ • • * <£ î/l)) = Vs iV m  <£ * • • <£  m) 
that is,
TÎ5(Red(x„ym < £ • - • < £  X iy^  <£% («<£ ' "  <£ l / l ) )  = Pm^
By the definitions o f Red and r}s we get
Red(Xnym < £ • ' • < £  Xiym  < £  ym < £  ' ' < £  y i )  -  (Vm < C  “  ' < £  y i )  
that is, xy = y.
- ' ' " r  ^ . .'.Y:; ' r. r \ \ >-
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The converse is triv ia l. 1 1I
Rem ark 4.1.9. One can also define the Rhodes expansion w ith respect to >%, duaily ;{
as:
= { ( x i  >% ' " > %  x^) : n >  1, X l, . . . ,  Xn G S'}
w ith  m ultiplication:
(x i > n  ’ • • >TI Xn) O (y i >% • • • > 7J y^n)
= R ed(xi >% " " > %  Xn >£ x „y i >% - - >% x „y „,),
where the mapping Red is defined recursively by
R e d (...x i >% X t+ i. . .)  = (R e d (...X i) >% Red(x<+i. . . ) )  ;|
and
Red ( x i  =Ti • • • =% Xn =% . • •) = Red(xn =% * • *) ■
The properties o f ( .)^  are dual to those o f (1 )^. Moreover, i f  S is a semigroup,
then
(where S is the dual o f S).
Unless we specify otherwise, a Rhodes expansion w ill mean (1)^.
In  1.3 we have introduced the category Sa o f semigroups generated by a given 
set A. Given an arbitrary expansion ( F , 77) in  S one can restrict it  to Sa * obtaining an 
expansion (F a , t?a), called the cut-down o f (F , rj) to the generators A . This simple 
idea, introduced by Rhodes [22] fo r the Rhodes expansion and generalized by B irget
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[1 ] to arbitrary expansions, has important consequences, fo r the new expansion often 
has better properties. Here we present the notion in  respect to the Rhodes expansion, 
since this is the one we shall work w ith, in  the next chapter.
D e fin ition  4.1,10. Let (S , / )  be an object o f the category Sa. The cut-down o f the 
Rhodes expansion of S to generators A  is the subsemigroup o f generated by 
the set { ( / ( a ) )  : a G A }.
More precisely, the image o f (S , / )  is the pair (Sa, / a )  where S^ has just been 
defined and : A  is defined by
/ a ( û ) = ( / ( û ) )  (a G A ).
I f  ( S , / )  and (T ,g )  are objects o f Sa and y? is a morphism from  (S , / )  into 
(T ,p ) ,  we define (p^ from (S^, / f )  in to (? a  , §a) sim ply as
Pa = lâ j •
We obtain a natural transformation from  the functor ( 1)^ to the identity functor Id 5^ 
by:
I f  ( S, / )  is an object o f Sa we define it)s,a : S^ —> S by
Vs, A = Vs •
I f  a G A , we have
VS,a } a M  = % ,A (( /(o )))  = / ( a ) .
Thus 7}s,A is an epimorphism o f Sa- The follow ing diagram commutes (where the 
arrows denote morphisms in  Sa).
S i  -
Vs,A VT,A
T
T ( "T. "'"'.f.
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and
#
1
j
Hence ( (.) a, Va ) is an expansion in  Sa >
Fact 4.1.11. I f  S is a band, then is also a band. (See 4.1.7.)
Rem ark 4.1.12. We can define C )a * tbe cut-down to generators A  o f (1 )^, and obtain
an expansion w ith properties dual to those o f (1) |
'I
i
Rem ark 4.1.13. I f  y  e LBq andS = Fa (V ) ,  S -  tjb(A^), t € { h , i }  (see 2.2.13), I
we sometimes denote [ u]u(v) G Fa( V )  by tk i u) or just by u, when clear.
Example 4*1.14. Let A  = {o , 6}  and S = Fa(x j/ = yx). I f  u, v G A'*’ , by 1.5.1 and n
2 .2 .10  we have
U < c V  c(uv) = c(u)
<=> c(u) D c(v) 4
u < c v  4=> c(u) D c(v) I
where the last inclusion is strict.
Hence
= { ( a ) , ( 6) , ( a 6) , ( a 6 <c  o ) ,(o 6 <c b)}.
Now,
Sa — ( a ), ( 6) >  .
Since
( 6)(a ) = (ab < c  a)
(a ) ( 6) = (o 6 <£ 6)
(a ) (6)(o ) = Red(o6a <£ ab <£ a) = (o 6 <£ o) I
'I
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( 6) ( o ) ( 6) = Red(606  <£ ab <c  b) = (ab < c  b)
we get
s i  = { ( a ) , ( 6 ) ,(0 6  <£ o),(o6 <c b)}.
We finish this section w ith  a known result concerning the effect o f applying ( 1)^
to a semigroup a fin ite  number o f times.
Proposition 4.1,15. [Tilson, 27] Let S be a semigroup. Then
(S a ) a  ~ ^ a  (onddually  ( ^ ) %  ~  è j ) .
A more detailed treatment o f the notions presented in  this section can be found in
[1 ], [2] and [27],
2. Rhodes expansions o f monoids
Here we establish the notion o f Rhodes expansion o f a monoid and its cut-down 
to generators. We relate these notions w ith the ones presented in  the previous section 
fo r semigroups.
D efin ition  4.2.1. Let M  be a monoid. The Rhodes expansion o f M  is the set 
= {(a^n <£ • • * <£  X l) : n >  l , x i , . . . ,X n  G M j^ iL id j i f } *
Clearly, is a subsemigroup o f and it  is a monoid.
I f  M  and N  are monoids and ^  M  -+ iV is a monoid morphism then 
( f^ (M ^ )  Ç Ng. We define : jG ff —> by
iiCf£
........
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(where (p^ : M ^  —> N ^  is defined in  5 ).
We get a natural transformation from  the functor ( " ) f  o f M  to the functor Id ^  
in  the fo llow ing way:
I f  M  is a monoid, we define M  by
VM,t -  Vm
(where r)M : —> M  is defined in  S).
Clearly, is an epimorphism o f M. and the fo llow ing diagram commutes:
VM,t VN,e (4,2.1.1)
M  ------ : ------> N
Hence (( o f , Ve) is an expansion in  M .
We define the cut-down to generators o f this expansion in  the fo llow ing way:
D e fin ition  4.2.2. Let ( A f, / )  be an object o f M a - The cut-down o f the Rhodes expan­
sion o f M  to generators A  is
= <  R e d (/(a ) < c  id ^ )  ; a e  A
(i.e ., the submonoid o f generated by the set { ( / ( o )  <£ id  M) : a E A}).
More precisely, the image o f ( A f , / )  is the pair (Mg Aife,A) where was 
defined above and f^j^ : A  —> M ^a is defined by
/ m ( “ ) = R e d (/(o ) <£ id jif)  (a  e A ).
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I f  ( M , / )  and ( N, g) are objects o f M a and ^  is a morphism from  ( M , / )  into 
(N ,g ) ,  then ( M ^ )  Ç and we define (p j^  ^ from  into by
i>cA = V>e 1% ,
We obtain a natural transformation from ( .) ,  & to the functor IÔ-Ma the follow ing 
way:
I f  M  is a monoid we define r)M,eA • ^e,A M  by
m , e A  =  VM,e \m C^
I f  n E A , we have
m,eAfe,A(o>) = '»ÎAf.eH4(Red(/(o) < £  id ^ ) )  =  / ( o ) .
Hence r}M,e,A is an epimorphism o f M a - The fo llow ing diagram is commutative 
(where the arrows denote morphisms o f M a )-
e,A
VM,e,A VN,e,A
M N
Hence, (C)e,A^Ve,A) is an expansion in  M ^ .
Exam ple 4.2.3. Let M  be the free object in  VM  (x y  = yx) generated by A  = {a,b}. 
Then
= {(o  < c  1 ) , ( 6  < c  l),(o&  <c  l ) , ( a 6 <c a < c  l ) , ( a 6 <c b <c  1) }
and
^e,A = { (»  <£ 1),(6 <c  l ) , ( o 6  <c a <C  l ) , ( o 6  <£ b <£ 1) } .
I
A*
I
M "L..,i:i... V"Æ-5î>ï_,':
"'■1I
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Notice that we are identifying again c( u) w ith u.
We shall see in  the next chapter that the results concerning the Rhodes expansions 
o f band monoids are easily deducible from  the ones concerning the Rhodes expansions 
o f bands. For that purpose we need to explore the relationships between the two ex­
pansions. This we do next.
Rem ark 4.2.4. Let ( S , f )  he a semigroup and le t^^ = S' U {1 ^ } (as defined in  1.2.1). 
For a ll 5 E S, s < c  Ig . Otherwise, since s < c  Ig , we would get sucessively 
5 = £  Ig , I s  = ts fo r some t E , Ig  E S.
Theorem 4.2.5. The functors (.)* o ( . ) ^  and ( . ) f ^  o (.)* are naturally equivalent; 
that is,
( . ÿ o C ) A ^ C ) ^ ^ o ( , y .
In  particular, fo r any semigroup S we have
Proof. Let (S , / )  and (T , p) be semigroups and le t ^  : (S , / )  —> (T , p) be a mor­
phism. We define $g : > ( S ^ f  by
f g ( ( « n  < £ • • * < £  3 i ) )  =  ( « n  < £ ■ • * < £  < £  I g ) -
Clearly, ( s i  S^) C (S^) since the image o f a generator ( / (  a) ) ( a E A ) o f 
is the generator ( / ( a )  <£ Ig) o f (S O f^ . Hence, we define iS^)e,A
by
îs,A = (g  b j .
Clearly, ( s a  is injective and Im ((g ^ ) = ( S ' ) ^  \  { (  Ig ) } .
a
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iCHence : (S^Ÿ  -> (S^)g^ defined by
w ) - { ? î l " '  ü î s g ;
is an isomorphism.
Now let |^ £ and = (y : ') "  . Since £  T f and
(V3*) ( ( 5 * ) f y  Ç ( f t h e  fo llow ing diagram is commntative:
( A i ) ' (% )'
(s,eA ÎT,e,A
eA eA
Since fg,«,A and (r,eA are isomorphisms, we deduce in  particular that
-M.
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CHAPTER 5. RHODES EXPANSIONS OF BANDS
In  this chapter we consider B irkho fî varieties o f bands.
In  the firs t section we compute the cut-down to generators o f the Rhodes expan­
sions o f the free objects in  the varieties o f bands.
In  section 2 it  is shown how to deduce, fo r band monoids, results corresponding 
to the ones obtained in  the firs t section.
1. Rhodes expansions of the free objects 
in the varieties of bands
As we have done in  the third chapter, we study firs t the varieties o f rectangular 
bands.
Proposition 5.1.1. I f  S is a rectangular band, then — S.
Proof. The statement is clear, since by 1.5.6 we deduce that a ll the sequences ( s„ <£ 
• • • <jC 51 ) o f have length one.
Thus i f  V  is one o f the varieties
V ( X = y ) , V  ( ox = a ), V  ( xo = o ), V  ( oxo = o ),
th e n (J= U (t^))f
From now on we work on LB@.
Remark 5.1.2. I f  y  E LBo is a proper variety, then F a (V ) ^  I f  u^v E
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are such that c(u) = c( v), then by 2.2.5 and 2.2.16, tk iu)Cftk(v) and 1.5.7 yields
tk iu )  <c  tk(v) ^ t k iu ) C tk ( v ) ,
A  -------------- > F ^(axa  = xo)
4. (p
On the other hand, | Fx(oxo  = xo) |= 4. Therefore S'^  oi f^ (o x o  = xo). This
remains true fo r any | A  | fin ite . In  order to show this, we w ill show that:
(1) E V (o xo  = xo) (hence E V (oxo  = xo)).
(2) =  {(s/k < £  • • • < £  5 i )  : A; >  1, x,- E A'*', | c(s<) |=  i,  i  =  1 , . . . ,  A:} 
(where (sjfc <£ • • • < c  5 i)  denotes ( [5 tL (y ) <£ • “ <£ [5 iL (v )))*
(3) I 1=1 FA idxa  = xo) |.
Proof of (1). Let s ,t  E a = (sfc < £ • • • < £  5i),  t = (fi < £ • •  • < c  h ) ,  
where k j >  1 , E A '*', | c(s») |= i,  | c(t j)  |= 1 <  i  <  A:, I < J  < L  Then
sts = RediskU < £ • • • < £  s it i  < c U < C ' "  <c  ( i )  • («* <£  ■ *• <£ ai )
= Red( < £ • ' • < £  SlflSfc <£ t f8jk < £ • * • < £  tl5ib <£ 5* <£ ' * ‘ <£ 5 l)
= Red(tiSjk < £ • • • < £  tlSjb < £  Sjfc <£  • • • <£  51 )
= ts
Example 5,1.3. Let A  = {o , 6}  and le t S = F ^(xy  = yx). We have seen in  4.1.14 
that
= { ( o ) , ( 6) , ( o 6 <£ o ) ,(o 6 <£ 6) } .
I t  is mere routine to check that E V (oxo = x o ). Hence there is a unique (sur- |
jective) morphism ip : Fa ( oxo = xo) —+ such that the fo llow ing diagram is
commutative. (See 2.1.17.) I
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since SkUskCtiSk (because c ( = c(Usk))-
P roof o f (2). L e tX  = {(ôik <£ ••• <£ 5i )  : k >  1, Si e A + ,  | c ( s j  |= i, i  = 
1 , . . . ,  k}.
Let 5 E S^, I f  5 = (o ), o E A, then 5 E X . Suppose that any product 
(o „) . . . ( o i ) ,  n >  1, a» E A, i  = 1 , , n i s i n X .  L e t0,^1 E A . Then
(ow fi) . . ‘ ( a i )  = (o„4-i)[(an) . . . ( a i ) ]
=  (O n f l ) ( S ib  < £ * • ' < £  Si ) (5.1.3.1)
by the induction hypothesis, where Si E  A '*', | c(s») |= i, î = 1, . . . ,  fc. Hence
(5.1.3.1) = Red(o,H-i5Jb < c ^ k < c  <c  ^ i) .
I f  On+i ^  c(sk)r then o„+i Sk < c  Sk and
(5.1.3.1) = ( 0,^1 S &  <£ S f c  <£ ••• <£ S i ) ,
w ith  I c(OnflSjk) 1= 1 .
I f  E c(sjk), then Ot -^i SkCsk and
(5.1.3.1) = (an^-lSk < c  Sk-l < £ • * • < £  s i) ,
where | c(onfiSjk) |= k.
T h u s & ^ C X .
Conversely, let s = (sjk < £ • • • < £  s i)  E % and let {a ,}  = c(s,) \  c (s f_ i), i  = 
1 , . . . ,  fc. In 5, Si = OiSi_i, i  = 1 , . . . ,  fc (since c( Si) = c( OiSi_i )). I t  is then a mere 
routine to check that
5 = (ojb) . . . ( a i) .
Thus, s E Sa-
■I
I
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P roof o f (3). Let | A  |= N . By (2), we have
For instance, i f  S' = Fa ( V) where 
y  E {V {axa  = x o ) ,V ( f Î 2 = S z ),V (o xyo  = oxoyo),V ( i?2 d iÎ3 = «SzdQg)},
Theorem 5.1.4 asserts that = Fa(R 3 = S3).
We now give a statement that w ill reduce the number o f cases wehave to consider 
when proving Theorem 5.1.4. Indeed, w ith this result it  is enough to prove the theorem 
fo r the le ft varieties o f LBo.
if 
1
Sa  I = 1  { (« *  < £  • •* < £  5 i )  : A; >  1,5» E A"", I  c(s i)  1= i , i  =  1 , . . . , A ; }  I ^
=  1 : Si E A ^ ,c (s i)  D  c ( s i_ i ) , |  c (s i)  |= i , i  =  1 , . . . , A;} | |
*= 1
N
4 0 "  1
=1 Fyi(oxo = xo) I . (See3.1.1 and3.1.10.)
From (l)-(3 ) and 2.1.17, we deduce that S^ F!a( oxo = x o ).
We now state the main theorem o f this chapter.
Theorem 5.1.4. I f V E  LBo andS = Fa {V )  then
S i^ F A iV '^ ) .
-i’.
I
1
-'4
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P roposition 5.1.5. Let S ,T ,U  E Sa  and lettp: S ^ T ,  ij) \ T  --^U  be morphisms. 
Then
C /f s  =;> f i  ~  5.
Proof. Let S ,T ,U  E Sa and let p  \ S : T  —> ü  be morphisms. Suppose that
S and le t % be an isomorphism from  Ùa into S.
By 4.1.15, >2  ^ S and by 1.3.2 the natural morphism r)s,A :  ^ S is an
isomorphism. Let be its inverse. Let Pa ' %  and : T jf -> be the 
morphisms determined by p  and -0, respectively. (See 4.1.6 and 4.1.10.) Then f■S
f  i  o V^A ° X ° Î a I
is a morphism from  into itse lf. Therefore 1.3.2 yields again that
Hence % o is an isomorphism from into S. Thus, îTjf S.
We now state a series o f lemmas, whose proofs we shall defer un til we have shown 
how they lead to a proof o f Theorem 5.1.4.
Lemma 5.1.6. I f V  is a left variety and S E V ,  then E V ^.
This lemma asserts that fo r instance if  «9 E V  = V ( i ?3 = S3 ), then S^ E 
V (B 4  = & )  (thusâ^G  V ( iÎ4  = S4)).
We aim now to describe the elements o f Sa (when S = Fa ( V )  and y  is a proper 
le ft variety). In  order to do this, we study the relation <£ in  F^ ( y).
Lemma 5.1.7. Let u ,v  E be such that c{u) D c {v ) ,  | c(u) |=| c(v) | +1.
■
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We present next a description o f S^-
P roposition 5.1.8. (i) I f V  is one o f the varieties V (%  = Q2 ) » V  (a x  = axa), then
= {(^n < £ • • • < £  5 i) : n >  I f Si E  A ’*', |c(5i)I = i , i  = 1 , . . . , n}.
( ü ) / / r  E {Q ,S } ,k  >  3 , y  = Y (R k  = Tk) fo r k  odd and V  = \ ( R k  = f t )  
fo r  k even, then
=  { («n  < £  •*• < £  «1 ) : n >  l , a i  E A ‘" , |c (a i) |  =  i j k - i ( e ( s i ) )  =  t k - i ( s i ^ i ) ,
i  =
where t - i  i f T  = S and t = h i f T  = Q.
Notice that we are using the notation introduced in  4.1.13. For instance, i f  
y = V (E g  = S3 ), (Sn < £ • • ' < £  31 ) denotes ( 13( 3„ )  < c  <£ 13( 31))  or
([3„L (V ) < £ • • • < £  [3 iL (y )) .
I
(i) I f V  is one o f the varieties Y iR z  = Q2 ), V (a x  = axa), then u <c  v in 
Fa (V )-
i i i ) I f T e { Q , S } ,  k > 3 ,  V  ^ Y { R k ^ T k ) f o r k o d d a n d V  ^ \ ( R k ^ T k )  |
fo r  k even, then
tjfc(u) ^ £  tfc(u) >—r  t t —l(e (u ) )C tt—l(v )  ,
where t = i  i f T  = S and t = h i f T  = Q.
7/1 particular, i f  k = 3
13( u )  < £  13(1;) » 2 ( e ( u ) )  =  i 2 ( v )
and
h3 (u ) <£ / i3 (v ) <=>- /l2 (« ) = /i2 (v ) .
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The next two lemmas are partial results, useful fo r proving the existence o f an 
isomorphism between and Fa (V '') .
Lemma 5.1.9. Let n >  1 and let u E A*' be such that | c(u) |= n. 
i i ) U t
Y  =  { ( «  < £  3 n -l < £ ' • • < £  3 l )  : 3» E | c(5<) |= 1 ,1 =  1 } .
I f V  = V ( l 2 = % ) ,  then |y | = = V ( o i  = a io ), (Am
    C„(iX2 — Q 2 )
ly l ^  C«(Æ3 = % )
Cn(ox = axa) ’
( ii) / /T  e {Q ,S } ,k  >  3 ,V  = Y iR k  = Tk) fo r  k oddandV  = V ( B t  = f t )  
/<9r  k even, then the subset o f
{(«  <£ 3* -^1 < £ • • • < £  31 ) : Si E A ‘^ ,|c(5i) |  = i j k - i i e ( u ) )  = f t - i ( 3„_ i) ,
tk~ i{e {s i))  = t t - i ( 3 i_ i ) , i  = 1 },
where f  = » i / T  = S and t  = h i f T  = Q, has cardinality
OfiiRk+l — fk + l)  /  C n ( ~  Tt +1 ) \
OniRk “  ffc) \  CniRk ~ Tk) )
Lemma 5.1.10. Let n >  1 and let A ^ C  A be  such that ] An |= n. Let
X  = { s ES a - c(rjsA(^)) = An}.
Ç i)IfV  = V ( i Î 2 = Q2 )^ t/ien |X | = c^iRz = Q3) ;  i f V  -  V (a x  = axa), then 
|X | = c „ ( i?3 = S3 ).
( ii)  I f T  E { Q , S } , k > 3 , V  = Y {R k  = Tk) fo r  k o d d a n d V  = V ( l t  = f t )  
fo r  k even, where t  -  i  i f  T  = S and t = h i f  T  -  Q, then X  has cardinality 
Cn(7?t+1 = Tk+l) (=  CniRk+l ~ T t+ l) ) .
.(-'A/ ....... /—; . U: )...C -I
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Notice that i f  A  is fin ite , 5.1.10 yields that and Fa {V '')  have the same cardi­
na lity, thus they are isomorphic.
We show now how these results are used to prove Theorem 5.1.4.
A *  ----- ^ — » Fa (R m = S m )
(5 .1.4 .1)
where (]* denotes the canonical epimorphism from  into FA(Rk = Sk) • Notice that
:
'II
■I
P roof o f Theorem 5.1.4. We firs t lis t the different cases to be considered:
(1) V  = B . In  this case S;
(2) y  - \ ( R k - T k ) y k  odd, k > 3 , T  £  {Q , S}. In  this case, c:^  FA iRk+i =
Fk+i)\
(3) y  = \ ( R k  = Tk)y k even, T  £ {Q,S}y  A; >  2 i f  T  = Q, fc >  4 i f  T  = S'.
In  this case FA(Rk+i = Tk+i)^
(4) y  = V (xy  = yx). In  this case FA ixa  = axa);
(5) y = V (ax = axa ). In  this case, — Fa {R^ = S3 ). I
We now prove (l)-(5 ).
(1) By 4.1.11, S^ € B . Consequently, there is a morphism -0 : S S ^. Since 
Vs,A is a morphism from  S^ into S, 1.3.4 yields that r}s,A are isomorphisms and so 
S ^ - S .
(2) Let fc be odd, fc >  3 and le t S = FA(Rk = Sjk). By 5.1.6 there is a sur- 
jective  morphism tp : FA(Rk+i = Sjk+i) —> S^ such that the fo llow ing diagram is 
commutative.
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(fjb )f is defined by (|fA:)f(o) = (Ijifc(o)) = [o]y(B&=g&) (a G A). (See 4.1.10.) 
A lso the fo llow ing diagram is commutative. (See 4.1.10 again.)
^ S --F A iR k  = Sk)
(5 .1.4 .2)
We now show that (p is injective. It is enough to show that the restriction o f (p 
to the CT-classes o f FA iRk+i = Sk+i) is injective. Indeed, i f  t andt^ G FA(Rk+i -  
Sk+i) are such that <p(t) = y) ( f ) ,  then there are u, v G A*' such that t  = tl;fc+i(u), 
t ' = l]jk+i (u ) and so we get
(p it) -  (pit’) y»k+i(Ti) = (p\\k+iiv)
^  ( î * ) i ( t t )  = ( fc ) f ( v )  by (5.1.4.1)
= »ÎS,x(ll*)jî(v)
\\kin) = \\kiv) by (5.1.4.2) 
c(u) = c(v)
and therefore t  and t ’ are (7 -related in  Fa( Rk+1 = Sk+1 ) •
Let An Ç A. We have
^ ( 0  G FA iRk+l — Sk+l) • c (t) — An}) 
= W O  e : c (t) = An}
But i f  t  = []jb+i (« ), u G we get
(5.1.4.3)
-Î
c it)  = c(l|ife+i(u))
'/ - ' «
Ii 
J
= c(k(u)) I
= c(77s.^(Cfc)^(tx))'"by(5.1.4.2)
= c(Tî5,^v^tlfc+i(w)) by (5.1.4.1)
t
= c( i75,^(V9(0)). S1
Hence i
I
(5.1.4.3) = W O  € Sa : c(i?g^(y)(0)) = An} f
= {5 G ^5  : c{t)s,a (^ ) )  = -^n}
and so
\^ { { t  € FA(Rk+ i = Sk+i) : c (0  = A n}) I
=1 E : c(r?5,A(0) = An} |
= Cn(Rk+i = «Sik+i) by 5.1.10 
=1 0  E FA iRk+i = 5'fc+i) : c (0  = An} | .
Thus (p is injective and so Sa  — Fa ( Rk+1 = S t+ i).
The proofs o f (3 )-(5 ) are sim ilar to this one.
We now prove 5.1.6-5.1.10.
P roof o f Lemma 5.1.6. The proof is based on Lemma 4.1.8 . The case o f V  ( rcj/ = yx) 
w ill be om itted since it  was treated in  example 5.1.3. We lis t the cases that have to be 
considered.
(1) 6 ' G V ( Ë 2 = % ) ;
(2) S G \  ia x  -  axa);
--Af.
:'f '- y": ' -■ - -1
Ï
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( 3 ) S e y ( R k  = TO , A; odd, k > 3 , T E  {Q ,S } ;
(4 )5  G V ( 5 *  = rO .A : even, it >  3 , T  G {Q ,5 } ;
(5) 5  G B .
We now prove (l)-(5 ).
(1) Let 5  G V ( i?2 = Qz) and le t 5 i , 52,53  G 5 ^ . Then
Vs(siS3SiS2S3) = 'ns(si)r}s(S3)'ns(si)'nsiS2)Vs(S3)
= Vs(si)7}s(S3)'ns(si)'nsiS3)'ns(S2)
= Vs(si)vs(s3)ris(s2)
= Vs(si)Vs(S2)Vs(S3)
= W a i5 2  53).
Hence 4.1.8 yields that 5 i S2 53 = 5 i 53 « i 52 53 , thus 5^ G V ( B 3 = Q3 ) , as required.
(2) Let 5  G V(aa: = axa) and le t s i , 0 2 ,53 G 5^. Then
r?5 ( 5152 5153 5152 53) = 7?g( 5 i ) ?;^ ( 52 ) % ( 5l ) ?)g( 53 ) % ( 5 i ) % ( 52 ) 7?g( 53 )
= Vs(si)Vs(S2)Vs(^3)Vs(si)Vs(^2)ris(^3)
= % (a i)% (52)lls (53 )
= 53).
Hence 4.1.8 yields that 515253 = 51525153515253, thus 5 ^ G V ( R 3 = 5g), as 
required.
(3) Let 5  G V (Rk = Sk), k odd, A; >  3. By definition B *+ i = Rk^^k+i and 
6 "t+i = SkXk+iRk+i‘ We have
Vs(SkXk+iRk-i-i) = Vs(Sk)'rjs(^k+i)vs(Rk+i)
= Vs(Rk)rjs(3:k+i)vs(Rk+i) ■ (5 .1.6.1)
ji a-,-: .  ■■____t_________t__ ' ' , ' -Î Î
1 0 2
Indeed, i f  5* = 5fc( x i , . . . ,  a;*), then
r}s(Sk) =  SkivsixO^.^.^risixk)) 
= R k(vs (x i) , . . . ,T }s ixk ))  
= Vs(Rk)’ ■1
I
Hence, using (5.1.6.1), we have
VsiSk+i) = VsiRkXk+ùflsiRk+i) I
= r}s(Rk+i)'nsiRk-^i)
= VsiRk+i)’
Thus 4.1.8 yields that Sk+i = Rk+i and so e \ iR k + i  = 5 t+ i) , as required.
S im ilarly, i f  5  G V ( B t  = QO, A; odd, A; >  3, then5 ^ G V (% + 1  = Q t+ i).
(4) The proof is sim ilar to the proof o f (3).
(5) It is an immediate consequence o f 4.1.11.
P roof o f Lemma 5.1.7. Let u, u G A+ be such that c( w) D c( v ) , |c( u) | = |c( v) | + 1.
We prove (i) and (ii).
(i) By 1.5.1 and 2.2.10, i f y  = V (%  = % ) ,  &en
and i f  V  = V ( ax = axa), then
n <£ V <==  ^i i i u v )  = Î2 (u ) ‘
But c(u) D c(v) im plies c(uv) = c(« ), hziuv) = hziu)^ 12(uv ) = $2 ( u ) . Hence 
in  both cases u <£ v. I f  v <£ u, we would get c( vu) = c( v) and this contradicts the 
fact that c( u) ^  c(v). Therefore u <£ v.
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u < c v  <=> tk(uv) = tk(u) ( t  = i  i f  T  = S ; t  = h i f  T  = Q)
it <£ V hs(uv) = h3 (u)
{ h2(s(uv))  = h2(u) 
a(uv)  = CT^ u) 
h2(uv) = h2(u)
<==> fl2(u) = / l2 (v )
In  the remainder cases we get
! tk (s(uv))  = tk (s (u ))
tk~ iie (uv)} = t k - i ( e { u ) )
< = ^ tk - i (e {u v ) )  = tife_i(e(u)), since c(u) D c(v) 
< = > tk - i ie iu ) v ) = tk ~ i ie ( u ) ) ,  since c(u) ^  c(v) 
^ ^ t k ~ i { e i u ) ) t k - i ( v )  = û _ i ( e ( u ) )
4= ^ 1 (e (u )) <£
since c(e (u )) = c(v), e(u) and v are J'-related. (See 2.2.16.) So 1.5.6 yields that
u ^ £  V "4 ^ i/if_ i(e (u ))£ tjt_ i( v ) .
In  particular, i f  V  = V (B 3 = 5 3 ), we get
ti < £  V < = >  *2 ( € ( u ) ) £ l 2 (v )
<=> »2 (€ (u )) = »2 (v )
( ii)  L e t T G  {Q ,5 } ,  ^ > 3 , 7  = V (B *  = Tk) for k odd and F  = V (A *  = TO  
fo r k even. Then |
1
I
1I f  y  = V (E 3 = Q3 ) , we get |-A
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since in this case Cy = id  F (^xo=aira) • (See 3.1.9.) %
Proof o f Proposition 5.1.8. (i) Let
= {(5n <£  < c s \ )  : n >  1 , 5»- G I c(5{) 1= 1,2 = 1 ; . . . , n}.
I f  y  = V (J Î2 = Q2 ) or y  = V (a x  = axa), the proof o f the inclusion C X  is J
analogous with the proof made in 5.1.3, for y  = V (x p  = yx).  We now prove the
converse inclusion. 4
Let y  = y  ( I Î 2 = Q2 ) and let a G X ,  I t s  = ( s i ) ,  |c(5 i ) |  = 1, then ai G A  and 
a G Sa- Notice that we are identifying a,* w ith [ a ,*],;(and  that a*z/ap, for all m >  1.
(See 2.2.4.)
Let n >  1 and suppose that all sequences (a% <£ - • • <£ a i) o f % are in 
5 5 . Let a = (3«fi < £ ’ • • < £  5 i) G X  and let c(3nn) \  c(a „) = {o „+ i} . Then 
5nfi = ttiû n fiU 2 » w ith u i, U2 G A *. I f  u i G A'*’ , then u i = h  ...bk, where hi G 
A , i  = 1 ,. . . ,  A; and
( 61) ...(60(O tH -1)(5 „ <£  ' " < £  3 l)
=  R e d ( 6 l ...6jbOn+l5n < £  62 . . . 6 ibatn-lST» < £ • • • < / :  a»+l5n < £  5 „ < £  ■ • • < £  3 l )
= (b l  ...bkani-lSn <£ 5n <£ •*• < £  3 l) (5.1.8.1)
by 5.1.2, since
c( 6l . . .  bkOtni-1 5%) = c( Onf 1 a») .
Hence
smce
(5.1.8.1) = (uio„4.ia„ <£ 5„ <£ ••• <£ 5i) 
= (a«fi <c  an <c  * * * a i)
Al2(5nfl) = /l2 (uiOr>flU2 ) = /l2 (l^lOn+1 a„)
'1:
If
:        , j l- , -______________ .V_._______________ :______ :____________z____ :_______ ,__r ’ * v i
Ia = ( 61) ...(6 r)(0 '(3 n fi))(0 „ i.i) (a n  <£ " ' < £  a i) .
Indeed,
( 6 1 ) . . . ( 6 0 ( ( T ( 5 n f l ) ) ( O n f l ) ( a n  <C  ' "  <C, a i)
Red ( 6 1 . . .  b f O i S n  ^£, ^2 • • • b^oi 1 5% a% <C£ * ■ ■ <C£ si )
= (61 ...5ra(a,n-i)on+ia„ <£ 5» <£ ••• <£ 5i) (5 .1.8.3)
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1
and
c(5nfi) = c(uia,„.ia„)
(i*e. [anfi ]y(^j=Q2) = [ttiOn+i an];/(;H^=Q^)).
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, a G 5^. Thus X  = S^.
Suppose now that V  = V  (o x  = axa) and let a G X .
I f  a = (a i) , 1 c (a i) |= 1, thenai G A  and a G 5^.
Let n >  1 and suppose that all sequences (a„ <£ • • • <£ a i) o f X  are in 5^.
Let a = (a,H-i < £ • ■ • < £  a i) G X  and let c (3%+.! ) \  c(a „) = } . We check first
that
%2 (anfi) = i2(a(5nfi)cr(a,*t.i)o„4-ia„) (5.1.8.2)
Indeed, we have
^2 (a( a«+1 ) cr( 3»+. 1 ) 1 a%^
= »2 [a(a(a,rt-i)o ‘(a (a „4- i) ) a n f i5„ ) ]a [a ( 8nfi)a (sT H -i)on fi5„ ]  by 2.2.3
= i2 (5 (8 « fi))a (s tn .i)
= l2 (3 „ fl) .
i
" i
N bw leta(a,n-i) = 61 E A ,i = l , . . . , r .  We w ill see that j l
a
j:
1 0 6
sincec(6 i . . . 6ra (5n+i)a„4.ia „) = c(o%+iaJ. Thus
(5.1.8.3) = (5(5«+.i)a(a,H.i)a,n.i5„ <£ Sn <£ • * • <c ai)
= (a „ fi <£ 5n <£ • • • <£ 51 ) by (5.1.8.2).
Hence the inclusion hypothesis yields that s £  and so, X  = 5^.
(ü )L e tT  G {Q ,5 },A ; > 3 , y  = Y(R k  = TO for it odd and 7  = \ ( R k  = TO  
for k even. Let
X  = { ( 5„  < £ • • • < £  5 i )  : n >  l , 5i G A ’*’ , |c(5i) l = *,t& -i(e (a O ) = û _ i( 5t_ i) ,
% = 1 , . . .  ,n }.
We prove first the inclusion è ^ C X ,
I f  a G A, then (o ) G X . Suppose that n >  1 and that any product 
(o „) .. .(a i) ,O i G A , i = 1 , . . . , is in  X .  Let s = (an+ i)(an ) . . . ( a i) ,  Of G A, 
2 = 1 ,... ,n +  1. Then
a =  ( o n f i ) [ ( o „ )  . . . ( o i ) ]
= (Oi»fl)(aik < £ • • • < £  51 )
by the induction hypothesis, where k >  1 , 5,- G A ‘^ ,|c (5,)| = 2,û _ i(e (5t)) = 
t k - i ( s i - i ) , i  = l , . . . , k .  Hence
a =  R e d (o ,» f i5 jk  < £  5 *  < £  •• • < £  s i ) .
Ifo n fi G c( Sk) , then a»f i SkCsk (by 5.1.2) and
a = (a,»fl5jk <£ 5jfc_l <£ 5* <£ • • • <£  5 l)
where | c(a«+i Sk) |= k. Moreover in this case
t k - i  ( e( a,n-1 Sk) ) = tjfc-i ( e( 5*) )
= tk- i  ( 5jfc_i ), by the induction hypothesis
a
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and so s e X ,
I f  Onf 1 0 c(aO then o^f i Sk <c  at and
a = (o n fi Sk <£ at <£ • ‘ • <c  a i) 
where | c( 0,^-1 a t) |= k + 1. Moreover
ft- i(e (Q n fi5 t))  = t t - i ( s t )
since in  this case G( On+1 5t )  Onf 1 and e(0%+1 a t) — at*
Hence 5^ Ç X .
Conversely, let 5 G X . I f  5 = (a i) , w ith | c (a i) |= 1, then si G A  and 5 G 55- 
Let n >  1 and suppose that all sequences (s „ <c  • • • <c  a i) o f X  are in 5^* Let 
a = (s,H-i <£ a„ <£ ‘ • • < c  si)  G X .
Since t t- i( e (3 n f i) )  = t t - i( a „ ) ,  then c(e (3,^.1 )) = c (5 „) and we deduce that
W a n f l ) }  =  c ( 3n f l )  \ c ( 3n ) .
We check now that
tt(a n fi)  = tt(a (3 „|.i)c r(3 » fi)e (5 n fi)3 „) (5 .1 .8 .4)
Indeed,
tk (s iS n H )a (S n^ . l  )a(3n+l )3 „)
=  t t [ a ( 3 ( 3 n f l ) a ( 3 „ i . l ) a ( 3 T H - l ) a „ ) ] a ( 3 ( 3 n f l ) C T ( 3 n f l ) e ( 3 „ f l ) 3 n )
Ê (a( 3nf 1 ) a( 3»h- 1 ) e( a,H-1 ) a„) t t - 1 1 e (3( 3«4.1 ) a( 3,„. 1 ) £( 1 ) 3„) ]
=  11 (a (  1 )  )  a (  3„ f  1 )  e (  3,^. 1 )  11_ 1 (  5n )
= t k (s (  Sni-l ))o (3 n fl )c ( 5,^ .1 ) f t - l  (e(a„+i ))
= tt(a m -i).
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Now, let 5( 5»f 1 ) = 6i . . . 6r, G A, i  = 1 , . . . ,  r . We show that i
%
3  =  ( 6 l )  . . . ( 6 r ) ( a ( 3 n ^ . i ) ) ( e ( 3 „ 4 - l ) ) ( 3 „  < £ • • • < £  5 l ) .
Indeed,
( 6l )  ...(6 r)(a (3 n fi))(e (3 ,» fl))(3 n  < £ • • * < £  3 i)
= Red (6 i . . . 6ra (3n fl)E (a „4- l)a „ <£ 62 ...6ra(3»H -l)e(3nfl)5n < £ • • • < £  
0 -(3n fi)e (3 n fl)a „ <£ £ (3 « fi)3 „ <£ 3« <£ • • ‘ <£  3 i)
= (b l  ...6 ra(3 ,H .i)£ (3„+ i)3n  < £ & « < £  " <£ 5 l) (5.1.8.5)
by 5.1.2, since
c( 6i . . .  bf(j( 3nf 1 ) e( a,jf 1 ) 3n) c( e( a,jf i  ) 3%).
Hence
(5.1.8 .5) = (3(3n4.l)a(3n+l)£(3,»fl)3„ <£  «« <£ * * • <£ 3 l)
= (Snfl <£ «n <£ • • • <£ 5 l) by (5.1.8.4) j
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, a G S5- Thus X  = 5^.
P roof o f Lemma 5.1.9. (i) Let V  be one o f the varieties V ( i?2 = Q2 ) i V ( o x  = 
axa) and let 5  = Fa (V ) .  I f  | c(u) |= 1, then the statement is triv ia lly true, since 
1 Cl ( V ) 1= 1, for all V  G LB@. Suppose the statement holds fo rn  >  1 and let u G A^ 
be such that | c(u) |= n+  1 .
Fixed z £ A*" such that | c(z) |= n, we have
|(n  < £  5n < £ • • ■ < £  a i) : Si G A"^, I c(si) 1= 2,4 = l , . . . , n } |
= |{v  G A"" : ti <£  V ,  I c(v) 1= n} I , 1 { ( z  <c  a„_i < £ • • • < £  a i) : a,- G A"^, | c (3<) |= i, 
4 = 1 , . . . , % -  1}| (5 .1 .9 .1 )
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I f y  = V ( j^2 = Q z )  then
I {v  : u < £  v ,|c (v )| = n} |= (n +  1 )c„(jR2  =  Q 2 ),
since there are n+ 1 subsets o f c( u) w ith n elements. On the other hand the induction 
hypothesis yields in this case that
|{(^  <c  «ti-i < £ * • • < £  a i) : a< G A"*", |c(8{)| = = 1, . . .  , n - l } |  =
Cn(i ?2 = Q 2 )
Hence
(5 .1 .9 .1 ) = (n +  l) c .( Â 2 =
C«(i?2 = Q2 )
= ( n +  l )Cn(i?3 =  Q 3 )
1 ( i?3 ~ Q 3 )
Cnt-1 ( i ^2 =  Q 2 ) 
I f  y  = V  (ox = 0x 0 ) then
by 3.1.10.
|{u * ti <£ V, |c(v)| = n}| = (n +  l)c „(o x  = oxo). 
and the induction hypothesis yields that
Cn(Rd = S 3 )| { ( ^  <£ a„_i < £ • • • < £  5 i)  : 5i G A"^, |c (5,)| = i , i  = 1 , . . .  , n - l } |  = Cfi(ax = oxo) 
Hence
(5 .1 .9 .1) = (n +  l)c „(o x  = 0x 0 ) Cn(ax = oxo)
= (n +  i )Cn(B3 = S3 )
= by 3.1.10.Cftfl(0X = 0x0)
(ii) Let T  G {Q , 5 }, k >  3, A; odd and let y  = V  ( = r O .
no
But
Cn(iîib-1  — Tjfe-l)
since there are CniRk = Tk) words t&(v) w ith |c(v)| = n and there are Cn(Rk-i 
Tk~i) words F t- i(w ) w ith |c(w )| = n (tfc_ i(e (u )) is such a word).
On the other hand, the induction hypothesis yields that
|{ (^  < c  Sn-I < £ • • • < £  a i )  : Si £  \ c(a<) |= =  îifc~i(a,-i),
»= 1 , l j i b- i ( e( 2f)) = tib - i(a n -i)} |
— • ~  Tk+i)
CniRk =  Tk)  ■
Hence
(c  1 Q — Cn(-fijb ~ Tk) Cn(.Rk+l ~ Tk+l)
 ^ C n ( R k - l= ^ T k - l )  ‘ C n ( R k - T k )
Cnfl (Rk+1 = Tjt+l)
Cn^liRk = TO by 3.1.10.
I
I f  |c(u )| = 1, the statement is triv ia lly true. Suppose the statement holds for 
n >  1 and let u G be such that |c(u) | = n+ 1. Fixed z £ such that \c(z) | = n, 
we have :i
| («  < C S n < C ‘ - < c  Si )  : Si £  A+,|c(aO| = t ,û ~ i ( e ( u ) )  =  tjfc_i(v),
t k - i i e i s i ) )  -  t j b- i ( a»_0, *  =  i I
= 1 {v  : u <£ v ,| c(v) 1= n j k - i ( e i u ) )  = ü _ i( v ) }  | .
* I { ( ^  <£ an-i < £ • • • < £  si)  : Si £ A*',\ c(si) |= i j k - i ( e ( s i ) )  = ( t - i( a i_ 0 ,
4 = 1 , l , t k - i ( e ( z ) )  = ijk - i(a ,^ - i)} I (5 .1 .9 .2 )
i
\{v : u <£ V, I c(v) 1= n ,t/k -i(e (u )) = t k - i ( v ) }  |
= 1 {v  : t k - i i e iu ) ) C t k - i ( v ) , t k - i ( e ( u ) )  = t * _ i ( v ) }  | by 5.1.7 |
= 1 {v : tjfc_i(e(«)) = t* _ i(v ) }  I 
CniRk — TO
wJ?
I l l
For V ~ \ { R k ~  Tk) y k > 3 , k  even, the proof is similar.
P roof o f Lemma 5.1.10. The proof results immediately from 5.1.9. Indeed, i f  3 = 
( 5„  < c  a„_i < £ • • • < £  31 ) G 5 5 , then 7]s,a ( a) = Sn and the number o f elements 3„ 
such that c(3„) = An is
Cniax ^  axa) i f  V  = V (o x  = 0 x 0 ),
CniRk ==Tk) i f  y  = V(i2jfc = r O , T G { Q , 5 } , i f e > 3 , i k o d d ,
CniRk ==Tk) i f  y  = V (B t = T O , r  G {Q ,5 } , t  >  3, k even.
2. Rhodes expansions o f the free objects in 
varieties o f band monoids
In 4.2 we introduced the notion o f Rhodes expansion o f a monoid. The natural 
isomorphism established in  Theorem 4.2.5 w ill enable us to deduce, for band monoids, 
results corresponding to the ones obtained for bands in  the previous section.
Proposition 5.2.1. I f V £  LBMo an dM  = F A iV ) ,  then
Proof. Let V  G LBMo and M  = FA iV ) ,  We have shown in  3.3.1 that M  c^T^,  
where T  = F ^ (<  V  > s ) and <  y  >g is the B irkhoff variety o f bands generated by 
y. Then
o i i f i Ÿ  by 4.2.5.
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Now, by 5.1.4, Fa ( <  V  >s) .  Hence,
~  [F a «  7  > & ) ] '
= [F x «  V  > s ) ] ‘ since <  y  > §=<  y  >s ( by 2.3.4)
-  by 3.3.1.
that is, ~  Fa (V' ' ) .
D efinition 5.2.2. A  variety V  o f bands [band monoids] is said to be closed fo r  Rhodes 
expansions i f  for any semigroup [monoid] 5  in  y ,  55 and 5 j  [5 f^  and 5 j ^ ]  are in
y.
Theorem 5.2.3. The only varieties o f band monoids closed fo r  Rhodes expansions are 
the trivial variety V M  ( x = 1) and the variety BM  o f all band monoids.
Proof. Let y  G LBM o, y  ^  B M . Then V ^ V ^ o t V i
Let M  = Fa {V)^  Proposition 5.2.1 asserts that Fa {V^)  and dually,
-  Fa {V^). Hence G y*  ^and G VK
I f y  f  y  then for |A| big enough F ^ (y O  ^  F a { V )  (by 3.2.8). Thus ^  y .  
then for |A| big enough F a { V^) i  F ^( y ) and ^  y .
Remark 5.2.4. Theorem 5.2.3 is not true for varieties o f bands. (See 5.1.1. )
Remark 5.2.5. Theorem 5.2.3 also holds for BUenberg varieties o f band monoids 
(defined next chapter). Notice that i f  5  is a finite semigroup, its Rhodes expansion is 
also finite.
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PART III -  THE VARIETIES OF LANGUAGES 
CORRESPONDING TO 
THE VARIETIES OF FINITE BAND MONOIDS
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CHAPTER 6 . VARIETIES OF LANGUAGES
!
In this chapter we present various notions and results respecting the theory o f i
formal languages. Here we consider only finite alphabets.
In  the first section we focus on the Variety Theorem, which makes the link be­
tween the notions o f variety o f formal languages, presented here and variety o f finite 
semigroups, presented in  2.4.
In the second section we present some specific results on varieties o f monoids 
and the corresponding varieties o f languages, which we shall consistently use in  the 
remainder. We give some results concerning the varieties o f languages corresponding 
to the varieties o f finite band monoids, depending on the cardinality o f the alphabet.
These are general results, not yet concerning the direct description o f those varieties I
o f languages, but necessary for doing it.
1. Varieties o f languages. Eilenberg’s Variety Theorem
In this section A  w ill denote a finite alphabet. A language on the alphabet A  is a 
subset o f the free monoid A*.
I f  L  is a language, the dual o f L  is the language, denoted by L , obtained from L 
by taking the duals o f the words in L.
We shall use the follow ing operations over languages;
D efin ition 6.1.1. Let L ^ K  he languages o f A*.
(i) The star o f L , denoted by L*, is the submonoid o f A* generated by L.
(ii) The product o f L by iT  is the language
L K  = {u v  C A* ; u G L , V G ÜT}’
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( iii)  The quotient o f L by K  is the language
K ~^L  = { v e A * : K v r \ L ^ 9 }
and dually,
LK~^  = {v e  A* : viT n L ^  0}.
I f  u G A*, we often identify the word u with the language {u }. For instance, we 
denote by u“ ^L the language
= {v  G A* : «V G L }
We shall also use the classical boolean operations o f finite union, finite intersec­
tion and complementation.
D efinition 6.1JI. Let M  be a monoid and let y? : A* —^ M  be a monoid morphism. 
We say that a language L Ç A* is recognized by ^  i f  there is P  Ç M  such that 
L  = vp~HP)- We also say that M  recognizes L.
Definition 6.1.3. A  language is called recognizable i f  it  is recognized by a finite 
monoid.
We now give Eilenberg’s definition o f a variety o f languages.
Definition 6.1.4. A  variety o f languages is a correspondence V that associates to each 
finite alphabet A  a set A* V o f recognizable languages such that
(1) for each alphabet A , A *V  is a boolean algebra (w ith operations union and 
complementation).
-I
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(2) i f  y) : A* —> B* is a free monoid morphism, L  G B *V  implies <p~^(L) G s 
A*V ,
(3) i f  L  G A*V  and a G A , then a“ ^L, La~^ G A*V.
Définition 6.1.5. Given two varieties o f languages V and W, we say that V Ç W if, 
fo r every alphabet A , A*V Ç A *W .
Proposition 6.1.6. The relation C introduces a structure o f complete lattice in the 
class o f a ll varieties o f languages.
This proposition is an immediate consequence o f the follow ing lemma:
Lemma 6.1.7. Given a family {Vi}i€i o f varieties o f languages, fo r  each alphabet A  
define
V (A )  = V  A *V i ; W (A )  =  / \  A *V i
ieJ i€i
where V,ef Aiei the supremum [infimum] o f the boolean subalgebras
A *V io fV (A * ) .T hen
(i) The mappings A  i— ► V( A ) and A  i— ► >V( A ) are varieties o f languages. 
ifi)The variety o f languages A* \— > V (A ) is the supremum o f the fam ily {V i} ie i ;
The variety o f languages A* i— > W ( A ) is the infimum o f the fam ily
Proof, (i) It is an immediate consequence o f the following fact:
Vi€i is equal to the follow ing set o f subsets o f PC A *)
I  (J f |  : Xy,, e or 8, ry 6  IN,; = 1, . . . ,  aj
ie l ie l ^
(ii) It is an immediate consequence o f (i) and the fact that V {A * )  is a complete 
lattice.
¥
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We notice that the relation C defines a structure o f complete lattice in the class o f 
Eilenberg varieties o f monoids.
We now present Eilenberg^s variety theorem, which enables us to associate w ith 
each variety of finite monoids a certain class o f recognizable languages. a
Theorem 6.1.8. Let V be the correspondence from the varieties o f finite monoids into 
the varieties o f languages defined in the following way: i f V  is a variety o f monoids, 
then r  ( V ) = V, where V is the variety o f languages defined by
V (A ) = A*V  I
= the set o f languages in A* recognized by monoids in V.
Then T is an isomorphism o f complete lattices.
In the remainder, by “ the variety o f languages corresponding to a variety o f finite 
monoids V ”  we mean the image o f V  by the function T  defined above.
2. Some results on varieties o f languages
h i this section A  w ill denote a finite alphabet.
When a variety o f fin ite monoids is generated by a single monoid, as shall happen 
w ith the varieties o f finite band monoids, we have a direct description o f the corre­
sponding languages. Indeed, we shall consistently use the follow ing result:
Proposition 6.2.1 [20]. Let V  be a variety o f finite monoids generated by a 
monoid M  and let V be the corresponding variety o f languages. Then, fo r  each alpha­
bet A , A*V is the boolean algebra generated by the languages o f the form ,
where (p : A* M  is an arbitrary morphism and m E M .
-jI":-.-.»-» - % j'.-.3 * A . A i m •f.’ÿCîiL»• -v
i;
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We now state some results concerning the varieties o f languages corresponding 
to the varieties o f finite band monoids.
Notation 6.2.2. We denote by V (P  = Q) the variety o f languages corresponding to 
the variety o f finite band monoids VM  (P  = Q ) .
Also, A * (P  -  Q) w ill denote the image o f the alphabet A  by the function V( P  = 
Q ), In  the particular case o f the variety FBM  o f aU fin ite band monoids, we denote by 
P B M  the corresponding variety o f languages.
I f  V is the variety o f languages corresponding to a variety o f finite band monoids 
V y since A  is finite the cardinality o f A*V  is determined by the cardinality o f the free 
object Fa ( V)  . Indeed, we have
Proposition 6.2.3. Let V  be a variety o f finite band monoids and let V be the corre­
sponding variety o f languages. Then, the elements o f A *^  are the inverse images o f 
the subsets o f Fa { V ) by the canonical epimorphism Ijy.
Moreover A* V is a finite set with cardinality 2 I.
Proof. By Eilenberg’s variety theorem, the languages o f A* V are o f the kind ip~  ^( X ) , 
where X  C M ,  for some M  and some morphism from A* into M . In  particular, 
the languages l|ÿ ^ (Z ), X  Ç Fa (V )  are in A*V. Conversely, i f  we have a language 
(p~^(X) where (p is a. morphism from A* into M  and X  Ç M , let ^  be the unique 
morphism from into M  such that = ip. Then, (p~^(X) =
w h e re ^ - i(X ) C P iC V ) .
The last statement follows from the fact that the map Üv : V { F A iV ) )  A*V  
defined by
... ,
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is a bijection.
C o ro lla ry 6.2.4. Let V  and W  be varieties affinité band monoids such that V  Ç W .  
Then
A* V = A*M? ^  Fa { V) = Fa { W ) .
Proof. Since V C W y h y  6.1.8 we get A*V  Ç A*W . Thus,
A*V  = A *W  4=4  ^ |A*V1 = \A*W\
^  \Fa (V ) \  = \Fa (W ) \  b y 6.2.3
Fa ( V)  = Fa ( W)  . (See 2 .1 .2 0 .)
We finish this section w ith a result that follows immediately from 6.2.4 and 3.2.5.
C oro llary 6.2J . Let n >  2 and let \ A \ -  N.
( i ) I f  1 <  N  < n ,  then
A  (jRn — Sn) — A  — <9^ +1 ).
( ii) I f  N  > n ,  then the following inclusion is strict
A * ( P n  =  P « ) C  A * ( P « , i  = B ^ i )
i
.1
:3.‘ a .'::.S'f 1
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CHAPTER 7. THE VARIETIES OF LANGUAGES CORRESPONDING TO |
TH E VARIETIES OF F IN ITE  BAND M ONOIDS
In the first section we present a fam ily o f subdirectly irreducible generators for |f-the varieties o f finite band monoids. It was introduced by Gerhard [12] in 1972. We |
state some results concerning these monoids, which w ill be useful later.
In  the second section we present the main result o f this chapter, namely a direct |
description o f the varieties o f languages corresponding to the varieties o f finite band 
monoids.
1. A  fam ily o f subdirectly irreducible generators o f 
the varieties o f fin ite band monoids
In this section, A  w ill denote a finite alphabet. Also, we denote by [ n, n+ m ], n >  
0 , m >  1 , the set {n, n +  1 , . . . ,  n+  m }.
We adopt from Gerhard [12] the following construction.
Let n >  2. Let = {a " :0  < i < n —1} where o” , for 0 <  i  <  n — 1, is the 
constant map from [ 0 , n — 1] into itse lf with value i.
Let IVn = { 6"  : 1 <  i  <  n — 1} where 6” , for 1 <  i  <  n — 1, is the map from 
[ 0 , n — 1] into itse lf defined by
6? (;)  = i
0 , i f  0  <  /  <  t, j  even
and, i f  % is even, for all j  > i \
1, i f  0 <  ;  <  J, ;  odd
and, i f  % is odd, for all j  >  i.
Indeed, 6” , 1 <  i  <  n— 1, calculates parity on [0 , i ]  and is constant on [ n— 1], 
the constant being determined by the parity o f i.
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Example 7.1.1. We have 
As -  Z s ^ W s ^ J  A\y where
Zs =
Ws =
. , 0  1 2 W O  1 2 W O  1 2 W O  1 2 W O  1 2 \ 1  1
^  T ' 0 0 0 j ’ I 1 1 1 j  ’ I  2 2 2 j  ’ I 0 1 1 / ’ I 0 1 0  ^  ^ "
and
I
Let id „  be the identity map from [0 , n -  1] into itself and let J9„ = A „ U { id „ } ,  
where A 2 = Z 2 , A 3 =  Z 3 U W 3 and An, fo rn  >  4 , is defined inductively as follows.
I f  n >  4 and a  is a map from [0 , n — 3] into itself, defineâ  from [o, n — 1] into 
itse lf by
c?(0) = 0 , 0 (1 ) = 1 , ô ( i + 2) = a ( 0  + 2 . 4
For any set L  o f maps from [0 , n -  3] into itself, let L " = {a  : a  G L }.
For ?%> 4 let An = ^n U IFn U A"_2 . Indeed, An is a semigroup and B „ is a |
monoid.
For n >  4, Bn is isomorphic to Z n U W n U  Bn- 2 , since A ”_2 is isomorphic to
•^n—2 •
0 1 2 3 4 W 0 1 2 3 4 \  / O  1 2 3 4
0 0 0 0 0 / ' \ 1 1 1  1 1 / ' ^ 2  2 2 2 2
/ O 1 2 3 4 \  / O 1 2 3 4^\ [ |
I 3 3 3 3 3 j ' I 4 4 4 4 4
0 1 2 3 4 \  / O 1 2 3 4 \  / O 1 2 3 4
0 1 1 1 l / ' \ 0  1 0 0 0 / ' \ 0  1 0  1 1
/ O 1 2 3 4
VO 1 0 1 0
J
■s.
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5 ^ 1 / 0  1 2 3 4 \  / O 1 2 3 4 \  / O 1 2 3 4
3 1 ^ 0 1 2 2 2 / ’ \ 0^ 1 3 3 3 / ’ \ 0  1 4 4 4
/ O 1 2 3 4 \  / O 1 2 3 4
l o  1 2 3 3 j ’ l o  1 2 3 2
We now give a sequence o f lemmas concerning the structure o f the monoids 5%,
%> 2 .
Lemma 7.1.2. The fo llowing statements hold.
(i) For n > 2 , Z n i s a n  ideal ofBn^ The elements o fZ ^  are left zeros o /B „.
(ii) For n >  3, Wn is a right zero subsemigroup o f Bn-
( iii)  For » >  4 , PFn U A;J_2 ^ subsemigroup o f Bn- The elements ofW n are
right zeros o f Wn U A  J_2 . ■'4■?
Proof, (i) This is obvious, since the elements o f are constant maps. i
(ii) This is obvious, since i f  n >  3 and i , ;  G [0 , n ~  1], then b j (^ )  G {0 ,1 } ,
fo r any 7  G (0,  n -  1] and 6?(0) = 0 , ( 1) = 1.
(iii)  Let n >  4 . We notice that the elements o f Wn are the only elements tp o f B« 
such that
y)(0) = 0 , y?(l) = 1 andhny) Ç {0 ,1 } .
I f  6? G Wn and a  G A«_2 , then
6”c?(0) = 0i6”(0) = 0
and
6?â(l) = â 6 ? (l) = 1,
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since CK(0) = 0 and a ( 1) = 1 . Also,
Im (6?ô) C I m 6 ? C { 0 , l }
and
Im (a 6?) Ç â (Im 6?) Ç â ( { 0 , l } )  Ç {0 ,1 } .
Thus,â6? ,6?âGPV„.
Clearly, â 6? = 6?,
Let B!  ^= B n \ Z n y f o r n >  2. Notice that
For n >  2 , we denote by the immersion from Bn into Bn+2 defined by tn ia )  =
a. The next lemma concerns the behaviour o f these morphisms.
Lemma 7.1.4. Let n >  2 and k > 0 .
(i) For % e [ 0 , n— 1], the image ofa^ by the composed map tn^ -zk ° • • -otm-z otn, 
is the element o f Bn^ik+i defined by
y  0 < 7 < 2 ( A ; - H ) - 1 /
(in+2 * 0 - - ‘ 0 tTH-2 0 t „ ) ( 0?) (7 ) = <
l . i + 2 ( k + l ) ,  i f  2 ( f c + l ) < 7 ; ^ 7 i + 2 k + l .
I
'■f-
\B'J = 1) , I An I = ju ( n +  1) -  1 and |Bn| = 1). |2 '  ’ ' 2 ' ' 2 
Gerhard [12] proved the following theorem I
Theorem 7.1.3. L e t n > 2 .  Then
(i) Bn is isomorphic to BJ^ i . 4
(ii) Bn generates VM  (B „ = S n ) , f o r n o d d .
( iii)  B {^ i generates VM  (Bn = Sn),for n even.
■J
■51
;i': •r: / ‘.
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(ii) For j  £ [ l j n ~ l ] , t h e  image o fb j by the composed map * o • • ■ o tn^2 ° tn
is the element o f B n ^ iM  defined by
y  0 < 7 < 2 ( t + l ) - l ;
2 ( f c + l ) ,
(t» f2AO- ‘ -otr^2 o tn ) (b p i^ )  =
i f  2 ( k + l )  < ' l < j  + 2 ( k + l ) ,  
7  even and, i f  j  is even, fo r  a ll 
7 > ;  + 2(fc+ 1);
1 + 2(A ;+ 1), r  2 ( f c + 1) < 7 < ;  + 2 ( k + 1), 
7  odd and, i f  j  is odd ,fo r a ll 
7 > ;  + 2(Aj+1).
Proof. The proofs, by induction on k, are routine and are omitted.
Example 7.1.5. We have
o is ( gj) —
and
ots o t ^ i b l )  ■
0 1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8 \
0 1 2 3 7 7 7 7 7 /
/ O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
VO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6
I n the sequel we denote by A ^ ^ ^ { k  >  1) the image o f A „ by the map 
f« f2(k -i) o • - • o fn+2 o tn and we identify y £ An w ith its image by this map.
We now compute, for nodd, some products in Bn, which w ill be useful later.
Lemma 7.1.6. Let n = 2 t +  l , t  >  I  and let k^l £
( i)  0(2 i+ l 21+1 _ “ /  - .2Z+1
i f  I <  k;
a y - y i f  l >  k ,0  < j  < 2 { l - k ) ;  
 ^®i+2(\-it)j I >  k , j  '>2(1 — k).
2_
f o r  any i j  £ [ 0 , n -  1].
, 2 i f c + l  l 2 Z + 1( ii)  6^
f o r a n y i y j  £ [ l , n -  1]
{ b f * \  i f  l > k ;
i f  l < k . \ < i < 2 { k - l ) ;  
l % L o ,  i f  K k . i > 2 ( k - l ) ,
2k+12l+l( iii)  Gy
^ 2 (k \  >
22+1G
_2Z+1^2(l-k)
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y  ( < A : , : < 2 ( A ; - 0 ;
i f  l < k , i > 2 ( k ~ l ) y  
0  <  y <  * -  2(k -  0 ,2  even, 
and, i f  i  is even, j  > i  — 2 { k - I ) ;
i f  l < k , i > 2 ( k - l ) y  
0  < j < i  — 2 { k ~ l ) , j  odd, 
and, i f  i  is odd, j  > i - 2 { k — I) ;
i f  i > k , 0  < j  < 2 { l - k ) ;
i f  I >  k, 2(1 ~  k) <  j  <  i  + 2{ l  ~  fc), /  even 
and, i f  i  is even, ;  >  t + 2 ( i -  k) ;
“ i u V i '  V  l > k . 2 ( l - k )  < j  < i + 2 { l - k ) , j  odd 
and, i f i  is odd, j  >  i  + 2(1 — k ) ,
fo r  any i  G [ 1, n — 1] and ;  G [0 , n -  1] .
Proof, (i) Let i , j  £  [0 , n — 1] and suppose that I <  k. Since is isomorphic 
to A 2 jfc+i and is isomorphic to A lf+ i (a subsemigroup o f A 2t+ i), we get, by 
7.1.2(i)
31.1
J
J
1
- i_I.-.,.',.-:':".',3 V ' -
'A
For I >  ky by 7.1.4(i) we get
a2Jfc+l 22+1
ar" ‘(; + 2(f~0), if 2(t-0 <7<2f,2Jk+l i
( 1 ’ i f  0  < 7 < 2 ( t - 0  - 1 , 
0 < 1 < 2 ( t - k ) - U
i + 2 ( t - k ) ,  i f  0 < 7 < 2 ( t - Z ) - l ,
2 ( t  ~  k) <  7  ^
j  + 2 ( t - l ) ,  i f  2 ( t - 0  < 7 < 2 t,
0 <  J + 2( t -  I) < 2 ( t  -  k) -  1;
i  + 2(4 — fc), i f  2(4 — i) <  7  <  24,
2(4- t )  < / + 2 ( 4 - 0  <  24;
7) i f  0  ^  7  ^  i  — 0  — 1 »
y + 2 ( 4 - 0 ,  i f  2 ( 4 - 0  < 7 < 2 t ,
0 < ; •  < 2 ( 4 - f c ) - l ;
i  + 2 (4 - fc ) ,  i f  2 ( 4 - 0  < 7 ^ 2 4 ,
2 ( i - f c )  < / < 2 i,
since the case 0 <  7  <  2(4 — 0 — 1,2(4 — fc) <  7  <  24 cannot occur. 
Hence, i f  0 <  /  <  2(2— fc), we get
7. i f  0 < 7 < 2 ( 4 - 0  - 1 ;
y + 2 ( 4 - 0 ,  i f  2 ( 4 - 0  < 7 <  24,
= a f^ i(7 ) -
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y+L j M'J:!.!':'/'.^
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P roof. The proofs, by induction on t ( using 7.1.2 and 7.1.6 ) are routine and are omit­
ted.
Example 7.1.8. We have
and
69^676563 = bg^ .
I f  J >  2(1 -  k) y we get
f 7» - i f  0 < 7 < 2 ( t - 0 - l ;
= \
l i + 2 ( t  —A:), i f  2 ( t  —/c) <  7  <  2 t, i
~ û^+% -*)(7)-
(ii) The proof goes along the same lines as the proof o f part (i), now using 7.1.4(ii). 5
(iii) The proof goes along the same lines as the proof o f part (i), now using both 
7.1.4(i), (ii).
W ith the help o f the lemma above, it  is easy to complete the tables o f the . |
The tables o f B 3 and B 4 are pictured in Figure 4.
We finish this section w ith the following simple statement, which w ill be useful
later.
Lemma 7.1.7. Let t  >  1 and 1 <  7  <  t  Then
(i) n  ^ iî - î  ~1=7
1=0
. ' i f
1
;
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2. The varieties o f languages corresponding to the 
varieties o f fin ite band monoids
In this section we establish the main theorem o f this chapter, which concerns the 
description o f the varieties o f languages corresponding to the varieties o f finite band 
monoids.
It is known that for each alphabet A , A*(xy  = yx) and A*{ax  = axa) are re­
spectively the boolean algebra generated by the languages o f the form Ag, Ao C A  
(see [20, page 40]) and the boolean algebra generated by the languages o f the form 
A*o iAo, where Ao C A  and o i G A. (See [21].) Here we investigate this corre­
spondence for all varieties o f LB M  and our results include these results. Notice that 
V M  ( i ?2 ~ Sz) = V M  (ax = axa) . (See [27].)
We introduce first some notation.
As in the previous section, [ n , n - f m ] , n > 0 , w > l ,  w ill denote the set {n, n + 1,
. . .  , 71+  7? l}. ¥
Let I >  1 and let
—  af
g
Ozi — -Bzi+i , Ozi~ i  — ^21+1 ( 7 .2 .1 )
As mentioned in  7.1.3, C „ generates V M ( for 1.
For each subset I  o f [0 , /] containing 0 , let IM (A ,I )  be the set o f a ll maps 
A  : I  —> *P( A ) such that
A ( 0  C A ( ; )  ( i j e l ) ,
where the inclusion above is strict.
For each I  Ç [0,1] ,  I  = { io , n , • • • , »/} where io <  n  <  * • ■ <  V and io = 0, 
each A  G IM ( A , J) and each {0  }  Ç J C J, let INT( A , J, A ) be the set o f a ll maps
1
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A(0) = {o}
A (l)  = {a,6}
A(2) = {o,6,e}
A(4) = { a , b , d , e , f }
For : {1 ,4  }  —► A  defined by X i( 1) = 6 , Ai(4) = cZ we have
J, A ,A i) = A *(l)A i(l)A X 0)A i(4 )A *(4 ) 
= {a, 6}*6{o}*d{o, 6, d, e, /} * .
For À2 : { 1 , 4 }  —» A  defined by XaC 1) = 6 , ^ 2 ( 4) = /  we have
A ,À 2 ) = A*(1 )A2(1 )AX0)A2(4 )A* (4 )
= { a , b r b { a y f { a , b , d , e j } \
I
X : J  \  { 0 }  —> A  such that
X W e A ( i A : ) \ A ( * t - i )  ( 4 E J ) .  (7 .2 .2 )
Notice that ijt „ i may be outside J .
For J Ç [ 0 , Z] and A  G IM ( A , I ) ,  we denote by A * ( i)  the language ( A ( i ) ) * -  
Let { 0 }  Ç /  Ç J Ç [0,Z] , A  G IM (A ,J ) and A G IN T (A ,J ,A ) . 
Suppose that J  \  {0  }  = { p i , . . . ,  Pt} U { $ i , . , . ,  g«} , where p i , . . . ,  pt are even and 
q i , . . . ,qs  are odd, pi < - ' <  pt , qi < “ ' <  Qa • Define
B (J , A , A )  =  A X g ,)A (g J  . . .A ' '( g i )A (g i ) A * (0 )X (p i ) A * (p i )  . . .A (p t )A * (p ( ) .
Example 7.2.3. Let A  = {a , 5, c,d,e, / } ,  Z = 4 , I = { 0 , 1 , 2 , 4 }  and J  = { 0 ,1 ,4 } .  
Let A  : J —> *P( A ) be defined by
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Definition 7.2.4. A language L  is o f type L m ( r n >  1), i f  there is A  G IM ( A , [0 , m] ) 
and X G INT( A , [0 , m ], A ) such that L  = L ( [0 , m ], A , A ). A  language is o f type 
Ifm (rn >  l ) , i f  L iso ftypeLm .
Notice that i f  m  is even the languages o f type Lm are the ones o f the form 
A * ( m -  l ) A ( m -  1) . . .A * (1 )A (1 )A * (0 )A (2 )A * (2 )  . . .A (m )A * (m )  
and i f  m is odd, are the ones o f the form
A * (m )X (m )  .. .  A * ( 1)A (1) A * ( 0 )A (2 ) A * ( 2) . . . X ( m -  1) A * ( m  -  1).
Example 7.2.5. Let A  = {o ,6, c ,d ,e , / } ,  1 - 4 ,  and let A  : [0 ,4 ]  —> P (A )  be 
defined by
A ( 0 ) = {o }
A ( l )  = { a , 6}
A ( 2) = { a , 6,e}
A (3 )  = {a ,6,c, e}
A (4 ) = {o ,6, c , e , / }
There is only one map X : [1 ,4]  —►A satisfying (7.2.2), namely the map defined by 
A ( l )  = 6,X(2) = e,X(3) = candX(4) = / .  The language
L ( [ 0 ,4 ] ,  A ,X )  = A * (3 )X (3 )A * (1 )X (1 )A* (0 )X (2 )A* (2 )X (4 )A * (4 )
= {o, 6, c, e}*c{a, 6} * 6{o}*e{o, 6 , e } * / {o ,  6, c, e, / } * .
is o f type L 4 .
We now state the theorem. We notice that because o f Eilenberg’s Theorem it is 
enough to describe the varieties o f languages corresponding to the irreducible varieties 
o f LB M .
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fTheorem 7.2.6. Let n >  1. For each alphabet A, A*(Bn+i = Bnf i ) is the boolean 
algebra generated by the languages o f type Lp, \ < p  < n .  |
Moreover, i f \A \  = N < n ,  4
A * ( F B M )  = A *(B nfi = B n f i )  = A * ( R n ^ i  = Sn ^ i ) ,
Before proving this we show that the result above cannot be improved.
Remark 7.2.7. Let A  = {a , 6}. By 7.2.6, A *(B s = % ) = A * ( F B M ) .  Thus, by
6.2.3, we get
\A *(R 3 = % )| = = 2 \  (See3.1.5 and3.1.1.)
Now, the languages o f type Lz are the ones o f the form
A*(1 )X (1 )A * (0 )X (2 )A " (2 )
where
A (0 ) C A ( l )  C A ( 2) C { a , 6},
X ( l )  G A ( 1 ) \ A ( 0 )
and
X(2) G A ( 2 ) \ A ( 1 ) .
Therefore, the languages o f type Lz are
L  = a*abA*
and
V  = FbaA*.
t
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Since L O L ' = 0 and A* \ ( L  U V )  = {a*}  U { 6* }  ^  0, the languagesL, L ' and
L " = A* \ i  LU  L ')  form a partition o f A *. Therefore, the boolean algebra generated by
L , L ' and L ", which is still the boolean algebra generated by L  and L ', has cardinality 
2 ^ . Hence, L  and L ' do not generate A *( Bs = Bs ).
Our main theorem follows immediately from a series o f lemmas which we now 
state. The proofs o f the lemmas are deferred for the moment.
Lemma 7.2.8. Let w >  1 and let f  : A  C%. Let id be the identity in Cn- Define 
A  : [0 ,n ]  ^  V { A )  by A ( 0 ) = / - ' ( i d ) ,  A («) = / - ' ( Q ) ,  \ < i < n , a n d  let
= : A ( O \ A ( » - 1 ) ? ( 0 } U { O } .
Then A* is a union o f the sets L ( I , A , X ) ,  where { 0 }  Ç I C  J and
X e I N T ( A , J , A ) .
Lemma 7.2.9. Let n >  1. For each alphabet A, A *(B n fi = B^+i ) is contained in 
the boolean algebra generated by the sets L ( I ,  A , X) , where { 0 }  C I  C [0 , n] , 
A  G IM (A , J) and \ £  IN T (A , J, A ) .
Lemma 7.2.10. Let n >  1. For each alphabet A, A*(B% fi = S^-i ) is contained 
in the boolean algebra generated by the languages o f type Lp , 0 <  p <  n and
0  < p <  n - 1 .
Lemma 7.2.11. Let n >  1. For each alphabet A, A *(B » f i = Bn+i ) is contained in 
the boolean algebra generated by the languages o f type Lp, 1 < p  < n .
Lemma 7.2.12. Let A  be an alphabet and let I  <  p <  n. I f  L  is a language o f type 
Lp, then L  G A*(Bn+i — Bn+i )•
I
a
■w,
We now prove Lemmas 7.2.8 to 7.2.12.
Proof of Lemma 7.2.8. The proof is by induction on n > 1. For n = 1, Ci = B 3 . 
I f  x i . . .  Xr €  then either x \ , . . . , X r  € /~ ^ (id  ) or there is i  G [ 1 , r ] such that 
Xi 0  f ~ ^ ( id ) .  In  the firs t case
I I . . . I r  e ( / - ‘ ( id ) ) *  = A *(0 ) = i ( { 0 } , A , X ) ,
where X = 0 .
In  the second case le t io be the biggest i  G [ 1, r ]  such that Xi 0  Then
1 G J, a;io g A \ A ( 0) = A (1 ) \  A (0 ) and
x i . . . x r  G A "(l)a ;io A *(0 ) = L ( { 0 , l } ,A ,X ) ,
where X( 1) = a;»o •
Let 71 >  2 . There are two cases to consider: 71 even and 71 odd. I f  71 is even, say 
71 = 2 Z, Z >  1, then, according to (7.2.1),
O n  —  B 2 2 + I  =  ^ 22+1 U  B 2 1 + 1  =  Z 2 1 + I  U  C n -1  •
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I t  is now clear how these lemmas are used to prove Theorem 7.2.6.
P roo f o f Theorem 7.2.6. The firs t part o f the statement follow s immediately from
Lemmas 7.2.11 and 7.2.12. $^
Now, i f  |A | = N  <  7Ï, from  6.2.5 we get
■^*(Bnfl = Bnfl ) “ A*(B^+1 = Sf i f+ i ) .  I
It is also clear that A *(P jB M ) = A*(Rn+ i  = Bjv+i), since 
F B M  = \ / { V M ( B n  = Bn) : 7 i> 2 } .
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I f f  ^ (C „_ i)  0 , le t p be the restriction o f / t o  /  ^(Cn-i ), A ' = A |[o,n^i] and
J ' = { i € [ l , n - 1 ]  : A ' ( 0 \ A ' ( i - l )  y ^0 }U {O }
= { i € [ l , » - l ]  : A ( i ) \ A ( » - l )  ^ 0 } U { O } .
Let 31 E A"^. Either a ;i,...,a ;r € / “ HCW-i) or there is ;  G [ l , r ]  j
such that Xj 0  / “  ^( Cn-i ) . h i the firs t case, induction on n im plies that there exist 
r , {0}cr  c r  Ç J ,  and X' g IN T( a , I ',  AO = IN T( A , I ',  A ) such that
Æ1 . . . Ær G L ( f ,  A ', XO = L (J ', A , XO.
In  the second case, le t Jo be the lea st/ G [ 1, r] such that Xj ^  / “ ^( 0 „_ i ). Then
Z;o + l G (/"^(Cn))* = A *(tî). I
I f  Jo = 1
x i . . . x r  G A *(0 )a ;iA *(n ) = L ( {0 ,n } ,A ,X ) ,
where X (n) = x\ £  A (n ) \  A ( n -  1). If/o  >  1, thena;i,. . . , x /o -i G f~ ^ (C n - i )  
and by the induction hypothesis there exist F  Ç J ' and X" £ IN T( A , I " ,  AO such 
that
x i . . . x j , ^ i  £ L(r,A',X'0 = L(J",A,X'0.
Therefore
X I . . .X r  G L (J",A ,X 'O x ;oA *(n ) = L ( l " u { n } , A , X " 0
%
where X '"(n ) = xj^ and X '"(i) = X "(i) fo r i £ I " .
Notice that i f  f~ ^ (C n - \ )  -  0, then J  -  {n } and A * is a union o f the sets 
A *(0 ) = L ( {O } ,A ,0 )  and L ( {0 ,n } ,A ,X )  , where X(n) G A  = A (n ) \  
A ( n - l ) .  I
-y , r '-i.fr:':^  %;" < -
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For n odd, say n = 2 Z + 1, Z >  1, we have 0% = % f+3 U C n-i and the argument 
goes along the dual lines as the one for n even. (Recall 7.1.2 fo r the structure o f the
and
/ ( i )  €  B ;.+ 2 /(M 9 .)) . . .S ;,+ 2 / (A (< Ii) ) { id } /(A (p i) )B p .+ i .. . /(X (p ,))B p .+ i,
smce
and
But
A(Pro) ~ fo ( fipn ) “  /o  ( ^ Pm* l)
/(X(9i)) € B;^2\B„ (1 < f < 8 )
i
Proof of Lemma 7,2.9. Let A  be an alphabet and n >  1. By 6.2.1, A*(B%fi =
Sni-i ) is the boolean algebra generated by the inverse images o f the elements o f C „, by 
morphisms from  A* into C». Let /  be such a morphism, determined by /o : A  —> C „ 
and le t y G 0%. It is enough to prove that f~ ^ (y )  is a union o f the sets L ( I ,  A , X), 
where I  C [0 ,n ]  , A  G IM (A , I )  and X G IN T (A , I ,  A ) , since this im plies the % 
containment o f the two boolean algebras considered.
Let X G f~^ (y ) -  By 7.2.8, x  belongs to one o f the sets defined there, namely,
L  = L ( I ,  A , X) where {0 }  Ç J Ç J  and X G IN T (A , J, A ). It suffices to show
that | / (  L ) I = 1, since this im plies that L  Ç f~^ ( y) .
Let the set o f odd numbers in  I  be {q i , - - . ,qs }  and the set o f even numbers in
J be { p i , . . . ,  Pt} , where ç i <  • • • <  and p i <  • • • <  p t. Then
¥
I
Î
■ i...-, v-g-. j-.
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and
/(X (Pm )) €  B p .+ l \B L + i ( l - < m < 4 ) ,
Since
X(9i) 6 A (9 i) \A (g i- l)  = /o-‘ (B;^2)\/o~‘ (S„) ( l < i < s )
and
M P m )  G A (p „)  \  A (P ra - 1) = /^ '( B p „ + l)  \ / ^ ' ( B 4 + i )  ( l < m < 4 ) .
Therefore, by 7.1.2, f(X(.qù) is a right zero o f B ',+2 and /(X (P m )) is a le ft zero o f 
Bp^+1 , fo r 1 <  Z <  5 and 1 < m < t .  Consequently,
f ( L )  = { / ( X ( g j )  . . . / ( X ( 9 i ) ) / ( X ( p i ) )  .. . / ( X ( p , ) ) }  
has cardinality one, as required. Hence L  Ç / - ' ( y ) .
P roo f o f Lemma 7.2.10. For each J Ç [0 , n] let
5(1) = \ { i  : 2 < i <  max I , i  ^  1}  \.
Notice firs t that the languages L ( J, A , X) such that 0 G I ,  A  G IM ( A , I ) ,
X G IN T (A , J, A ) and 5(1) = 0 are o f type Lp (0  <  p <  n) o rLp(0  <  p <  n— 1).
Indeed, i f  L  = L ( J, A , X) is such a language and 1 G I ,  then L  is o f type Lm axj. I f  
1 0  I ,  define % : [ 0 , n —1] —> [0 ,n ]b y
y ( o  = | ' ’ ^ l i + 1 , i f » > 0 .
and let f  = % H f ) ,  x' = x|r, x" = x | r \ { 0}, X' = X o x' and A' = A  o Then 
5( I ' )  = 0 and 0 ,1  £ I ' .  Thus, L  = L ( I ',  A% X') is a language o f type Lmaxr-
a
¥
I-  ■> ■ '/'".I « -• ■ ... ‘.'tfi- A ; " - " ..............       t   r . . .  i.*"
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We prove that A * ( B ^ i = B nfi) is contained in  the boolean algebra gener­
ated by the languages L (J , A , X) such that {0 }  Ç I  Ç [0 ,n ],  A  G IM (A ,J ) ,
X G IN T( A , J, A ) and 6(1) = 0 . In  order to do this we show that fo r a ll A; >  1, 
the boolean algebra generated by the 1/(1, A ,X ) such that {0 }  C I  C [0 ,n ],
A  G IM (A ,J ), X G IN T (A , I ,  A ) and 5(1) <  A; is contained in  the boolean 
algebra generated by those L  = I/(J , A ,X ) such that 6(1) <  k ~  1. The essential |  
feature o f the argument w ill be an application o f cancellation and equid ivisib ility. (See 
2.1.11).
Notice that i f  J Ç [0 ,n ],  6(1) < n - 2 .
Let L ~ L ( I ,  A , X) be such that 6(1) <  k and le t io be the least i  G [ 2 , n] such 
that i  0  I .  Then, io <  max I .  There are two cases to consider : io + 1 ^  I  and 
io + 1 G I .
I f  io + 1 0  I ,  define % : [ 0 , n — 2] —» [0 ,n ] by
% i+  2 , otherwise.
Let I ' = X (^I), yd = x\r^ yd^  = x ln {0>, X' = Xox' and A' = A o x ' . Then 
5(10 < A;-2 andL(I,A,X) =L(J ' ,A ' ,V ) .
Suppose now that io  + 1 G J. I f  io  = 2 and 1 ^  JT, that is, i f  1 ,2  0  I ,  the 
reasoning made in  the case io , io + 1 ÿ  I  can be used. F inally, i f  io  = 2 and 
1 G I  or io ^  2 , the situation is : io  — 1 , io  + 1 G J, io  0  I .  h i this case, le t 
F  = J \  { io  + 1 } , X! -  X|(//\{o}) and define A ' : I '  —► 'P (A ) by
A '( io  -  1) = A ( io  + 1) , A '( ;)  = A ( ;0  ( ; 0 i o - l ) .  
Define I "  = { ;  G J  : ;  >  io + 1 } U {0 } ,  X" = X|(p\{o» and A " : F  V ( A )  by
A ''(0 ) = A ( i o - l )  , A ''( / )  = A (;)  ( / > i o  + l ) .
1
'4
ii
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Notice that 6(1") <  k —I  and j‘o ,io  + 1 0 f .  
We w ill see that
L ( I ,A ,X )  = L ( r ,A ',X O  (7.2.10.1)
Let the set o f odd numbers in  J be X  = { q i , g, }  and the set o f even numbers 
in  Jbe Y  = { p i , . . . ,p t }  , where qi <  ■•’ <qa  and p i <  . - <  p* . Now, io -  1 
and io + 1 have the same parity. Suppose that I'o -  1 = P/i and I'o + 1 = p^+i, fo r some 
p € [ l , t ] .  We have
L (Z ,  A ,X )  =  A * (g . )X (g J  . . . A ' ' ( g i ) X ( g i ) A * ( 0 ) X ( p i ) A * ( p i )  . . .X (p ( )A X P ( )
and
A % Y )  = A " (g .)X (g .)  . . . A * ( g i ) X ( g i ) A * ( 0 ) X ( p i ) A * ( p i ) . . .
...X (p^_ i)A *(p ;^-i)X (P ;x)A *(p^+ i) .. .X (p t)A *(p t) .
I f  X  n { /  e J : y > io + 1} == 0» we have
L ( f % A \ X ' ' )  = A *(p ; ,)X (p ^ + i)A *(p ^ + i)  . . .X ( p f ) A X p t )
(7.2.10.2)
and if X  n {; G I  * ; >  io + 1} = {çc, • • •, 9«}» we have
Z,(r, A \X'') = A*(g.)X(g.) ...AXga)X(ga)AXP;,)X(P;,+i)AXPA,+i)...
...X (p t)A *(p t) .
(7 .2.10.3)
C learly,
L ( / ,A ,X )  Ç L(J', A', V) n i (J " ,  A",X").
Now, le t tt €  L W ,  A', X') n  L ( I " ,  A", X "). Since u e L{1 ',  A', X'), we have
n — ng,X(ça) • • • ttçjX(çi)uoX(pi)upi •••X(pp_j)up„_,X(pp)U|^.j . ..X (pt)up,,
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where %  G A *(g ,), Up^  G A * (p ;) , fo r  1 <  i  <  5, ;  G {1 , . . .  ,p  ~  1 ,p  + 1 ,. . .  , t} .  
On the other hand, since tt G L ( A^ % X "), we have
u = Wp^X(p^+i)up^^^ ...X (p t)u ^
i f  (7.2.10.2) occurs and
u = u "X (g J  ...u"^X(ga)uj;^X(pp+i)u"^^^ ...X (p t)u j^
i f  (7.2.10.3) occurs, where G A *(p ;) and u" G A *(ç f) , fo r ;  G {p ,p  +
1 , . . . ,  t }  and X G {a , a + 1 , . . . ,  a}.
In  the first case, since
A ( g i) , . . . ,A (ç a ) ,  A ( p i ) , . . . ,  A (pp_ i) Ç A (p^) C A(p^+ i )  Ç ••• C A(p$), 
cancellation on the righ t yields
and
% ,X(9a) ...U g iX (ç i)uoX (p i)up i. . . X(p^__i) Up^_,X(p^)Up^+, = «p^X(p^+i)Up^^^.
Again, since
•••«giX(çi)uoX(pi)upi ...X(p^_i)up^_,X(p^) G A *(pp),
we deduce that
where x is a righ t factor o f (possibly empty). Hence
U = Uq^Mqa) ...U giX (çl)uoX(p i)«p i ...
...X(p^_i)up^_,X(p^)xX(p^+i)«p^^^X(p^+2 )up +^2 ...X (pf)tip , G L.
. f
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In  the second case, a sim ilar reasoning gives that u G L.
We have shown (7.2.10.1) when to — 1, to + 1 are even. I f  to — 1, to + 1 are odd 
the proof is sim ilar.
We have now proved the containment o f the two boolean algebras, therefore, we 
deduce that = Srn-i ) is indeed contained in  the boolean algebra generated
by the L ( I ,  A , \ )  such that {0 } Ç I  Ç [0 , n] , A  G IM ( A , I ) ,  X G IN T( A , J, A ) 
and 8(1) = 0 , as required.
P roof o f Lemma 7.2.11. By 7.2.10, A*(Rni-i = Sn^ -i ) is contained in  the boolean 
algebra generated by the languages o f type Lp, 0  <  p <  n and Lp, 0  <  p <  n -  1 . 
We w ill see that i f  L  is a language o f type Lp, 1 <  p <  n ~  1, then L is in  the boolean 
algebra generated by the languages o f type Lp, 1 <  p <  n. As in  the previous proof, 
the conclusions w ill be achieved using cancellation and equ id ivis ib ility and we om it 
the exp lic it justifications.
Let p >  1 and L = L ( [0 ,p ] ,  A ,X ), where A  G IM (A , [0 ,p ] )  and 
X G IN T ( A , [0 , p ], A ) , be a language o f type Lp.
Suppose firs t that A (0 ) = 0, |A (1 )| = 1.
Suppose now that p is odd. For p = 1, we get
%I
4 
1L  = X(1)A*(1) = X(1)(X(1))* = (X(1))*X(1)A*(0). %
Thus, L is a language of type L i .
For p > 1, we have
L = A * ( p -  l ) X ( p -  1) ...A*(2)X(2)X(1)(X(1))»X(3)A*(3) ...A(p)A*(p)
= A * ( p -  l ) X ( p -  1) ...A*(2)X(2)(X(1))*X(1)X(3)A*(3) ...X(p)A*(p).
Using the mentioned cancellation and equidivisibility arguments we deduce that
L = L' n L",
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where
L '  = A * ( p -  l ) X ( p -  1) ...A * (2 )X (1 )X (3 )A *(3 ) ...X (p )A *(p )
= A * ( p -  l ) X ( p -  1 ) . . .  A *(2 )X (1 )A *(0 )X (3 )A *(3 ) ...X (p )A *(p )
and
L "  = A * ( p -  l ) X ( p -  1) ...A * (2 )X (2 )(X (1 ))*X (3 )A *(3 ) ...X (p )A *(p ).
Define A ' : [ 0 , p — 1] —>"P(A) by
A '( i ) / A ( . ) ,  i f i  = 0 ;
■Ç
|_A(»+1), i f i > 0
and X' : [ 1 , p — 1] ->  A  by
^   ^ l x ( i + l ) ,  i f i > l .
Then L ' = L ( [ 0 , p -  1], X') is a language o f type Lp_ i.
Define also % : [0 ,p  -  1] -> [0 ,p ] by x(0 = i  + 1 and le t A " = A  o 
X" = X o xl[ i,p -i] • Then L " = L ( [0 , p -  1], A", X") is a language o f type Lp_i.
For p even we get
L  = A*(p)X(p) . . .A * (2 )X (2 )X ( l ) (X ( l ) ) * . . .X (p -  l ) A * ( p -  1)
and a sim ilar argument yields again that L  = L ' O L ", where L ' and L " are languages 
o f type Lp_ i. Therefore, L  is in  the boolean algebra generated by the languages o f 
type Lp, 0  <  p <  n.
We now prove the statement under the weaker assumption A (0 ) = 0.
Again, suppose firs t that p is odd. For p = 1 we get
L  = X(1)A*(1)
~  ^  LJ
aeA(i)\{MD} I
.... . _      ^
;
s
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w h e re L '= X (1 )(X (1 ))* and ï:a
La = (X ( l) ) * X ( l) a A * ( l)  = ( X ( l) ) * X ( l) A * ( 0 ) a A * ( l) ,
fo r each a G A ( 1) \  {X ( 1)}.
For p >  1 we get
L = A * ( p ~  l ) X ( p -  1) ...A *(2 )X (2 )X (1 )A *(1 )X (3 )A *(3 ) .. .X (p )A "(p )
^ L' U tJ
aeA (l)\{X (l)}
where
L ' = A * ( p -  l ) X ( p -  1) ...A *(2 )X (2 )X (1 )(X (1 ))*X (3 )A *(3 ) . . .X (p )A * (p )  
and
La = A * ( p -  1 ) . . . A * (2 )X (2 )(X ( l) ) *X ( l)o A * ( l)X (3 )A * (3 )  ...X (p )A *(p )
= A*(p-l)...A"(2)X(2)(X(l))*X(l)0"oA*(l)X(3)A*(3)...X(p)AXp), À
fo r each a G A ( 1) \  {X ( 1)},
In  both cases, the language L ' satisfies the assumption A ( 0) = 0, | A ( 1) | = 1 . By 
above, L ' is in  the boolean algebra generated by the languages o f type Lp, 0  <  p <  n.
Now le t o G A ( 1) \  {X ( 1 )} and define A " : [0 , p + 1] —► P ( A )  by
A "(0 ) = A (0 )
A "(1 ) = {X (1) }
A " ( » + l )  = A ( i )  , i > l .
Define also X" : [ 1, p + 1] —» A  by
X " ( l)  = X (1 )
X"(2) = o
X " ( i+ l )  = X (0  , i > 2 .
r.. •
In  both cases , the language V  satisfies the assumption A (0 ) = 0. Hence, by above, 
L ' is in  the boolean algebra generated by the languages o f type Lp, 0  <  p <  n.
Now le t a G A (0 ) and define A ' : [0 , p + 1] —> *P( A ) by
A '(0 ) = 0
A '( i+  1) = A ( i )  , i > 0 .
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In  both cases. La = L ( [0 ,p +  1], A '',X '0  is a language o f type Lp+i. Thus, L  is 
in  the required boolean algebra.
For p even the reasoning is sim ilar.
Finally, we prove the statement w ithout any additional assumption. Again, we 
assume p odd, the case o f p even being sim ilar.
For p = 1 we have
L = A *(0 )X (1 )A *(1 )
= L'U (J La,
aeA(O)
where L ' = X( 1) A *( 1) and fo r each o G A (0 ) ,
La = A * ( 0 )o X ( l) A " ( l)  = A *(O )o 0 ^X (l)A *( l) .
For p >  1 we have
L  = A * ( p -  l ) X ( p -  1) ...A * (2 )X (2 )A * (0 )X (1 )A *(1 ) ...X (p )A *(p )
= L 'U  U  La,
oeA(O)
where
L'  = A * ( p -  l ) X ( p -  1) . . .  A *(2 )X (2 )X (1 )A *(1 ) .. .X (p )A *(p )  
and fo r each a G A (0 ) i
La = A * ( p -  l ) A ( p -  1) . . . A * ( 2 )X (2 ) A * ( 0 ) o X ( l) A * ( l )  . . .X (p )A * (p ) .
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Define also X' : [ 1, p + 1] —► A  by
V(l) = 0  
V(i+1) = X(i) , »> 1.
In  both cases. La = L ( [0 ,p +  1 ],A ',X ')  is a language o f type Lp+i. Therefore, L  is 
in  the boolean algebra generated by the languages o f type Lp, 1 <  p <  n.
Finally, we notice that i f  L  is a language o f type Lo (or Lo )» then L is also in  the 
boolean algebra required. (See [20, page 40].)
P roof o f Lemma 7.2,12. The proof is by induction on n >  1. For » = 1 we get 
L  = A *(1 )X (1 )A *(0 ), where A  G IM (A , [0 ,1 ] )  and X G IN T (A ,[0 ,1 ] ,  A ) .  
Define /o : A  —> C i = B 3 by
' b i t  i f  X = X ( l) ;
M x )  = - b \ ,  i f  i e A \ ( A ( 0 ) u { X ( i ) } ) :
id , i f  z e  A (0 ) .
We w ill show that L  = A * ( l) n /~ H 4 | ) .  w here /is  theextension o f/o  to A *. Indeed, 
i f  u G L , tt = u iX ( l)u o , where t*,- G A * ( i ) , 0 <  i  <  1. Hence
/ ( « )  = f i u O b l f i u o )  = f i u i ) b l  = bl,
since, by 7.1.2, the elements o f W3 are righ t zeros o f .
Conversely, le t u = u i . . .  u*, where u \ ........ it*  G A ( 1), be an element o f A *( 1)
such that / (  ti)  = 62. Let io be the biggest i  G [ 1, fc] such that u< 0 A (0 ) . Then
/ ( « )  = / ( t i l ) . . . /(« % ) s in c e /(A (0 ))  = { id }
= /(txio) by7 .1 .2 (iii)
= b  ^ fo r some 7  G {1 ,2  }.
■t
.....
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On the other hand, f ( u )  = b\. Consequently, 7  = 2 and Ui  ^ = X ( l) .  Therefore, 
u G A *(1 )X (1 )A *(0 ). Hence L = A * ( l ) n / - ^ ( 6| )  G A * (R 2 = ^ 2 ), as required.
Now, le t n >  2 and le t L  = L ( [0 , p ], A , X) be a language o f type Lp, where 
p >  1. Let
2 a + 1 = max ( [ 0 , p] f i {  odd numbers})
and
2 ( = max ( [0 , p] n  {  even num bers}).
Then 5 >  0 and t >  1. Define fo : A  —* Cn by 
b l , i f  X = X ( l)  ;
i f  xG  A ( 1 ) \ ( A ( 0 ) U { X ( 1 ) } ) ;  
i f  X G A (0 ) ; 
i f  x G  A ( 2 ) \ A ( 1 ) ;f o i x )  =
id ,
4
i f  a; G A ( 2 i+  1) \  A ( 2 i)  fo r 0 <  i  <  5 
and, i f  p is odd, fo r x G A  \  A (2 s  + 1);
4 / 1 Î , i f  I  e A (2 ; )  \  A ( 2 /  -  1) fo r 2 <  /  <  t 
and, i f  p is even, fo r x G A  \  A ( 2 t ) .
Let /  be the extension o f fo to A* and define I '  = I  \  {1 } , X' = X|(j/\(o» and 
A' : r  V (A ) by
A'(0) = A(1) , A'(») = A (0  (i^ O ),
ThenL' = L ( I ',  A',X') isoftypeLp_i and therefore L  ^iso ftypeLp_i. The induction 
hypothesis im plies that L  ^ G A*(Rn  = Sn) and consequently
L' G A * ( R „  = S n )  C  A X E ^ i =  S n , i ) .
I
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Let p be the restriction o f f  to L^. We w ill prove that L - g ~ ^  J+2 4 V  )^ • This J
w ill im ply that L  G i = S'»fi ),-since
9 - \ h i t h v ^ ^ )  = r \ b \ T A 4 r ) n L ' .
Let u £ L. Then
u ~ U2a+iX(2 s+  1) . . .u iX ( 1)uoX(2 )u 2 . . .A ( 2 t)U2t,
w hereUi G A * ( i ) ,1 <  i  <  t^s > 0  andt > \ .
I f  s >  Oyt  >  1 , then
S (u )  =  / ( «2 ,+1)62% 1 . . .  / ( « 3) / ( «1 ) & 2 { id }0z / ( U2) O3/ ( « 4) . . .  « z M  / ( «2t)
— 623+1 ••• 636202 3^ • . .  û2f—1 by 7.1.2
= 62M i62“ 2 “ 2t - i by 7.1.7
= 62; : !  a i r *  by 7.1.6.
I f  5 = 0 , t >  1, then
p( ix) = / (  u i ) 62 { id }a i / (  U2 ) a f / (  U4 ) . . .  a l \ t \  f i  U2t)
= b l a l a l a ÿ l ]  b y 7.1.2 
^ b l a l a l t X  by 7.1.7 
= 62^2?^  ^ by 7.1.6.
I f  5 >  0 , t = 1, then
p(«) = / (U 2.+ l ) 6i « l  ••■ /(«3 )63 /(« l)62 {»< i}02 /(“ 2)
= 6i " J . . . 6| 6|o | by 7.1.2 
= by 7.1.7
” 623+2^2  by 7.1.6.
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Fina lly, fo r 5 = 0 , t = 1 we get
g{u) -  f ( u i ) b l { id }o 2 / ( ^2 )
= 6 202 , by 7.1.2.
Hence, in  a ll cases, |
g(u) = •
Conversely, le t u G L ' be such that g(u) =
I f  a >  0 , then
L ' = A *(2 a  + l)X (2 a  + 1) .. .X(3) A *(1 )X (2 )A *(2 )X (4 ). . . X (2() A X 2 ( )  /^I
and I
u = U2a+iX(2 a+ 1) , . .X ( 3 )u iX (2)u 2 X(4 ) . . . \ ( 2 t ) u 2 t ,
where m G A * ( i) ,  i  >  1.
Thus,
giu)  = /(U 2a+l)62Î t î  ‘ • . 63/ ( « i ) 02 /(U 2)03  . . .a 2Î l i / ( U 2t) ,  ^
~ ^2s+i ••■^ >3 / ( 1^ 1)0203  . . .  <i2t~i by 7.1.2
= b l l l l f ( u i ) a l l ^ ^  by 7.1.6 and 7.1.7.
I f  a = 0 , then |
L ' = A *(1 )X (2 )A *(2 )X (4 ) . . .X (2 t )A * (2 t ) .  |
and
u = u iX (2 ) t i2 X(4 ) . . .X (2 t )u 2t, 
where m G A *( i ) , i  >  1. Thus,
g(u)  = / ( u i ) 02 / ( « 2 )a3 . . .n 2t - i / ( i i 2t)
— / (  1^ 1 )^203  1 b y 7.1.2
= / ( i t i ) o 2r ^  by 7.1.6 and 7.1.7.
ft
'
ff" ■ .f.,: •  :______          J4‘!
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We know that f ( u \ )  G B 3 . On the other hand, a simple computation using 7 .1 .6 (iii) 
yields
“2ÎÎ2 .-2 . i f t > S + l
and
i 2 s+3 2(+l 02a+l«2t
62% i_2( i f t < 5 + l ;  
02f - 2a~l i f t > 5 + l .
Therefore 5/  ^2 ^ 1  ^ 2^^  and th u s /(u i)  ^  id . S in c e /(u i)  G Bg, we
have that f ( u i ) ~ b i  fo r some 7  G { 1 ,2 }  and we get
g iu)  = '
'& 2;+ i4 ^2r \  i f 5 > 0 ;  
b^alŸ^, i f a  = 0 , 
i f a > 0 ;
, i f a  = 0 .
by7 .1 .6 (ii).
Therefore 7  = 2  and / ( u i )  = / (  uj* ) = , where uj* is the last letter o f u i such that
/ ( u ? )  ^ id .  Hence t i l  G A *(1 )X (1 ) A *(0 ) a n d u G L .
We finish this section w ith  a sequence o f examples that illustrate our procedure 
fo r proving Theorem 7.2.6. The next example illustrates 7.2.8.
Exam ple 7.2.13. Let A  = {a , 6, c } and le t n = 4 . Then C4 = B 5 . Let /  : A  
be defined by
/ ( a )  = 6f  
f i b )  = &2 
/ ( c )  = Oi.
Bs
I
■ ■-if:;.."-'* ■ "t"—,: '(■
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X i (3 )  =  o G  A ( 3 ) \ A ( 2 )
I f  A  : [0 ,4 ] —> P ( A ) is defined as in  7.2.8 we get
A ( 0 )  = / - ' ( i d )  = 0 
A ( l )  = / - ' ( C i )  = / - * ( B j )  = 0 
A ( 2 ) = / - ' ( G 2> =  / - ' ( S 3 ) =  { c }
A (3 ) = / - '( O s )  = / - ' ( B i )  = {o ,6 ,c } = A  
A ( 4 ) = / - ' ( G , )  = / - ' ( B 5 ) = { o,6,c} = Æ I
Also,
7 = { » e [ l , 4 ]  : A ( i ) \ A ( i - l ) ? f 0 } U { O }
= { 0 ,2 ,3 }  1
For J = {0>, 1 N T (A ,I, A ) = {0 } andL({0>, A , 0) = 0*.
For 7 = {0 ,2 } ,  IN T (A , J, A )  = {X } where X : {2 }  -+  A  is defined by X(2) = 
cG A (2 ) \A (0 ) .H e n c e
L ( { 0 ,2 } ,A ,X )  = A *(0 )X (2 )A *(2 ) = 0 *c {c }*.
For 7 = {0 ,3 } ,  IN T (A , 7, A )  = { X i , X%} whereXi ,Xg : {3 }  A  are defined 
by X i(3 ) = o G A (3 ) \  A (2 ) andX i(3) = 6. Hence
L ( {0 ,3 } ,  A ,X i)  = A *(3 )X i(3 )A * (0 )  = A*o
and
L ( { 0 , 3 } , A , X 2 )  = A * (3 )X 2 (3 )A * (0 )  =  A *6. |
i
F inally, fo rZ =  {0 ,2 ,3 } ,  lN T (A , f ,  A )  = {X ^ X z }  where X i ,X2 : { 2 ,3 }  -+ |
A  are defined by
X i(2 ) = c e  A ( 2 ) \A ( 0 )
, .......................... .. ............................  , . ..............
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and
X2(2) = c G  A ( 2 ) \A ( 0 )  
X2 O ) = 6 G A ( 3 ) \A ( 2 ) .
Hence
L ( { 0 ,2 ,3 } ,A ,X i ) = A *(3 )X i (3 )A *(0 )X i ( 2 )A *(2 ) = A *oc{cy
and
L ( { 0 , 2 , 3 } ,  A ,X 2 ) = A * ( 3 )X2 ( 3 ) A * ( 0 )X2 ( 2 ) A * ( 2 ) = A *bc {c } \
A ll together we have obtained the languages
{1 }, c{c}*, A*a, A*b, A*ac{cY  and A *b c {c } \
I t  is obvious that A* is a union o f these languages. Indeed, i f  1 =/ ly G A * we have the 
fo llow ing different possibilities:
(1) the last letter o f w is o;
(2 ) the last letter o f w is 6;
(3) the last letter o f w is c.
Then (1) corresponds to A*o, (2) corresponds to A*b and (3) corresponds to c{c}*, 
A *ac{c}* or A *6c{c}*, i f  w contains only c's, the last letter o f w different from  c is a 
or the last letter o f w different from  c is 6, respectively.
The next example illustrates Lemmas 7.2,9-7.2.11.
Example 7.2.14. Let %= 4 . Lemma 7.2.9 asserts that A* iRs  = S5)  is contained in  
the boolean algebra generated by the sets o f the kind
■ 5i
 ' ; _______...._I..,..... ... , »... u j
1
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( 2) A | a i A o ,  A o  C  A i  Ç  A , a i  G  A i  \  A o î  ■§
( 3 ) A J a 2  A J  > A o  C  A 2  Ç  A ,  û 2  G  A 2  \  A o  ;
( 4) A i a i A ^ 0 2 A 2 , A o  C  A i  C  A 2  Ç  A , a i  G  A i  \  A o , a 2  G  A 2  \  A i ;
( 5 ) A 3 a 3 A J ,  A o  C  A 3  C  A ,  a s  G  A 3  \  A q ;
( 6 ) A 3 a s A i a i A q , A o  C  A i  C  A 3  Ç  A , a i  G  A i  \  A o , a s  G  A 3  \  A i ;
( 7 ) A 3  a s  A g  a 2  A 2 , A o  C  A 2  C  A 3  Ç  A ,  a 2  G  A 2  \  A o , a s  G  A 3  \  A 2  ;
( 8 ) A 3  a s  A |  a i  A q a 2  A 2 , A o  C  A i  C  A 2  C  A s  Ç  A ,  a i  G  A i  \  A o , 0 2  G
A 2  \  A l , a s  G  A s  \  A 2 ;
( 9 ) A o 0 4 A 4 ,  A o  C  A 4  Ç  A , a 4  G  A 4  \  A o ;
( 10) A ^  a i  A o  a 4  A 4 ,  A o  C  A i  C  A 4  Ç  A ,  a i  G  A i  \  A o , a 4  G  A 4  \  A i ;
(11 ) A o a 2 A 2 a 4 A 4 ,  A o  C  A 2  C  A 4  Ç  A ,  a 2  G  A 2  \  A o , a 4  G  A 4  \  A 2 ;
( 12) A i  a i  A o  0 2  A 2  a 4  A 4 ,  A o  C  A i  C  A 2  C  A 4  Ç  A ,  a i  G  A i  \  A o , 0 2  G  
A 2  \  A l , a 4  G  A 4  \  A 2  ;
( 13) A 3 a s  A o  0 4  A 4 ,  A o  C  A s  C  A 4  C  A ,  a s  G  A s  \  A o , a 4  G  A 4  \  A s ;
( 14) A 3 a s  A l  a i  A o  a 4  A 4 ,  A o  C  A i  C  A s  C  A 4  Ç  A , a i  G  A i  \  A o , a s  G  
A s  \  A l , a 4  G  A 4  \  A s ;
( 15) A 3a s A o a 2 A | a 4 A 4 ,  A o  C  A 2  C  A s  C  A 4  C  A , a 2  G  A 2  \  A o , a s  G  
A s  \  A 2 , a 4  G  A 4  \  A s ;  I
( 16) A 5a s A î a i A S a 2A î a 4A Î ,  A o  C  A i  C  A 2  C  A s  C  A 4  Ç  A ,  a i  G  
A l  \  A o , a 2  G  A 2  \  A l , a s  G  A s  \  A 2 , a 4  G  A 4  \  A s .
N o w  L e m m a  7 .2.10 a s s e r ts  t h a t  A * (  B 5  =  S 's  )  i s  c o n t a i n e d  i n  t h e  b o o le a n  a lg e b r a  
g e n e r a t e d  b y  t h e  la n g u a g e s  o f  t h e  k i n d  ( 1) ,  ( 2) ,  ( 4) ,  ( 8 ) ,  ( 16)  a n d  ( 3) ,  (7) ,  ( 15) .
I n d e e d ,  c a s e s  ( 5)  a n d  (2)  a r e  t h e  s a m e ,  c a s e s  (9)  a n d  ( 3)  a r e  t h e  s a m e  a n d  c a s e s  
( 13) ,  ( 10)  a n d  (4)  a r e  t h e  s a m e ,  t o o .  W e  a p p l y  n o w  a  “ r e d u c t i o n ”  p r o c e d u r e  t o  t h e
:
•-J S" --v;:-A t
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remaimng cases:
Agcs A^aiAo = A ^ai Ao O A 303A 1,
But
Iwhere A3 01 Ag, A3 03 A\  are of kind (2); |
I
Ao 02 A 2 04 A 4 = Ao 02 A 4 n  A 2O4A 4 ,
■I
where AJ 02 A J, AJ 04 A% are of kind (3);
A% o i Ao 02 A2 04 A4 = A *oi A0O2 A4 n  A% 0% A2 04 A4, 
where A \ oi AJ 02 A J, A Joi AJ 04 A% are of kind (4); and
A 3 O 3 A 1 O 1  A q 0 4  A 4  “  A 3 O 1 A 0 O 4  A 4  D  A 3 O 3 A 1 O 4 A 4 ,
where A3 oi AJ 04 A J, A3 03 AJ 04 A4 are of kind (4). -|
Now Lemma 7.2.11 asserts that A*( Rs -  S5) is contained in the boolean algebra 
generated by the languages of the kind (2), (4), (8) and (16).
Indeed,
A i = A * \  ( J  A * a U \ { a } r  1
aEA\j4o
where A*o( A \  {a}) * is a language of kind (2).
Now, for Ao ^  0 |
A0O2 A2 — 02 A2 U Ao 002 A 2 .
o€j4o
02 A 2 = 0202 U [J  O2 O2 0 A 2 
06^2 \{o2)
= 02 02 0*17 [J O2O20*oA2,
o€^2\{a2}
%
I
, f -1,.^  " " * '- ' V' Y:; -. %- ' -
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where 0^0 2 0 * is o f kind (2) and 0^02 0*0 ^ 2  is o f kind (4); and
A q  0 0 2  A 2  — A ( ) O 0  0 2  A 2
is o f kind (4).
A lso, (fo r Ao ^  0)
A3O3A0O2A2 =  A30302A2 U A303A o 002A 2 ,
q€>4o
where
is o f kind (8). But
A3O3A0OO2A2 — A3 03 Ao 00 02A2
A30302A2 =  A3030202 U  [ J  A 30302020A2
06^4% \{az}
= A3O3O2O2 U ( J  A303O2020*oA2
OGA2\{o2}
— A3 O3 O2 02 0 U A3 O3 O2 02 0 0A2
o€j42\{a2}
where A3O302 O20*oA^ is of kind (8) and A3O3O2 02 0* is of kind (6) (thus can also 
be reduced).
Finally, (for Ao ^  0)
A3 03 Ao 02 A2 04 A4 = A30302A2O4A4 U A3 03 Aq 002 A2 04 A4,
o€j4o
where
A3 03 Ao 002 A2 04 A4 = A303 Ao 00*02 A2 04*^4 
is of kind (16). But
A3O302A2O4A4 = A3O302O2O4A4 U [ J  A 30302020A 204A 4,
06^ 2\{oz}
1
%
1
■■ - ' f  ' - r -  f f f v .  f t : - ; -  v . - . : ,  f  ... . .
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where î-%
A3 03 0202 0 ^ 5 0 4 ^ 4  =  A3 03 O2 02 0*0A2 04 A4
?
is o f kind (16) and f
■t
A3 03 02 02 04 A4 = A3 03 02 02 04 A4
— A 3 02 04 A 4 n  A 3 03 02 04 A 4
— A 3 02 0*04 A 4 n  A 3 03 02 04 A 4 
where A 3 02 0*04 A 4 , A 3 03o j 04 A 4 are o f kind (4).
J
I?
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FIGURES
III
4
•B
V(j%4 = & ) *
V(iÎ4 = Q4)*
V ( i Î 3 =  % ) #
V {RidRz -  Q3(%)#
V ( i Ï 3 =  Q 3 ) *
V(%  = 52)*
V ( a i= oxo)*
y  {RAdBA = Q^dQ^)
y (RidRi -  SzdSi)
V(E3%  = 03% )
V(oxyo = axaya)
V(axyo = ayxo)
V (iÎ4 =5-4)
•V(f24 = Q4)
#V(B3 = %)
*V(E2dE3 = ^adQa)
• V ( J ?3 = Q 3 )
eV(B2 = %)
•V (x a  = axa)
V(J%2 = Qz)* .  V (a = a x o ) * V (%  = Q2 )
V (o x  = a )* V ( iy  = yx) •V (x a  = o)
V (x  = y)
Figure 1. The lattice LB of varieties of bands.
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»
- .....' "4- ' V
BM
•VM(R4dR4 = S4dSA)
VM(fl4 = 54)*
V M ( i Î 3 = ^ 3 ) #
VM (ax = axa)«
•VM(iÎ3diÎ3 = SidSi)
•VM (oxya = axaya)
•VM(E4 = 54)
•VM(iÎ3 = 53)
VM  ( xo = axa)
•V M (x y  = yx)
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a
V M (x =  1)
Figure 2. The lattice of varieties of band monoids.
15.8
Figure 3, Tîie lattice LB#
o, Q -  left varieties ; O  ~ strictly left varieties,
B3 :
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B 4 :
Û0 GÎ a\ h\ h i id s
3Û0 Û0 Go Go Go Go Go
a] 0Î Gl Gl Gl Gl Gl
«2 02 a\ a\ g| G2 g1
6? ÛQ Gl Gl 6! 61 b\
b\ Go Gl Go 6! 6l b l
id s Go Gl a\ 61 id  3
Go Gl G2 4 bi bt ^ 3 G q Gl i d  4
Go 4 4G q G q 4 G q 4Go 4G q G q 4Go G q
Gl 4 Gl Gl 4 Gl 4 Gl 4 4 4
4 4 G2 G2 4 G2 4 G2 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 G3 4 4 4a j
àî G q 4 4 4 bt bt bt bt bt bt
bl G q Gl Go Go bt bt bt bt bt bt
bt G q Gl Go Gl bt bt bt bt bt bt
Go G q Gl 4 G2 bt bt bt Go G q Go
Gl Go Gl 4 G3 bt bt ^ 3 Gl Gl Gl
i d  4 Go Gl 4 G3 bt bt 63 Go Gl i d  4
Figure 4. The tables of the monoids B3 and B4
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